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LLI 70DUCTION

This document contains the results of a survey conducted between September and
December, 1987 which was intended to describe the current status of existing item banks
across the U.S. In addition to describing the banks of test items that exist, there are
several questions concerning the computer software and data management systems whicn
accompany these item collections. This survey is an update of a previous one conducted
by Estes and Arter (1984).

In addition to compiling more recent information on existing item banks, one of
the primary purposes of this update was to document, in particular, the sources of test
items in the various subject areas which respondents considered to measure "higher order
thinking skills." For this reason Higher Order Thinking Skills was added as a special
content area within each of the requested subject areas. Also, question number 8
requested particular information on the cognitive level categorizations of test items
within the various item collections. Several other specific questions were asked
concerning the types and capabilities of computer software used.

The survey respondents are categorized into three mutually exclusive sections:

1) those organizations which stated .hat they had collections of test items
and pre-constructed tests available for sale or free, or the acquisition of
which could be arranged with the organization;

2) those organizations which stated that they had only pre-developed tests
available for sale or free, or would construct tests from their item
collections;

3) remaining organizations which have collections of test items or tests that
are proprietary to their organizations but who may be willing to share
information or experiences concerning their testing programs.

Within each of these three sections the surveys are organized in alphabetical
order by name of organization.

For this report the term "item bank" is to be thought of as being synonomous
with "item collection" or "item pool." We use the term "bank" to mean that individual
items have been "deposited" and can be "withdrawn" at some later date. This definition
does not imply that the items be available in computerized form (which is still in a
rather developmental stage for the most part) or that there are any particular kinds of
statistics associated with the items.

I
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2. THE SAMPLE

Having had substantial prior experience at surveying the existence of item banks
nationally, this sample would have to be typified as purposive in nature. Each state in
the nation did receive Item Bank Data Sheets with a request to send the forms to
relevant sources within their state whether or not the state itself maintained an item
bank. In addition to these 50 surveys another 60-70 were distributed to:

1) sources who had responded to the survey in 1984;

2) sources who we knew through the literature maintained item banks; and

3) ..Jurces who we found by "word of mouth" to have been maintaining
banks of test items.

It is most probable that any omissions from this survey were due to a lack of
response of those surveyed. At this time the percentage of non-respondents who we
suspect actually eo have item banks is somewhere between 10-20% of those surveyed.
About 15% of those respondents who claimed to have item banks in 1984 said that the
banks no longer existed or were active in 1987.

3. CAUTIONS TOWARD USING THIS GUIDE

Even though organizations have voluntarily submitted the Item Bank Data Sheets
and information to us, many of the organizations are hesitant to share the item banks
with other agencies, or will do so with some _negotiation or cost involved. Even if the
item banks are said to be free of cost, the duplication costs themselves can sometimes be
considerable, so a requestor should offer to cover these costs. We would suggest that an
interested party should contact the item bank scurce by phone first in order to assess the
necessary procedures for obtaining the bank(s) and any costs involved. Please assess
your own precise needs for items in advance of contacting the source, rather than simply
asking for copies of "everything they've got."

4. CATEGORICAL CLASSIFICATIONS

As mentioned previously, the three sections within this document were based
upon whether the responding organization cl..imed to have available test items, intact
tests, computer software or combinations of these three items. Additionally, we were
keenly interested in whether the organization responded as having items measuring
"higher order thinking skills" -- a categorization whose definition was left to the
respondent. The table below lists alphabetically all survey respondents (across all three
sections), the type of organization responding, and the general categorical responses to
the availability of test items, intact tests or item banking computer software.
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TABLE. SUMMARY DATA ON ITEM BANK SURVEY RESPONDENTS

MG'
NAME OF ORGANIZATION BANK TITLE TYPE ITEMS HOTS TESTS SOFTWARE

Academic Hallmarks

Alabama State DOE

KnowledgeMaster C

AHSGE S

x x
x

x

Alaska State DOE AOIB S x x
American Guidance Services C x x
Assurance, Inc

California DOE
Assure I C

Sample Asse._. Exer. S

x
x

x x x

Clark County, NV S D S x x
Connecticut DOE Conn Mastery Tests S x x x
CTB-McGraw Hill CTB Item Bank C x x x x
Dallas Indep. S.D Survey Essen. Elem. D x x x x
Detroit Pub. Schools DET Amass. Buic D x x
Dist of Columbia Schools

Florida State DOE
End-of-Course D

S

x
x

x

Instal for Educ Research IER CRTs C x x x x
Maryland State DOE Mary.Funct.Tests S x x
Michigan State DOE MEAP S x x
Minnesota State DOE

Miuissippi State U
Missouri State DOE

Minn. Item Bank S

PREPS, Inc. S

S

x x
x

x

x

Multnomah ESD, Portland, OR S x x
Nat Asseu. Educ Progress NAEP/ETS Bank C x x
North Carolina DPI S x x
Northwest Eval. Assoc. NWEA Buic Skills C x x x x
Northwest Eval. Assoc
Northwest Reg.Educ Lab

Pennsylvania DOE

NWEA Science Bank C

NWREL Item Bank C
Penn Ed Qual Assess S

x
x

x

x
Psychological Corps, Inc. AIMS Bank C x x x
Richardson Indep S D., TX RAM Item Bank D x x x
Riverside Pub. Co MultiScore C x x
Saginaw, MI S.D Essen. Skills Test D x x x
Santa Clara Cnty, CA ACE S x x x
Scholastic Testing C x x
Science R h Assoc SRA Item Bank C x x x
South Carolina DOE S x x
TESCOR, Inc. FNIB C x x x
Univ of Kansas
Wash Township, Indy, IN

Kan.Min.Comp Test S

D

x
x

x x

West Palm Beach, FL D x x
Wisconsin DPI
Wyoming State DOE

DPI Item Bank S

WY Clrnghse Buic S

x
x

x x

Yakima, WA S.D. D x x

' S = state or county department C = commercial organisation D = school district
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An organization has an "X" in the table under Items?, Tests?, or Software? only
if they stated that these were available from them either for a price, upon negotiation or
for free; in some cases, the computer software was said to be available, but through an
outside vendor. The "HOTS" category will have an "X" if the organization specifically
stated that items measuring "higher order thinking skills" were part of their collection,
whether or not these items were available from the organization. We were specifically
interested in the proportion of item collections which were purported to contain HOTS
items.

5._ OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS

Since complete copies of the surveys are included in this document we will not
elaborate upon their content; however we will attempt to give some generalized
impressions of the summarized findings. In reflecting upon the table displayed in the
previous section of this report, it appears that the following observations can be made:

1) the type of organizations that responded as having item collections break
out as:

about 46% being state or regional agencies;

about 33% being commercial ventures; and

about 20% being school districts

2) around 60% of the respondents claimed to have items measuring higher
order thinking skills (HOTS) within their item collections or as part of
their intact tests.

3) about 50% of the respondents also had item banking software of some sort
available either from them or from an outside vendor; much of this
software is the commonly available packages (Wordstar, dBase III, etc.)
and is not specifically designed for item banking, test construction,
scoring and the like.

Computer software for the "banking" of test items, building of tests and data
management of item and student data is very much in the developmental stages as of
this time, though considerable gains seem to have been made since the previous report in
1984. Software which will handle the entire spectrum of test development, scoring, etc.
is quite rare and usually resides within commercial testing ventures. Software which can
handle the integration of test item graphics with the item text and generate the complete
test pages via computer are extremely rare. Some packages that seem to be approaching
this standard are those reported by TESCOR, AIMS, Assure I, CT3, Multiscore, and the
Minnesota Item Bank as examples. Note that nearly all such examples are in the
commercial testing business.

4
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Nearly all respondents stated that they had their items classified by content and
general objective category; a vast majority of these respondents had provided a content
review and validity matching of the items to objectives. About 80-90% of those
responding also kept item statistics for the test items in their bank -- at least difficulty
indices (p-values) and, in a majority of cases, latent trait or item response data as well.

Though a vast majority of the item banks had the items classified by objectives
to be measured, and were able to retrieve items from the bank by objective, only about
25% of the respondents indicated that they could retreive items by cognitive level.

Most of the item collections available contain basic skills items (reading, language
arts and math), however a growing number are branching into other subject areas as
well. A usual progression after the basic skills seems to be branching into the science
areas next and social sciences shortly thereafter. Between 25-30% of our respondents
said that they had items in Science and/or Social Studies as well as in the basic skills
areas previously mentioned. Other subject areas in which two or more respondents had
test items are: consumer/life skills, fine arts, citizenship and health/career -related
areas.

6. FUTURES OF ITEM BANKING

Many of the survey respondents indicated that the development of their item
banks was ongoing, especially the development of software materials. As mentioned
earlier, few organizations stated that they had complete test development and banking
software -- primarily the commercial test companies. And as we have tested and
observed the operation of several of these (complete) systems, there seems to always be
room for improvement and further development. The problem of generating and
integrating graphics for test items seems to be getting nearer to being solved with the
sophistication of software packages (such as desktop publishing packages). However, the
ever-evolving hardware situation, especially in the microcomputer arena, will need to
keep pace and be coordinated with the appropriate software if there is to be any
universal or standardized use of item banking packages.

It is clear that the Thanking" of test items and computer generation of tests is not
a useful (or cost-effective) endeavor for all test users. However, anyone who has
attended regional or national educational research conferences knows that this issue ranks
townd the top in current interest for many users, and will be here to stay over the next
fey: years. It also seems that the progress made o'er the past three years or so is bound
to be quadrupled over the next few years with hard- and software development. We
would p, edict that there should be several fine, complete item banking, test development
packages available to choose from in just a very few years to come.
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ITEM BANK DANA SHEET
Academic Hallmarks

Northwest Regional educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) ___u1 er9getdast.Q7

For information about the
bank contact

Robert Sauer
Name

Title Vice President
Organization Academic Hallmarks

Street P_O_ Any 99R woodiona(sivi 4-46a)

City Durango State r'n
Phone: Area code 800 Number 321-9218

Zip Pilni

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bark? (check all that apply)

test items
0 classification of items by content

general objectives or topic statements
item specifications. detailed content descriptions,
etc.

suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information
reliability estimates
p- values

IRT Patent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that aPP', )

13 developed by teachers
13 developed by state or local central office staff
al developed by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

El review to verify appropriate content
content review to 'notch items to objectives

0 content review to establish wpropriate grade levels
or op levels

rEi editing for clarity
0 editing based on reviews by technical personnel
EI editing based on technical data

review for sex bias
0 review for cultural and ethnic bias
El informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administrat ion)

e

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

El all or most of the bank
is available for sale

El all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

@ pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

Q items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

S. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

o
0
o

o
o
o

o
0

0
0

Intent of
primarily
and for
general

EZ)

0
bank is

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training rio teat administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

as study other

students and

resource

for schools



6 Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area if the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade level', place an 'X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs* in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES'

NUMBER

ITEMS

Pre

school
(04)

GRADE

11-2

4541
3-1

(9-101

LEVEL

II-8
(11.131014-17)CD

(AGE)

9-12
Hogs Adult

l
Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary

.

IComprehension

R Reading Readiness

,

ii
Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Th..iking Skills , ,

Computational skills A

Concepts

,

x x

0 Problem Solving (Application) 2000 x

3 Geometry

_
x x

Calculator Math ,

et
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills i.

...----

Grammar v v

Usage mann
'

x x

Mechanics x x

Airgiggergealp
elitpfeNet: /

mythology
composition

Riq
R

Higher Order Thinking Skills

-1 Literature x x .

Fine Arts 800
x x

x ,

Economics and Law 800 x x

Sports & PE 800
vocational
Current events

800
dnn x x

American History 2000 , x x ,
World History 1600 x x
Geugrapny

CCw Health 800 x x

1 g Physical Sciences
0 1F.arth Science

J._,ua.y

2000rtee
2000

1 5 x x

x x

800 o t answer questions for academic competitions



Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

C) objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type le g multiple chlice)

cognitive level lo g , recall, inference)

key words

.11w discipllie
none

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown captive
taxonomy, please bet

n modified an existing taxonomy,
- please 1st

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

its.,

9. In what form are the following oval:able? (Cheek all that apply)

HARD
COPY

Nom torts

Nom graphics

Nom statistics

APPLE II + Ile

MICRO
DISK

0
0
0

disks

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply.)

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

item management

El test development

scoring

reporting

student rocorikooping

crossreference to matenali

la en line test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this c.
software'

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
databases, etc.

ff you checked the above box, please
'' list the programs you are using

IP specially designed for out system by

Academic Hallmarks

in purchased from test or research
I-1 organization

13
16

If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

stores items

o fullscreen editing

® can add/delete/change
items

can add/delete/change
item classifications

will handle user history

O
win handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

13
online generation of
PM

r., can use various crime
LI for selecting items

..., can add/delete/change
thd items that are

computer selected

®
automatically stores
answer keys

0 pints tests

y,
has special print
features

O MP rant multiple

O other

g If 1.)ur software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

by objective mastered

total scores over time

,, gradebook or series ofij KW'S

0 other

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

In-house developed

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

mark sense reader

Osubtest
and total

I1 KM'

O abjectly' mastery

0 item statistics

O last statistics

O other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

0 can generate most
graphics

can attach *sternal
graphics to item test

can generate graphics
and marts them in
with item test

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software ?

available on exchange
U1 agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

_ available for purchase
0 from you

0 not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

,, wilitest profiles--
student

,attest lireniss--class

O summary reports

,,..., cross reference to
LJ materials /methods

0 other

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

m.

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

Catalog sent upon request.

*$27 for 400 Questions
$21 when Series purchased/Per Disk
$16 per disk when library purchased

14

17

Apple II + Ile

What is the approximate *
cost of your testing
software?

27/disk of 400 questions

Discounts for series

purchases

Technical assistance in
running the software is:

available from us

,_,, available through
vendor

0 not available

Very infrequently necessary
item bank and/or testing system
items measuring higher order



'ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Alaska State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

horn Bank Title (if any) Alaska Objective and Item Bank AO1B
This bank will not be maintained beyond this year

For information about the
bank contact: also

Name Alexander B. Hazelton

Mike Hiscox Title Educational Administrator

Interwest Applied Research Organization
Alaska Department of Education

4875 S.W. Griffith Dr. Street P.O. Box F. 801 W. 10th Street
Be.ave.rton, OR

(503) 641-2100

City Juneau State Alaska
Phone: Area code 907

Zip 99811

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

al test Items
al classification of items by content
13 general objectives or topic statements

item specifications. detailed content descriptions.
etc.

suggested instructional activities
In cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
Content review or other validity information
reliability estunates
pvalues
INT Dahill trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff
developed by test development personnel within

your organization
0 developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
ai content review to match items to objectives

Content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or age levels

editing for clarity
0 editing based on reviews by technical personnel

editing based on technical data
Di review for sea bias
[Auntie* for cultisal and ethnic bias
CA informsl pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

Smell numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and snlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

15

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

O 0
all or most of the bank

is available for sale
all or most of the bank

is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

EZ) pre-developed tests we
constructed from the
item bank

0 tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items we used to con-
struCt tests based on
objectives developed
by die user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (Check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

Ea

0

EZI

18

ca

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Phase piece 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to Indlcste the subject areas and grade levels wend by this kwe
bank Also, please use the columns en the Wt to intocate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. N the appropriate content area is not listed, please wits It b the space

WA When specifying grade levels, place an 'X' in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
Fw example, N your Items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3 S columns
S. We do not want to Omit the content of the catalog to bask skills item banks. If your item bank deals
With other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills' Items may overlap ether content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE NUMBER

OF
OBJECTIVES MIS

PT.
Ildwt
041

GRADE LEVEL (AGE)

54 34 114 3.13

114) (11.1311114-17pettilued Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Stnectwal Analysis

Vocabulary

IComprehension

Reeding Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts

Problem Solving (Application)

Geometry

X Calculator Math

1 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar

Usage,

Mechanics

Foreign Language (specify:

Coamoskion

, Higher Order Thinking Skills

,y, Higher Order Thinking Skills

33 210

12 120

17 164

38 360

44

100

89

13

200

400

330

660

X

These ar e the items that al -ady in to st

format. There is about an her 000 Items

that are in a Diagnostib f at.

Higher. Order Thinking Skills

16



Mich of the Mowing can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

0 objective to be Meted

O item dlelicsity

Rein type (eti , multiple -tee)

cesnitme level (e i , recall, iihrence)

key words

O Ohl'

O sm.

S. If your items we retrievable by
cognitive level, plum indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like I. attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very moth appreciate it.)

O Illenes Tummy

O ether ord-losemst wafts
Isamerny, please tat

in atedlikd
Bet

a 'doting gentler',
""''' Meese

O ernIns1 ow an cep**.
Imeemay

O saw

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Item tests

Item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

0
0
0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
o

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
o
o

10. if computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions.

check all responses that apply-) Not any more

a. What function(s) does this
software perform'

item menepment

test devehipment

O swill

'swung

CI student recerdlmeping

O cross-reterence to materials

O en -fine test administration

Paw

b From where did you obtain this
software?

ri adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1-# Mabee's, att.

O
If you checked the above be , please

1,0 let the programs yes are saline

specially designed ter sit system by

Opurchased
Item tom es mseerch

I-I organization

17
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(In each case,

c. If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

O "es itims
O 6011-won editing

O urn :141/11doeftlump

O r.s.1.1."`d=""
O win lima nor Wary

O
ell knee tort
trutpis

0



d. X year software bandies
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

rn on-line gesmrstion of
O Imes

I

O Cs 6" Taviows clads
Items

O segaleingaddliortrt:/chanie

computer odected

,-, astomatically Mom
LI war blips

O pints tests

pri intbss spode
La Sestares

O all rim multiple

O other

If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

O by objective mastered

O Mal metes ova time

O
prideloset or series of

LI KM'S

O other

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e. If yaw software bandies
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities Wow:

0 inert smite tads.

O softest and Mal

O *maw aseetery

O Kan Masao

O Ma dahlia

O eau

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

O rephten" "St

._. am attack wane
U graphics to kw teat

cm pnerate paphics
O and map than in

with hem tat

in can produce the attire
la Met

k. Is your software:?

,-, maloble on eschew
I,J warns(

mallelle kr punkas*

0_ malleile kw parches*
from you

O net wallet& for saws

f. If your software bandles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

ablest polies--

O aldose peales--dess

O susnensty WS

U...
ams reference to
instalabintetheds

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 2$6, etc.)

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

O ovolloble kom us

malloMe through

O not avalloble

11. Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.

21
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Assurance, Inc.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Assure I Test Item Bank
Item Sank Title (if any)

For information about the

bank contact Name Robert 0. Armstrong

Title President

Organization Assurance, Inc.

Street 2459 E. Speedway. Srti fl:i 2n1
City Tucson State A2

Phone: Area code 602 Number

Zip 85719

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

is] test items
Ei classification of items by content

general objectives or topic statements
item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information
reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check ail that apply)

eg developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff
ag d ev e I op*d by test development personnel within

your organization (with some local district

developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

DD review to verify appropriate content
50 content review to match items to objectives
@Content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
0 editing for clarity
0 editing biased on reviews by technical personnel
IR) editing based on technical data

review for sea big -
E review for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
S mall numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

Refer to
letter and
enclosed
materials

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

ilg pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

assistance yES ARRANGED NO

13
JD
fa G

10

2
19

2

tn

El

0

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on ter. administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X' in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the IC-2 and 3-S columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

,..,.
CONTENT AREA

APPROXIMATE
OF

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

School
1041

GRADE

K-2 34
16.71 (9.101(11-

LEVEL

53
133(14.17

(AGE)

9-12
II96 Adult

Phonetic Analysis 33 330 x x x x
,

Structural Analysis 62 620 x x x x

Vocabulary (word meaning Anti Rizr.ing ),
60 600 xxxx

iComprehension 178 1780 x x x x

R Reading Readiness
34 340 x x

Reference (Study) Skills
88 880 x x x x

Higher Order Thinking Skills

1,-

Computational skills 127 1270 x V V

I

-

Nume r at i on_Concepts /Numbers 143 1430 x x x .

ift

V Problem Solving (Application) 56 560 x x x

4
Geometry

48 780 x x x3
Measurement 51 510 x x x

iikrobab.ilityist4tisticsHigher Order Thinking Skills 10 100 x

Algebra 138 552

Granular Skill lists breakdown IAA iAAn vxxx
Usage into domains of

mochaniesptriggtgtIgge, cisien.3E.alizce
ition .

ilt structure and usage
Foreign Language (specify: )

composition

.

,

R Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grades 1- 8 530 4615 x x x
iu

'`e/ Physics/Chemistry/Biology 300 1500 x

ku.....
X Higher Order Thinking Skills

Y..--

I ,

Social Studies 473 4730 x x x

ac
iu

OHigher Order Thinking Skills 2 3



7 Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

O objective to be *mod

item difficulty

hem type is g , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

1:3 other

O none

If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Tummy

1:3 other wenknown cognitive
taxonomy, please lost

Omodified an existing taxonomy,
please lost

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AV.JLABLE

rim texts D 0 C
item graphics 2 0
Item statistics 0

a
0
C2 See letter

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform,

a item management

Q test development

scoring

a0 reporting

eg student recordkeeping

crossreference to matinaIs

onlone test administration

ether

b From where did you obtain this
software'

gn adapted from existing spreadsheets,
w.T.' databases, etc

If you checked the above box, please
list the programs you are using

Only try a small pxrpnr

using V2rd Star

121 specially designed for our system by

ri purchased from test or research
organisation

21 21

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

O stores items

full screen editing

can add/delete/change
items

ncaadd/deleteichange
Rom classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
tut development, indicate
its capabilities below:

ex-su pavilion of
tests

can VS4 various criteria
fw salicting items

can all /delete /change
O items that are

computer selected

outomabcally stores
answer keys

pints tests

O
has special print
features

F3 aria print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

j.

12 by objective mastered

eg total scores over time

gradebook or series of
to scores

Q other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'
ASSURE I Test Item Bank

ASSURE II Test Scorin2___

ASSURE III Test Reliability

ASSURE III

ASSURE III Open Instructional

Prescription Data Base

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below.

mark mas reader

ri Noblest and total
itkr scores

objective mastery

El item statistics

E] lost statistics

Q Whet Has_laallt_ixi

package as well As

optionali.temanalysis

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
O and merge them in

with item teat

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software.'

Longitudiral Student

available en wichange
Women

An available for purchase
"/ from "NI" (Commercial

programs usea)
available for purchase

Lig from you
Rec.

not available for others

*Word Star, etc.

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

Note: List of item bank objectives scoring
available upon request.

25

If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

@Ohne profiles--
student

subtext profiles--class

summary reports

cross reference to
Ej materials/methods

other

Wen system --

11921GuldSSEILLI

presciotions

i. What type of computer do
you use (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

IBM XT/AT or compatible

(Compaq. Tandy. etc)

m.

Rec 640 K. 10-20

Meg. Harddisk

What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

See enclosed price structure

Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

available through
vendor

not available

information about your item bank and/or testing system
especially interested in items measuring higher order

22

feedback reports, etc.,



ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
California DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

II Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) Sample Assessment Exercist., Manual (2 Volume): Elementary and

Secondary
For information about the
bank contact. Name

Title

William L. Padia
Administrator, Special Studies

Organization
California Dept of Education

Street
721 Capitol Mall

City Sacramento State CA

Phone: Area code916 Number 445-0297
Zip 95814

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

13 test items
MI classification of items by content
MI general objectives or topic statements
El item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
U content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
Etl p-values

IRT (latent trait) calibrations
IKI other item analysis data
ID technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

E3 developed by teachers
Indeveloped by state or local central office staff
in developed by test development personnel within

your organization
0 developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
content review to match items to objectives

4-4) content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or bp levels

12:1 editing for clarity
El editing based on reviews by technical personnel
1533 editing based on technical data
ED review for sea bias
(E) review for cultural and ethnic bias
0 informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

ED formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administrat ion)

0

23

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

03 all or most of the bank
is available for sale

0 M all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

0 pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

0 tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

ri items are used to con-
struct tests based on

5. What additional services
can be provided? (check

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

objectives developed
by the user

related to the bank
all that apply)

ria printing of test materials
test scoring services

IX) development of individual
student profiles

T3 development of class and
school profiles

13.1 training on test administra-
tion procedures

En training on writing or
selecting objectives and
item specifications

IX) training on writing test
items

0 assistance in interpreting
test data

26

other



6 Please place "Xs' In the appropriate spaces to Indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also please vse the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available In each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an "X" In any range whore at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if our items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" In both the K-2 and 3S columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other #;ontent areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA I
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

School
(04)

GRADE

K-2
16-71

3-6
(1-101

LEVEL

64
(11.131s14-17olisri

(AGE)

1-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis 6 19 x x

Vocabulary 6 90

1 Comprehension
10 183

i Reading Readiness
VI

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills 21 84

Concepts 15 60 x x

0 Problem Solving (Application) 15 60
e:4

Geometry 7 28

I
'

Calculator Math
None

4t
2 Expressions, Equations . rnrmiil.s

Measurement

12 60

36

Interpretinr. Tables & Graphs 8 36

Grammar (word f n nn q I
2 81 x x

Usage ____(siab,.uaricaarauslalgralt. )

Mechanics (punct./canit.)

21

5 52 x x

1
Foreign Language (specify:

ghi. (sentences;paragraphs 7 95

Higher Order Thinking Skills spelling
10 17

drg

J Direct Assessment of Writing:

Holistic Scoring Guides 3 3 x x

Consumer/Basic Life Skills 5 362 x x
iu

(Functional Transfer)
ILI

Higher Order Thinking Skills,Y)

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

IA ANNIIIIIM



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve hems' (Check all that apply)

011 objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type (e g , multiplechoice)

12,1 cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

other

none

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

other well Pisan cognitive
taxonomy, please bet

n medinod an existing taxwoorny,
please bet

developed our own cognitive
tasesonry

O othar

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

item texts

nom graphics

nom statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

0
0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
0
0

:0 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply.)

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

item management

test development

scoring

reporting

student recordkeeping

crossreference to materials

enline test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
10 databases, etc.

If you chocked the *hove box, please
'' list the rearms you ore using

specially designed for our system by

ri purchased from test or reserrch
I.I organization

28
25

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

loses items

fullscreen editing

can addidelate/diange
1-1 Items

can odd/delete/change
Item dassificabons

win handle user history

will handle test
onalysis

0



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

onfins genoration of
tests

con use various criteria
for Waning kerns

,... can add/delete/change
time that are
computer selected

automatically
stores

canner keys

prints tests

has special print
features

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

total scores over time

,...., gradebook or series of
U IIKOff 111

other

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

mart sense loader

ri subtest and total
ir scores

objective mastery

hem statistics

last statistic

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

can generate most
graphics

can attach atoms!
U graphics to item tut

can generate graphics
0 and merge them in

with item tut

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software:7

available on aschange
agreement

mailable for purchase
from vender

Oavailable
for purchase

U from you

not 'wobble for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please, indicate its
capabilities below-

1.4
1J

ablest profiles--
student

wiriest profiles--dass

summary reports

cress reference to
U materials/methods

o Mbar

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

.., available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

29

26
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0

ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or *rite legibly. This questiunnare wiil be photocopied.

CTB-McGraw -Rill

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Item Bank Title (if any)

For information about the

bank contact

CTB/MtGrav-Rill Item Bank

Name Arnold W. Seibel

Title Item Bank Manager

O CTS/McGraw-Flillrganization
Street 2500 Garden Road

City Monterey State CA

Phone: Area code408 Number 649-7762
Zip

93940

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that aoolv)

test items
II classification of items by content

general objeCtives or topic statements
II item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
111 suggested instructional activities (some

II cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations

al other item analysis data
II technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
hems? (check all that ap;Ilyi

II developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff
II developed by test development personnel within

your organization
a developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
II content review to match items to objectives

II content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or see levels

editing for clarity
.11 editing based on reviews by technical personnel

II editing based on technical data
Illreview for sea bias (some item pools)

review for cultural and ethnic bias (some item pools)
II informal pilot testing (informal selection ofsubjects.

small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of (some it em pools)

results)
"'formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of ,

results, large numbers of subjects. standardized (some item pools)

administration)

objective

rr

sets)

(some item pools)
II II

II II It

II II II

II II II

II II II

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES
CAN BE

ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

0 pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests we constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items ere used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided' (check all that apply)

YES

I

I

27

CAN BE

ARRANGED NO

0 0

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class aria

School profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

Matchingother
sets of

objectives



6 Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

mailable in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space

provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered

For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs' in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns

8. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals

with other content areas, pleas. be sure to indude them
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap ether content areas within each subject

** Item totals are approximate as of early 1988. New items are added continually. **
APPROXIMATE NUMBER Pre

GRADE LEVEL (AGE)

CONTENT AREA OF Scheel 5-2 34 64 9-12

OBJECTIVES ITEMS 1041 11-7) 15-10) (11-13104-t7)collese

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis.

Vocabulary

z Comprehension

Reading Reakillidiscrim., word ID)

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills PLEASE SEE

Oral (Listening) Comprehension

** Spanish to be added in 1988.

LEASE SEE 700 X

TIVE

REGARDING

OBJECTIVES

Adult

X X

2800 X

3100 X

200 X

1100

X X X

X X X X

X

X X X

ARRATIVE

Computational skills

Concepts (not geometry)

P. Problem Solving (Application)(not geom.)

X

Geometry (concept s 6 application)

Calculator Math (none so specified)

Higher Order Thinking Skills PLEASE SEE NARRATIVE

Problem Solving (Methods)

** Spanish to be added in 1988.

Granvnar

Usage

Mechanics

IA Foreign Language (specify:

4.° carom it ion (not writing prompts)

Higher Order Thinking Skills PLEASE SEE
D** Spanish to be added in 1988.

100 X

3200 X

1600 X

2200 X

X

X X

X X

X X X

800 X X x X _X

300 X X X

1100 X X X

X X X

X X X

X X

X

X X

X X X

General, Life, Earth, Physical

z

H Higher Order Thinking Skills
PLEASE SEE NARRATIVE

Social Studies
oc

O Higher Order Thinking Skills PIABSR SEE.

800 X

NARRATIVE r 1

1111 28

a.



T. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

Il *mil,e to be tested

item difficulty

111 item type (o g , multsplecheice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

$ key words

111 other Please see narrut Iva

none

$ if your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please kit

modified on misting tummy,
' please bat

dovolopod our sum cognitive
taxonomy

(mar Please see narrative_

9. In what form are the foliowing avanabie? (Check all that ..013.)

item torts

Item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

o
o
o

0
o

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions. (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

111 item management

test development

111 scoring

III reporting

O student recerdkeeping

crossreference to materials

o enline test administration

O other

0

b From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from misting spreadsheets,
I. databases, etc

If you chocked the above boa, please
s-- ii. the crupara. )... bra us:i

MINONmy

sp'i'ny designed for our system by

Data Guides Sycrpmc

ri purchased from test or research

1..i organization

011101

29

32

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below.

III stores items

fullscreen editing

In Can add/delete/change
"" kerns

urn odd/delete/change
III item classifications

will handle 11110f history

will handle test
analysis

thai



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below

en tine generation of
tests

can ase serious aliens
leer selecting items

. can add/delete/change
IN items that are

computer selected

autematicaNy stores
ensurer keys

III prints tests

has special print
features

111 W
print nuttfple

M

Cher

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

j

by objective mastered

total scores ever time

, gradeboot et wits of
U scores

ether

What is the name of your item
beniting/test 'Lucius software
package'

TEST BUILDER

- item management

- test development

TEST MATE

- scoring

- reporting

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

II mart ease reader

ga Noblest and total
Illo scores

objective mastery

item statistics

III test statistics

other

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

can generate mat
graphics

can attach external
II graphics to item text

can generate graphics
111 and merge them in

with item test

can produce the wee
test

k Is your software?

oavailable
en eachange

U agreement

, available for purchase
U from vendor

,_, available for purchase
III fern you

0 Rat available fee ethers

I If your software handles
reporting, plerse indicate its
capabilities below:

ablest profiles--
MI student

111 Noblest probles--class

surninary tenets

Noss reference to
materiels /methods

i. What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)
AT 286 compatibles

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'
TestBuilder $1600

TestMate $2600 (CRT)

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

.., available through
IIII vendor

net available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order III
thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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CTB/McGraw-Hill Item Banking Products and Services

CTB/McGraw-Hill's Item Bank provides both centralized, mainframe-computer
based and distributed, microcomputer-based products and services. These
are described separately below. Specific information is available through
CTB's nationwide staff of professional evaluation consultants.

Mainframe Item Bank

The Item Bank consists of a relational data base of item characteristics
and objsctive definitions. The data base is linked to other systems that
store the text, graphics, and statistics needed to use the items.

The Item Bank does not categorize items according to a single, arbitrary
list of objectives. Rather, it describes both items and objectives i-
terms of a uniquely flexible and expandable internal language. Any set of
objectives defined in this language becomes an integral part of the Item
Bank. The objectives are then used to retrieve items directly, in their

own terms, without first having to be matched to a set of generic objec-
tives. They can also be matched to other sets of Item Bank objectives for
purposes of comparison, prescription, product evaluation, and so on.

The Item Bank retrieval system makes items accessible not only in terms of
any set of objectives, but also in terms of:

specific elements of the internal content-descriptive language
item format characteristics, such as (depending on content area):
U number of responses
n question vs. incomplete-sentence item stem
n word vs. phrase vs. sentence item responses
item administration characteristics
la oral vs. written item stem
n pictorial vs. verbal item responses
item calibration history
reading passage characteristics
n content
n format
n readability
n focus on female, ethnic, or disabled characters
graphic display characteristics
n content
o format
o focus on female, ethnic, or disabled characters
item vocabulary level (data in preparation for selected content areas)
item usage history (data in preparation)
cognitive process level (data in preparation)

It is possible to use the Item Bank's internal item-description language to
define levels of cognitive processing in terms appropriate to each content
area. Elements of the internal language can thus be used to retrieve items
for one or more cognitive levels as defined by the user for the purpose at
hand; the Item Bank does not enforce a predefined concept of "higher-order
thinking skills."

The Item Bank
II

CTB/McGraw-Hill
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The mainframe Item Bank is used by the professional research and develop-
ment staff of CTB/McGraw-Hill to create tests and microcomputer-based item
banks and to match sets of objectives.

Microcomputer Item Banks

CTB/McGraw-Hill offers item banks for use on microcomputer-based item bank-
ing systems. Three types of item banks are available.

1. CTB distributes item banks developed by outside agencies and usable on
a variety of microcomputer item banking systems. These item banks re-
tain the content structures provided for them by their originators,
which are not necessarily included in the mainframe Item Bank.

2. CTB provides an item bank organized according to a detailed, generic
set of objectives that reflects the internal content structure of the
mainframe Item Bank. These objectives are defined in sufficiently spe-
cific terms to allow easy selection by teachers and evaluators con-
structing tests according to either classroom instructional objectives
or state- or district-mandated test objectives.

The initial release of this item bank, scheduled for early 1988, in-
cludes a comprehensive objective structure and approximately 5,000
items in reading, language, and mathematics. Subsequent uNates will
expand the objective structure into other content areas and will add
items in all content areas.

3. CTB offers microcomputer item banks organized according to the user's
objectives. Such item banks offer the greatest possible ease of use,
since they make items accessible directly in the user's terms, without
the need to translate the user's objectives into the item bank's objec-
tives.

This service includes definition of the user's objectives in the
mainframe Item Bank, where they remain available for subsequent uses,
including the expansion of the microcomputer item bank, matching with
other sets of Item Bank objectives, and creation of customized tests.

The latter two products -- microcomputer item banks organized according to
CTB's or the user's objectives -- are designed to be used with the TestMate
series of programs for item bank maintenance, test construction, and scor-
ing, created by Data Guide Systems and distributed by CTB/McGraw-Hill.
These software systems are available in a variety of formats, all of which
provide automatic generation of scoring keys for use with the Data Guide
test building and scoring system. They provide the capabilities to expand
or alter the initial objective structure; to add, edit, and delete items;
and to add descriptive attributes to items. They run on IBM PC and compat-
ible computers with hard disks. With the addition of graphics scanning and
editing hardware and software and the use of a laser printer, they include
the capability to store, edit, and print graphic displays and pictorial
iteo responses.

The Item Bank

35
CM/McGraw-Hill
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1 ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Connecticut 00E

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

It
Connecticut Mastery Test ( in development)

em Sank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact Name

Peter Behuniak

Title Director CT Mastery Test Program

Organization CT Department of Education

Street 165 Capital Ave

City StateHartford CT

Phone: Area code 2G3 566-dnnR
Zip 06145

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

m test items
53 classification of stems by content
10 general objectives or topic statements
M item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
M suggssuld instructional activities
0 cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
rE) content review or other validity information
IM reliability estimates
ID pvalues
la IRT (latent trait) calibrations
0 other item analysis data
0 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

°developed by teachers
°developed by state or local central office staff

) developed by test development personnel within
your organization

developed by an outside organization
°collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

13 review to verify appropriate content
CS content review to match items to objectives
12 content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
es editing for clarity
pg editing based on reviews by technical personnel
gg editing based on technical data
Do review for sex bias
M review for cults al and ethnic bias
(3 informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

email numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
results)

Informal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)e

33

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
TES ARRANGED NO

0
0

0 1:21

ID
possible

all or most of the bank
is aval"ble for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

ED pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
stern bank

lil tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bark selected
by the user

OD items are used to con-
struct tests based on
obloct mos developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check ail that apply)

CAN SE

YES ARRANGED NO

0
0
0
0

Ea

O E
0

co 0
possible

to

El

u3

36

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test lata

other



S. Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not kited, phase write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X' in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3S columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

School
(041

GRADE

K-2
16-71

34
01-101111-13104-170Collogo

LEVEL

11-1

(AGE)

5-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis , .
Structural Analysis

_
Al

Vocabu nary ,

1 Comprehension 3 15 x x

Reading Readiness..,2

Reference (Study) Sk i I Is 3 15 X X

Higher Order Thinking Skills 2 12 x x,

Computational skills 4

-
'IA

I
X x ,

Concepts 8 32 X X ..

0 Problem Solving (Application) 8 32 X X ,
r--

ry
4

Geometry 4 16 X .m

X Calculator Math 8 32 X X

s
a Higher Order Thinking Skills 4 16 X X

A '

Grammar 3 21 x . x
1

Usage 3 21 x x

1 Mechanics 2 14 X X

4
Foreign Language (Specify ) ,

4 CompositionR

Higher Order Thinking Skills 1 5 X X ,

f

, -
ILi
VZ
Ig
V Higher Order Thinking Skillsu)

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills 37
AI
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1

7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

0 ojectnre to be tested

item difficulty

item type (5 g , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (5 g , recall, inference)

key weeds

other

none

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Tummy

O ether wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please list

n medified en 'Meting trammel,
' please bat

developed our own cognitive
tuenemy

ether

9. In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

Korn texts

Nom graphics

Kern statistics

HARD
COPY

a
a
C3

MICRO
DISK

E

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
0
0

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

ED item management

El test development

(E) scoring

El reporting

6E) student recordlteeping

cressreference to materials

ag online test edministration

ether

b From where did you obtain this
software'

n adapted from existing spreadsheets,
" databases, etc.

If you checked the above box, please
' list the programs you are using

Ea specially designed he our system by

staff & contractors

i, purchased from test or research
La organisation

35
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c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below.

O shoes items

fullscreen editing

rg can add/delete/change
6" hems

can add/delete/change
item classificatrens

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

ether,



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below:

Eaenline
generation of

tests

can use various critwiaon
for selecting items

can add /delete /change
hems that are
computer selected

elautomatically
stem

answer keys

0 prints tests

has special print
features

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

by objective mastered

0 total scores evw time

gradebook w sines of
KW'S

other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

could _be___aug t um i 7P ri

If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

mart sense reader

subtest and total
scores

O objective mastery

O item statistics

test statistics

other

h If your software has
graphic- capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

cacan
generate most

graphics

can attach external
graphics to Rom teat

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item teat

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software:?

available on aschange
&pigment

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

13
mildest profiles--
student

subtest profiles class

summary reports

cross reference to
materials/methods

other

i. What type of computer do
you use (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

IBM XT

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

In development

m. Technical assistance in
available

for purchase
from vendor running the software is:

available for purchase
from you

Ea not available for others
currently

C3
available from us

available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.
The first phases of providing computer support have been in the administrative area.
Attached material indicates the MTIS software. Also the CT mastery test student scores
are provided to each district on floppy disks (Apple APREDOS and IBM MS DOS). The next
stage is the development at the item banks to support the wider student applications.
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Dallas Indep S.D.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) Survey Test of Essential Elements/Learner Standards

For information about the
bank contact: Name Robert P. Grobe and Daniel S. Sheehan

Title Executive Evaluator
Organization Dallas Independent School District
Street 3801 Herschel Dr.
City Dallas State Texas Zip 75219

Phone: Area code 214 Number 522-8220

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this 4. Which of these statements are correct for this
IP bank? (check all that apply) bank?

El test items
El classification of items by content
E general objectives or topic statements

item specifications, detailed content descriptions,
etc.

0 suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
E content review or other validity information
E reliability estimates
DD p-values
['DIRT (latent trait) calibrations
0 tither item analysis dam
0 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

M developed by teachers
M developed by state or local central office staff
M develooed by test development personnel within

your organization
E deve.oped by an outside organization

collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

M review to veriiy appropriate content
(3) content review to match items to objectives
gn content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
M editing for clarity
M editing based on reviews by technical personnel
® editing based on technical data
E review for sex bias
E review for cultural and ethnic bias
IE) informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects, nonrigorous analysis of
results)

III ag formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysts of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

37

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

E all or most of the bank
is available for sale

IE OSOMeNEINCRRINt of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

N pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

DI1 tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

E items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (cneck all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

0
0
0
0
0
0

7
0
0
0
0
a

1E

OD

4o

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test eamimetre-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the ar, ;ropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided.
A. When specifying grade levels, place an "X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your Items cover grades 2 through. 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns.
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

J he
School
(0)

K-2
16-7)

GRADE

3-6
(11-10)

LEVEL

114
(11-130114-17)

(AGE)

3-12
College Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary 45 500

CDz Comprehension 50 600

R
Reading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills 50 550

Higher Order Thinking Skills (Analysis) 38 458 X X X X

Literature 35 380 X X X

Listening Comprehension 12 150 X X ,

Computational skills 80 900 X X X

Concepts Numeration 20 250 X X X X
(n
u Problem Solving (Application, 50 570 X X X X
=
4a Geometry 55 600

Ita CaiMi Ifni Math & Computer Literacy 88 1100 X X x
4

Hightr Order Thinking Skills 12 150 X X X X._(1-''

riath Sentences 30 320 X X X X

Charts, Graphs & Tables 30 350 X X X X

Grammar 20 100 X X X X

Usage 20 100 X X X X

I Mechanics 20 100
4
w Foreign Language (specify:
cD
4

Campos it i on 24 320
sentence

Higher Order Thinking Skills lo:ic 30 _3_60 X X

,

4
' Editing 24 300 X X X X

Speaking 24 300 X X X X

Science 126 1600 X X X
I i

w
%ii Health 81 1000 X X X
w

H Higher Order Thinking Skills

E.-cial Studies 135 1700 X X X
Cc
iu
Z#
0 Higher Order Thinldng SkiNs 138



6. (cont')

Content Area

No.

Objectives

Grade Level

9-12

No.

Items K-2 3-5 6-8

Chemistry 14 200 X

Biology 22 300

Physical Science 12 200

Physics 10 200

U.S. History 16 200

American Government 12 200

Economics 20 200

World History 20 200

World Geography 20 200

Psychology 15 100

Sociology 15 100
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1. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

El objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type (eg , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (e.g., recall, inference)

key words

other

Rene

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, pluse irldicate from
where your cognitive ca egories were
derived. (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

ellient's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please list

n modified an existing taxonomy,
please list

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

ghat

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

item texts .11. CZ 0 0
item graphics CI 0 0
item statistics E 0 0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions
check all responses that apply )

a. What function(s) does this
software perform'

item management

test development

OD scoring

reporting

Fp student recordkeeping

crossreference to materials

onlino lest administration

other

b. From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
databases, etc.

If you checked the above box, please
list the programs you are using

CD specially designed for our system by

own staff

purchased
from test of research

organisation

43 40

(In each case,

c. If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

ci stores items

fullscreen editing

can add /delete /change
items

tan add/delete/change
ti item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

en line generation of
tests

can use venous criteria
for selecting items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

automatically
stores

ansrer keys

pnnts tests

has special print
features

WO print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkekping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

OD by objective mastered

cv total scores over time

gradebook or se- of
scores

other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

MONITOR

GRADEBOOK

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

E] mart sense reader

on subtest end total
6=-1 scores

Ea objective mastery

1E1,1 item statistics

O test statistics

ether

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate below

can generate most
Li graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them on
with item text

can produce the entire
L-1 test

k Is your software 7

available on exchange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from you

not available for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

subtest profiles--
student

El subtest profiles--class

121 summary reports

cross reference to
materials/methods

ether

i. What type of computer do

you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

IBM Compatible

XT level

10 MB hard disk

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is.

NI available from us
on a limited basis
available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff

]developed by test development personnel wothm
your organization

0 developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
13 content review to match items to objectives
(3 Content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
a editing for clarity
13 editing based on reviews by technical personnel
D editing based on technical data
preview for sea bias
0 review for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects,
small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

Mformal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

Instit for Educ. Research

Northwest Region.; educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

IER
Item 'ink Title (if any)

IER
For information about thitER
bank contact:

Criterion-Reference
Criterion-Reference
Writing Skills Bank

Name

Mathematics Objective and Item Bank
Language Arts Objective and Item Bank

Sandra rvmmdmgham

Title Research Coordinator

OrganizationInstitute for Educational Research

Street 793 N. Main Street

City Glen Ellyn State IL Zip 6013';

Phone: Area code _112 Number R5R-Ac60

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

M test items
M classification of items by content
(i) general objectives or topic statements

kern specifications, detailed content descriptions,
etc.

suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information
reliability estimates

C:1 p-values

CO IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

YES

E

0

El

CAN RE
ARRANGED

Ei

NO

43

5.

YES NO

a)
E0

0
M

I!3

IR

El

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests we Constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE
ARRANGED

4)

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place 'Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'V in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your Items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the IC-2 and 3-5 columns.
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills Item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA

I

APPROXIMATE
OF

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

Scheel
(m)

GRADE

R-2
($ 71

34
(5.10)

LEVEL_

11-4
(11-130114-17Kollap.

AGE)

11-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis 25 135 X X X

Structural Analysis 20 120 X X X .
Vocabulary 12 60 x Y Y

Compmhension 30 170 X X X

g Reading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills 20 110 X . X X
,

Higher Order Thinking Skills , ,

I .

Computational skills -1 III X

Concepts 30 . 150 X Y X

0 Problem Solving (Application) 20 100 X X X

2 ry40Geometry 150 X X X .

ICalculator Math ,

a Higher Order Thinking Skills

,

lipaurtartuant 10 50 X X X

Grammar 40 129_a.

Usage

1 Mechanics 15 74 X X X

Foreign Language (specify: )

Comosition Multiple choice 8 40 X X X .R

! Higher Order Thinking Skills .. . .

ag Direct writing samples 80 A-'140 X X X

_ _
.

prompts
S , ,

su
krz

,

W

N Higher Order Thinking Skills

.

cc
w

, ,

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

. , ,

4



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

objective to Is mated

O item ifficulty

item type (e g, imdtiplechoice)

cognitive level (e4 , rook inference)

key words

ether

none

S. If your items am retrievable by
cognitive level, please it Note from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you mould like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

17) Bloom's Taxonomy

O other wenblown cognitive
Lemolan. Please lest

moielleguan existing taxonomy,
pisese

dovdoped ow own cognitive
tummy

Chow

O 9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Rom tolls

Item graphics

Rom statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

E
E
3

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

0
a
a
0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each ca

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

item management

test development

0 scoring

0 reporting

student mcordkmpong

cross reference to swamis

on line test ad nmustra Mon

0

other

b. From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from misting spreadsheets,
databases, etc.

K you checked the above box, pleas.
`..0 list the programs you we using

Apple Software by

Dr. John McConnell,

Glenview, IL

motley designed tor ow system by

in pwchased kern test or research
too organiution

45
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St,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

stores item

fullscreen

5

editing

r-, can addidolete/dionp
°-, Items

irmotla delete/cheap
seillcations

0 oda banal. our history

d.
analy s

test

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

0 eabae generation of
tests

can use wins criteria
for selecting hems

can 6dd/delete/cheap
U items that are

computer selected

automatics/1y stores
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
features

imprint multiple

ether

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

by objective mastered

total scores ever time

,, gradebook or series of
KM'S

other

What is the
banking/test
package?

Wor ds t ar

tests

name of your item
scoring software

-- to prntinrp

McConnell Test

Scoring for scoring

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

CD mart ease Nader

rA 'West sod tatJ
U./ INNS

IM objective mastery

a hem statistics

ria twit statistics

thir

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

in am generate most
LI graphics

can Much external
U graphics to item test

can generate graphics
and NNW thorn in
with item fist

can produce the entireti test

k. Is your software:?

available on sackings
esmnmt

ennoble for purchase

available for purchase
0 from you

est svollable kr Miters

(From author)

f If yove software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below:

®@Palest
moile --

stadwit

Q Nitwit prefiles--daps

CC summary reports

._, cress reference to
materials /methods

sow

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)
Apple Tie

McConnell $200

(from author)

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is:

O available from us

U... avail
or

*able trough

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Michigan State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory

Please type or write legibly.

Item Sank Title (if any)

for information about the

bank contact

This questionnare will be photocopied.

lichigan Educational assessment Progran

Name
Edward D. Roeber

Title
Organization
Street

City
Phone: Area code 517 Number 373-R3P3

Supervisor, Michigan Educational Assessment Program

Iichiean Department of FthirAt i nn
P.O. Box 30003
Lansing State Michigan Zip 43373

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "1 in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

M test items
M classification of items by content
in general objectives er topic statements

item specifications, detailed content descriptions.
etc. trin aath and Reading only)

suggested instructional activities
O cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information

M reliability estimates
go pvalues

MT (latent trait) calibrations
in other item analysis data

technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

gjdevelopod by teachers
M developed by state or local central office staff

O devalciped by test development personnel within
your organisation

developed by an outside organization
ocollected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items ix the bank? ;cheek ell that appkr)

lig review to verify appropriete content
03 content review to match items to objectives

M Content review to establish appropriate grade levels
Is age levels

03 editing for clarity
-an editing based on reviews by technical personnel
ID editing based on technical data
go review for sea bias
0 review for cultural and ethnic bias
Ei informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

Smell numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

Cfonviel pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
admen esti at ion)

47

CAN OE
YES ARRANGED NO

10

10

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free for
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests ere
constructed horn the
item bank for State of

MilWientaFtected
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided' (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

5D printing of test materials
X test scoring services

X development of individual
student paofilos

ID development of ciaza and
school profiles

X training on test administra'
Loon procedures

aa training on writing or
selecting objectives and
item specificationsions

CD training on writing test
items

CD assistance in interpreting
test data

Answers are "yes"
for State of
Michigan

49
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6 Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it In the space

A WhenWhen specifying grade levels, place an 'Xs in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your Items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs" in both the K-2 and 3S columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, plus* be sure to include them
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OlUECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

Waal
(04)

GRADE

R2
11171

34
(1-10)

LEVEL

11-.8

(11.131e14-17ellefra

(AGE)

9-12
Adult,

Phonetic Analysis I

Ans lys is ,Structural

Vocabu lary
75 225 X X X XI Comprehension

§ Reeding Readiness ... ,

, ,
lE

Reference Skills(Study)

Higher Order Thinking Skills
New Definition of Reading Not Approp 500 (Available

_

it 193i1

skills 100 SOO ----.---Computational
100 500 .,

Concepts

Vu Problem Solving 50 250 ,(Application)git
Geometry

20 100
Available in 198S

,t
Math 40 200

Calculator

2 Higher Order Thinking Skills 50 250

Current Pool 250 1250 X X X X
1

I

Grammar ,

Usage

Mechanics

,

A

I
-

1
Foreign Language (specify: ) ,

C composttian , ,

I Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

7
, I,

Iii
Content 60 200 X X X X

IQ
ztj Process 30 100 X,X X ,X
su

Iii Higher Order Thinking Skills , , A II.

Health 100 300 X X X X

cc Career Development 100 300 X X X XI
I.,

Order Thinking Skills , ,0 Higher

r 0__



7 Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

ca moo.e to hi tested

O Ron difficulty

OD item type fa g , multiple-choke)

11) clgnitive level (e s , recall, inference)

in Mathematics
key welds

O *that

O none

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, Ouse indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's TUOMMy

0 other well-known cognitive
Please bit

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

*tn texts
Rem graphics

Rem etetiocs

for microfiche

0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

ri Modified on existing texsoonly,
Phwse list

E3 developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

apply)

saw

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

CD emit menopment

Ea test devdopment

storks

molting

0 student recordkeeping

cress-reference is materials

en-line test odnwnistration

CI other

16111NOMImr,

b From where did you obtain this
software?

ft, adapted horn existing spreadsheets,
ir" databases, etc.

ri If you dotted Ulf above box, please
6-, list the programs you ore asks

Idea h'are

O 'pickily designed kw pm system by

perchared from test or research
orpnizabon

51
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c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

go ewes items

(:) full-screen editing

in can add /debt. /dung.
Imo kook

con oddideleteichange
km claselficeboes

0 lea handle opt history

Irk handle test
analysis

0



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below.

® M -tone generation of
tests

cap vs. various criteria
for Woofing items

, -, can add/delete/change
items that ere
computer selected

O
oaternetically stares
answer keys

ID prints testi

Ehas
special print

Natures

will print multiple
4-1 farms

O other,

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

O by objoctive mastered

Q total stores over time

,..., gvadeboot or senes of
scores

j What is the name of your item
bankini/test scoring software
package?

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

mark sense reader

=Nest sod total
II scores

objective mastery

O Item statistics

test statistics

O Om

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

can generate most
graphics

can attach eternal
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
end merge them in
with item text

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software 7

,..., wadable on exchange
agreement

,," available far purchase
Iran vendor

available
for pwchase

U keno you

not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

'ablest profiles--
student

o 'ablest wallies dass

0 summary reports

..... cress reference to
otatenals/mathods

i What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 216, etc.)

IBM Clone

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

$200

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

evadable from vs

.. available &each
MI vendor ??

not evadable

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space se on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Minnesota State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

,

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

hem (lank Title (if any) Minnesota Test Item Rank

For information about the
bank contact

Name James R. Olson Aroil.Olson or Dan

Title Assessment Specialist

Organization Minnesota Department of Education

Street 550 Cedar street, 7:10_Capltal-SqUa.r-e-B444-144419--
St . Par'' Zip c5.101City State Minnetnta

612 Number 296-2970

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

r& tist items
05) classification of sterns oy content

O general objectives or topic statements
O item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
O suggested instructional activities
O cross references between object.ves and

appropriate instructional materials
O content review or other validity information
O reliability estimates
0 p-values

IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

developed by teachers
developed by state or local central office staff

in developed by test development personnel within
your organization

developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the dams in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
content review to match items to objectives

content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or age levels

dsediting for clarity
editing based on reviews by technical personnel
editing based on technical data

O review for see bias
review for cultural and ethnic babe
informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

O formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES

gn

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

0 El all or most of the bank
is evadable free (or
for cost of reproduction)

113 pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

(Xi . tests we constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

in items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply;

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

oo
co

o
o
a

o
0
o
U

0

LAS

al

51 53

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and 'Wallies
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3 S columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to bask skills Item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that Higher Order Thinking Skips" items may overlap ether content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

!chest
10)

it2
10.7)

GRACIE

34
18.10)

LEVEL

04
111.1381417otiege

(AGE)

0-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

1

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary

IComprehension

$ Reeding Readiness
IN

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills .

A

Computational skills

1

Concepts

1.
FLAME SEE kfTAGHEll TtinTrrc

C Problem Solving (Application)C
4

Geometry

Calculator Math

M Higher Order Thinking Skills

,

Grammar

.

Usage

1 Mechanics
Ilt
hi Foreign Language (specify:

, . I

if Compos hien

Higher Order Thinking SkillsE .

44

%)
SU

W
v) Higher Order Thinking Skills

1 -

Social Studies

-1

aW

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

ell



Whi:h of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

objective to be tested

hem difficulty

O item type (e g , multiple choice)

cs) cognitive level (e g , nail, itiference)

key words

O other

O mine

4. In what form are the following ava:'ablc?

CD/ROM

Item yds
ham graphics

Rom statistics

HARD
COPY

MICRO
DISK

OD

Er

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Cg Bloom's Tummy

0 other wellknown cognitive
tummy, please list

motefted on jg .tesisting eftorny,
ew Plum bst_u=:slasan ories

Knowing, Applying, Integrating
0 developed our own cognitive

tasenwny

other

(Check all that app!y)

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

7.J

0
r

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

r item management

atest development

scoring

reporting

student recordkeeping

visa reference to materials

enline test Ildflinilitritiefl

*Ow

b From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
databases, etc

ri If you checked the above box, please
b., the programs you are using

co ...Ian, designed per our system by

MN Dept. of Educatinn

in purchased from test or research
LI organisation

53

J J

(In each case,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

MI stores hems

fullscreen editmg

no can odd/delete/change
66' Items

can add/delete/change
item classifications

win boodle user history

r., II handle test
LI analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

enline aemration
O tests

mil can au orifice criteria
Lai for selecting items

can aild/delete /change
items that ate
tentacles selected

rmautomatically
stores

anew*. keys

ID prints tests

has special print
futures

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

by objective mastered

O .otal scores over time

va d e book or series of
;COM

other

What is the name of your item
banking/test sco1- g software
package?
Minnesota Test Item Bank

e. If your software handles
scoring, phase indicate its
capabilities below.

mart sense reader

'ablest and total

%./ KM'S

*Wive mastery

Item statistics

test statistics

other

h If your software has
graphics capaAities, please
indicate these below: .

in can generate most
U graphics

can attach uternal
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
wilt item tut

can produce the entire
teal

k Is you software ?

r)
available en exchange
agreement

available for purchase
0 from vendor

available for purchase
Li from you

not available for ethers

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

saysubjtenesti profiles n-

O Noblest profiles class

summary reports

cross reference to
materials /methods

other,

i. What type of computer do
you use, (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

iUMLXT. AT. PS

Model 30

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

11000.00 including

CD/ROM Disk and Software

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

(2) available from us

available Wow%

net available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item by* and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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ACCESis_

SSIZE:

THE MDDESOTA ITEM BANK FACT SHEET

1986 - 87 SCHOOL YEAR

Each schocl district may create six tests free and have then

scored free of charge.

Each additional test master costs $20. Scoring costs $.60

per studert.

An Imaductive computerized system is available to school
districts utilizing a 300 or 1200 BAUD rate modem. Toll

free 800 telephone number is available to districts
outside the metropolitan calling area. Metro phone number

available to metro districts. Time may be reserved by

alling(612122E2211.
A paper order form is also available to districts that do
not have the necessary computer hardware to access the

interactive system.

Currently the bank includes four curricular areas. They

are: 1.) Mathematics; 2.) Social Studies; 3.) Science;

and 4.) Language Arts including Reading. Grade levels are

K - 12, however K - 3 are very short of items because of the

nature of the items. We will add two curricular areas each

year.

Oirrently there are over 9C 000 items coded to content
outlines or indices and coded to one of three cognitive

levels. They are all machine scoreable items and primarily

multiple choice. They have been acquired from a variety of

respected sources across the country, including Minnesota

school districts. Same items have been written specifically

for our item bank.

MEM Stand alone systems in school districts utilizing CD-ROM.
Interactive testing utilizing cpvi or equivilant technology.

CCIZEITLIELCUBELCLUILABFA

*SOCIAL Z111211Z nikagazisfi

Primary Elem. Elem. Life American History Language Comp s Exp.

Inter. Elem. Elem. Earth Geography Mechanics of Lang.

7th i 8th Grade Elem. Physical Political Science Literature

General Math Jr Hi Life Economics Speech/Communications

Algebra I Jr Hi Earth Sociology Mass Media

Geometry Jr Hi Physical Anthropology Reading

Algebra II Sr Hi Biology Psychology

Advanced Ibpics Sr Hi Chemistry World Area Studies

Sr Hi Physics

*Each course is repeated three times in Social Studies and Language Arts and

coded Elementary, Junior High or Senior High.
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MINNESOTA TEST ITEM BANK
WHAT IS IT, HOW IS IT USED?

The Minnesota Test Item Bank is a computerized collection of a large
number of test items in language Arts, Mathematics, Science and Social

Studies. It is organized and indexed so that test items can be easily
matched with local district curriculum and instruction. The Bank is
designed to allow teachers, departments and school districts to choose
test items and develop tests that will measure the extent to which
students have learned what has been taught and to use that information to
improve instruction.

The organizing structures of the Bank have been designed and developed by
discipline committees of teachers and other educators from throughout
Minnesota. Paying particular attintion to what is now being taught
throughout the state, while, at the same time, remaining aware of the
probable future instructional trends in the discipline, they have
developed comprehensive course outlines which function as indices for the

Item Bank. These indices allow users to identify test items appropriate
to local curriculum and instruction.

Test items have been collected from a wide variety of sources such as
National Assessment, assessment instruments developed by various public
and private organizations, and other existing item banks. A number of

items have also been developed by Minnesota educators to fulfill the
specific needs of the Minnesota Bank. These test items are matched to the
appropriate course outlines and entered into a computerized data base.

HOW IS THE ITEM BANK USED?

Because of the Banks flexibility, it can be used in many ways. While its

primary purpose is to help educators to create test instruments to measure
student progress toward mastery of locally developed curriculum and
instruction, and to improve that curriculum and instruction as
appropriate, its possible uses are as wide as the creative imagination of

the user.

During this, its first year of operation, it is expected that school
districts will primarily use the Bank for PER evaluation and for the
development of district-wide department examinations. In the future, as

access is more broadly available, we believe that it will be used in many

other ways.

HOW DOES ONE GAIN ACCESS TO THE ITEM BANK?

At present, direct access is gained through a personal computer and a
modem. It is also possible to gain access by paper and pencil requests to(
the Assessment Section of the Department of Education. To create a test.

one reviews the local districts desired instructional outcomes and the X
specific curriculum, teaching methodology and instructional materials u.ed

to teach those outcomes. Utilizing a built-in, interactive program, the

technology will allow one to choose a randomly selected group of test

items, or to pre-select specific items. The user can then view and edit
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these items, adding and subtracting from the group so as to create the

most appropriate test for the specific instruction that will occur.

When one has selected an appropriate number and range of test Items, the

computer can be directed to print a master copy of the test instrument.

This master can then be reproduced and be made Into student test book/ets.

After the test Is administered, the Assessment Section will machine score

it and, if requested, the results will be recorded and a series of useful

reports generated for analysis by the test builder.

The Item Bank is in the process of continuing development. It will be

generally available to Minnesota school districts in September of 1986.
However, refinements will be made both in the test items available and In

the access systems for schools. Over time, more academic disciplines will

also be added to the Bank. If you are interested in learning more about

the Item Bank, please contact us through:

Assessment Section
Department of Education
Capitol Square Building
550 Cedar Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
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A SHORT GUIDE FOR USE OF THE MINNESOTA TEST ITEM BANK

The Minnesota Test Item Bank is designed to help school districts measure
the degree of success that their students achieve in mastering locally
developed outcomes as reflected in curriculum and instruction. The

results of this measurement indicate If and where that curriculum and
instruction needs to be improved to increase the degree of student

success. Experience indicates that this objective can best be realized

through the use of a rather s;ecIffc process. Hopefully, this short guide

will provide the reader with an outline of that process so that the item

bank can be used to your district's best advantage.

KNOOING WHAT TO MEASURE

The primary strength of the item bank is its potential for creating a

match between curriculum, instruction and measurement. If a match is to

be achieved, it is necessary for test builders to know what is taught. It

is appropriate, before tests are created, to review the curriculum and

instruction to be measured. In many districts, department curriculum

committees regularly perform this function. It is also appropriate to use

the work of the district's PER committee for this part of the process. If

the district has been using piggyback testing, this function has probably

been a regular part of that testing process. If help is needed in this

review, it would be appropriate to call on the concerned discipline

specialist from the Division of Instructional Effectiveness for that help.

DEVELOPING MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

When the stuoent expectations for a course are known, one may plan the

test or tests to measure the extent to which those expectations are being

met. Using the appropriate Item Bank Index and the Test Planning Form,

the test builder may fill out and mail the Test Planning Form to the

Assessment Section and receive a test developed from that form. Or, one

may use a personal computer equipped with a modem to interactively create

a test. It is also possible that one might find that an already developed

instrument such as a piggyback test will measure those expectations, and

that use of such a test would be most appropriate.

SETTING STANDARDS

It's important, in any case, that local performance criteria for the test

be developed, so that criteria for evaluation are available. Processes

for local standard setting have been developed by the Assessment Section,

and used succogully since 1975. Again. if your district has been using

piggyback testing, this process will be familiar to you. Standards should

be set before the test is administered. If help in standard setting is

needed, the Assessment Section is able to provide it.

GO
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TESTING

Standard methods such as those used in piggyback testing are appropriate

for use when administering tests developed from the item bank. Hammer.

it's important that one consider the way In which one wishes to analyze

and evaluate the results before administering the test. For example. if

one wishes to separate test results by building, appropriate notation must

be made on answer sheets, and the answer sheets must be batched correctly.

Help with this part of the process is available from the Assessment

Section.

INTERPRETING RESULTS

If tests are scored by the Assessment Section. the district will receive

seven reports for district analysis. They are: an Item Analysis. an Item

Report. a Report by Cluster, a Report by Subcluster. a Raw Score

Distribution, an Item Response by Student. and an Individual Summary by

Student.. Along with locally developed standards. these reports will allow

district staff members to evaluate curriculum and instruction as it

relates to student performance. These reports are specific enough to

permit evaluators to pinpoint strengths and weaknesses within the

instructional program, especially when cross-referenced with local

standards. You may also choose to score your tests locally. Again, if

help in this part of the process is needed. it can be provided by the

Assessment Section and by the appropriate curriculum specialist.

REVISING CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

The evaluation outlined above will allow district staff members to revise

existing curriculum and instruction so as to reinforce areas of strength

and to remediate areas of weakness. In other words. this process will

permit the normal and regular process of curriculum improvement to become

more rational, and as a result, more effective. It is obvious that this

is a continuing and circular process that can be regularized within the

district. Help with this process. of course. can be provided by the

appropriate curriculum specialist.

The process suggested above is not a revolutionary one. The only change

from the traditional approach to improvement of curriculum and instruction

is the availability of a simple. economical and readily available way to

match curriculum and assessment. One may now test what is taught. and use

the results of that testing to diagnose and treat curricular and

instructional problems with a greater degree of accuracy. The suggested

processes are simple in concept. They are treated in more detail In the

4i Item Bank Handbook and individual help is available from the Department of

Education in all cases. We hope that the Individual school districts will

find that the item bank is a useful service that helps in our collective

effort to improve education in the State of Minnesota.



.RUN DATE 11/24/86 MINNESOTA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PAGE El- 1
EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM - ITEM BANKING

INDEX FOR MATH

UNC
----NUMBER OF ITEMS----
KNOW APPLY INTGR VALUES

COURSE: El ELEMENTARY MATH (PRIMARY) 21 3706 952 86

OUTCOME: 1 ADDING WHOLE NUMBERS 10 591 111

CLUSTER: 1 ADDING 2-DIGIT NUMBERS 2 50 10

SUBCLUST: 1 2 Addends Without Regrouping 2 16 6

SUBCLUST: 2 2 Addends With Regrouping 24 1

SUBCLUST: 3 3 Or More Addends 10 3

CLUSTER: 2 ADDING 3-DIGIT NUMBERS 34 17

SUBCLUST: 1 2 Addends Without Regrouping 11 1

SUBCLUST: 2 2 Addends With Regrouping 18 5

SUBCLUST: 3 3 Or More Addends 5 11

CLUSTER: 3 ADDING 4- OR MORE DIGIT VS 13 S

(ADDING 4- OR MORE DIGIT NUMBERS)
SUBCLUST: 1 2 Addends Without Regrouping 1

SUBCLUST: 2 2 Addends With Regrouping 12 5

CLUSTER: 4 ADDING DIGIT NUMBERS 52 22

SUBCLUST:

SUBCLUST:

SUBCLUST:

SUBCLUST:

SUBCLUST:

(ADDING 1, 2, 3-OR MORE DIGIT NUMBERS (2 ADDENDS))
1 1-Digit Numbers to 1-Digit Vs 16 6

(1-Digit Numbers to 1-Digit Numbers (3 or More Addends))
2 1-Digit Numbers of 2-or More 16 3

(1-Digit Numbers to 2-or More Digit Numbers)
3 2-Or More Digit Numbers to 3 10 13

(2-Or More Digit Numbers to 3-or More Digit Numbers)
4 3-Digit Numbers to 4-or More 2

(3-Digit Numbers to 4-or More Digit Numbers)
5 1 or 2-Digit Numbers

ITEM BANK DESCRIPTION MAINTENANCE
CLUSTER: 5 ADDITION PROBLEMS 124 21

(ADDITION PROBLEM, MIXED (2 Addends))
SUBCLUST: 1 Adding Digit Numbers 124 21

(Adding 1- Or More Digit Numbers To 1- Or More Digit
Numbers)

CLUSTER: 6 ALGORITHMS 107 9

SUBCLUST: 1 Computational Form 15

SUBCLUST: 2 Missing Addends 79

SUBCLUST: 3 Number Sentence (Equation)
SUBCLUST: 4 Rounding To Estimate Sum

4

3

SUBCLUST: 5 Using A Table
SUBCLUST: 6 Checking By Reverse Addition 6 9

CLUSTER: 7 BASIC FACTS 86 12

SUBCLUST: 1 Fact Families 16 2

SUBCLUST: 2 Sums Through 10
SUBCLUST: 3 Sums 10 Through 18

29
41

3

7

CLUSTER: 8 CONCEPTS 1 31 6

SUBCLUST:
SUBCLUST:

SUBCLUST:

SUBCLUST:

CLUSTER: 9

1 Open Subcluster
2 Connecting Symbols To Concepts 9

(Connecting Symbols To Concepts (+, =, Vertical Form Equal
Sign (_)))

3 Equality, Same Sum for Addends 1 6 6

(Equality, Same Sum For Different Addends)
4 Meaning Of Addition, Joining 16

(Meaning Of Addition, Joining Groups)
MENTAL ADDITION 5

62
60



RUN DATE 11/24/86 MINNESOTA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION PAGE El- 2

EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAM - ITEM BANKING
INDEX FOR MATH

SUBCLUST: 1 Adding Doubles

UNC
----NUMBER OF ITEMS--- -
KNOW APPLY INTGR VALUE

SUBCLUST: 2 One, Ten, Hundred More 3

SUBCLUST: 3 Other Short Cuts
SUBCLUST: 4 Using Combinations Of 10 2

CLUSTER: 10 PROPERTIES 6 66 9

SUBCLUST: 1 Grouping (Associative) 3 14 6

SUBCLUST: 2 Identity Element (' ro) 23

SUBCLUST: 3 Ordering (Commutative) 3 29 3

CLUSTER: 11 READINESS 1 23

SUBCLUST: 1 Counting And Joining Groups
SUBCLUST: 2 Horizontal And Vertical Forms 5

SUBCLUST: 3 More Than
SUBCLUST: 4 Symbols 2

(Symbols (+, =, Vertical Form Equal Sign (_)))
SUBCLUST: 5 Terminology 1 16

(Terminology (Addend, Sum, Plus, Equals, Addition,

Equation))
OUTCOME: 2 CLASSIFICATION 125 17

CLUSTER: 1 CLASSIFYING BY ATTRIBUTES 11

SUBCLUST: 1 Completing A Matrix
SUBCLUST: 2 Describing
SUBCLUST: 3 Observing 1

SUBCLUST: 4 Predicting
SUBCLUST: 5 Selection Of Objects 10

(Selection Of Objects With Particular Attributes)
SUBCLUST: 6 Sorting

CLUSTER: 2 RECORDING CLASSIFICATIONS 19

SUBCLUST: 1 Graphs
SUBCLUST: 2 Numerical 7

SUBCLUST: 3 Sets 6

SUBCLUST: 4 Tables (Matrix)
SUBCLUST: 5 Words
SUBCLUST: 6 Pictorial 6

CLUSTER: 3 SETS
SUBCLUST: 1 Identifying
SUBCLUST: 2 Inclusion Relationship

(Inclusion Relationship (Set
SUBCLUST: 3 Intersection
SUBCLUST: 4 Union

CLUSTER: 4 TYPES OF CLASSIFICATIONS
SUBCLUST: 1 Single
SUBCLUST: 2 Multiple

OUTCOME: 3 COMPARISON
CLUSTER: 1 ATTRIBUTES

SUBCLUST: 1 Color
SUBCLUST: 2 Design
SUBCLUST: 3 Quantity
SUBCLUST: 4 Shape, Plane Figures

(Shape, Plane Figures (2-Dimensional))
SUBCLUST: 5 Shape, Space Figures

(Shape, Space Figures (3-Dimensional))
SUBCLUST: 6 Size

83
50
21

Within A Set))
6
6

12
10
2

1 4

61 63

9
7
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*ITEM BANK DATA SHEET

a

Multnomah ESD

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or wrote legibly.

Item lank Title (if any)

For information about the

bank contact

This questionnare will be photocopied.

Multnomah ESD Computerized Item Bank

Leon Paulson, Specialist Program Asst. (technical)

Name or Peter Wolmut

Title Director, School Supprot Services (administrative)

Organization
Multnomah ESD

Street P.O. Box 16657

City
Portland OR

Phone: Area code

State

503 Number 255-1841
Zip 97211

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

( test items
O classification of items by content
(1) general objectives or topic statements
0 item specifications, detailed ".ontent descriptions.

etc.
0 suggested instructional activities
O cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
0 content review or other validity information
[ reliability estimates
CD p-values
al IRT (latent trail) coliikraimni
0 other item analysis data
0 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply

I!) developed by teachers
ID developed by state or local central office staff

M developed by test development personnel within
CAN SE

your organization
YES ARRANGED NO

pdaveloped by an outsidt organization

an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

3
o KJ

10

IS .

1E

all or most cf the oank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction,

pre developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item Sank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? ;check all that apply.

ocollected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply i

ID review to verify appropriate content
El content review to match items to objectives

iij content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or Ice levels

g0 editing for clarity
g) editing based on reviews by technical personnel

ID editing based on technic& data
Fj review for sax bias
g] review for cultural and ethnic bias
0 informal pilot testing (informal seiection of subjects.

wall numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

°formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
admatistrat ion)

61
63

o
C
0

rz
a

o
o
0

ff

EE

El

at

N

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



4 Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area If the appropriate content area is sot listed, please write it in the space

provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an xs in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered

For example, If your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3 S columns

8 We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills kern banks H your item bank deals

with other content areas, please be sure to include them.

C We realize that Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA

APPROXIMATE
OF

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

School
404)

GRADE

5-2
04)

34
(1110)

LEVEL

113
/1143/111

(AGE)

11-12
447kC01190k

I
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structure I Ana I isys

Vocabu tory

iComprehension

RReading Readiness
IE

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

All reading areas Inn 400

Computational skills
.

Concepts

C Problem Solving (Application)
r-:
et

Geometry
W
4 Calculator Math 4,.

r---.

. Higher Order Thinking Skills a

All math areas 300 4264 Y.

Computer Education 50 147 X X X

Grammar

Usage

iMechanics
et

Foreign Language (specify French 50 300 X X X X_
t
et

Compere iti on

Higher Order Thinking Skillset
'° All language usage 200 996

-,.-

ILI

ZU Bio & Physical Science 20U

.......N
5000

1

-X X I
IfiJ

Z) Higher Order Thinking Skills

I

_A

In r

Art & Music 40 263 X

i Health & PE 75 245 X

I TOMO Science
0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

-
I



T Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

o objective to be tasted

item difficulty

item type (e g , multiple-choice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

(3 key wards

Mimi

al Rant

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

othw we-known cognitive
taxonomy, please het

n modified en misting taxonomy,
please lot

developed ow own cognitive
iSISINIMIty

Oath,.

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Ram tints

Rom graphics

Hera Statistics

HARD
COPY

G
a
o

MICRO
DISK

a
C

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

C

NOT
VAILAff LE

o
o
C

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

(II item management

ao test 4.,«,..t

al a!) scoring

Q Nowt.'

student recerdkeeping

O cross-reference to materials

on-line test adnunistration

other

b. From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1-1 databases, etc

If you checked the shave Nis, please-' lest the programs you are using

Ca specially designed for ow system by

Leon Paulson, Greg Thomas

ri purchased from test or research
I.-I organisation

65 66

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

al stares items

cg full - screen editing

ne can oad/Selete/clisage
Ida items

G can oildhldeteichange
Item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below

en-line 'monition of
tests

,, can ese renews aliens
for winnow kerns

can odd/delete/change
items that art
computer selected

ouloinahcany stores
answer keys

prints tests

has epechl print
features

wilt print multiple
fermi

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

total scores ever time

gradebwit or series of
scores

other

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

oB start mese rude

mutest and total
1.0 mores

MI objective mastery

Q Item statistics

lost statistics

ether

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

con generate most
graphics

can attach 'item&
grapl,ics to nem test

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item test

IDcan
produce the entire

test

What is the name of your item k Is your software 7
banking/test scoring software
package?
HP Software (Query: Image)

ovailable or e-chenge
apemant

eveNavMe for purchase

available fir purchase
from you

*et available for ethers

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

ambles! ponies --
student

eublest profiles class

12 summary reports

cross reference to
matenals/metheds

other

What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

HP 3000

IBMPC compatible

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

$3500

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

rg available from us

available through
vender

Swot available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems

6'1

66



ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Sank Title (if any)
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

Nat Assess Educ. Pro;ress

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory

For information about the
bank contact:

Ina Mullis

Title Deputy Director

Organization NAEP/ETS

Street Rosedale Road

City Princeton State NJ

Phone: Area code 609 Number 734-5205
800 223-0267

zip 08541

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

0 tee items
13 classification of items by content
3 general objectives or topic statements
3 item specifications-. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
3 content review or other validity information
0 reliability estimates
13 p-values
rffj IRT paten trait) calibrations
(i) other item analysis data
(i) technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

129 developed by teachers
1E) developed by state or local central office staff
gldraveloped by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organizatiOn
00:011eCted from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

6 review to verify appropriate content
(3) content review to meth items to objectives

content review to establish appropriate wade levels
or ego levels

10 editing for clarity
tia editing based on reviews by technical personnel
Madding based on technical data
In review for sea bias
El review for cultural and ethnic bias
Ea informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

well numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

In formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
edministrat ion)

EB

YES
CAN SE

ARRANGED

0
NO

IX)

Ea

alt or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

E tests we constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

ID items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN SE

YES ARRANGED NO

o
o° ga

6 S'
67

printing of test materials
O test scoring services
O development of individual

student profiles
0 development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

E) training on writing test
items

O assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please plaice Xs° la the appropriate awes to indkate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Abo, *en use the columns en the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectival
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the spate
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an °X in any range where et lost ors grade of the range is covered
For example, If your items cover grades 2 through 1, place Xs in both the K-2 end 3 S columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to bask sidle item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIF -ATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMER

ITEMS

pre

School(0)

GRADE

112
($-7)

34
($.10)

LEVEL

I 111
11143

(AGE)

-12
14-121PColiege Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural i Analysis

Vocob..ary

ICanprehension .
R Reading P. ,tidiness

Reference (Study) Sk i 1 Is

Higher Order Thinking Skills ..

Computational skills

Concepts

Problem Solving (App'ication)
ot

XGeometry

Calculator Math

1 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Gramar

Usage

e Mechanics4

Foreign Language (specify:8
compaitian

g Higher Order Thinking Skills

lit
N
tu

X Higher Order Thinking Skills

et

0 Higher Order Thirking Skills
9



1

7. Which of the following can be mod to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

(E) *wive to be tested

ID item difficulty

ID item type (e g , Imiltiplechoice)

0 cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

O key ererds

O .ter

O nw"

S. If your Items are retrievable by
co:1*Iva level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would She to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, wo
would very much appreciate it )

Memo's Irmenemy

ether well -lumen cewhitive
Mummy, please list

n mdised en misting tasmemy,
...1 please kst

developed our own cognitive
Mallow,

Wier

9 In what form are the following available? (Check. all that apply)

itsm texts

Item graphics

Born statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

Li, 0
g 0
2 0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0
E3

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
0
0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following cpestions. (In each case,

check all responses that apply.)
Will be able to answer as the products are developed.

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

item management

0 test development

liming

reporting

0 student recorikeeping

crossreference t. materials

enline test administration

oast

b From where did you obtain tisis
software?

erupted from existine 1preadshats,
I' databases, etc

If you Aided th, above be:, please
1st the programs 1 p Al ON veins

specially designed er our ay-:em by

ri perchased from test et resewch
+a organisation

63 70

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

gees items

full screen editing

O can add /delete /Bans.
l'-' Items

O itgaenm dielsdsruttnis

veal hones ow history

O will banes test
1-1 analysis

O mhw



4. If your software handles
test drtelopenont, indicate
ka capatilithes below.

O en 405 geoorstion of
tests

can es* various triune
1er selecting Mums

can ale /delete /champ
items that are
computer seiected

Iwtomatically steles
answer keys

O prints tests

hibutorms. 'lift'

O 1,"runt "'"'"

.thar

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

by *active mastered

total scores over time

_, "adobes& or series of
scores

O ether

j What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

e if your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

wed ease reader

rt lutist and total- .tenet

objective ntsetery

item statistics

Wet statistics

0"

h if your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

can generate most
graphics

can attach atonal
U graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
end merge them in
with item test

can Frahm the enure
test

k Is you software.?

avallebie en eachangs
Wowed

- -
reallsble for purchase

available kw purchase
from You

net makable ler ether.

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

rn sibtesi proess- -
i-J Medea

smokes( prefies dot is

O mammary Mono

0 cress reference to
materials/methods

ear

i. What type of computer do
you use (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 216, etc.)

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from es

U...

avellable Wei*
vender.

Mt available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized system



NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS
ITEM RELEASE POLICY

Since 1969, the National Assessment of EducatIonal Progress (NAEP) has
sun eyed and reported the knowledge, skills, understanding, and attitudes of young
Americans throughout the country. National Assessment is an education project
mancated by Congress that gathers information to help educators at all levels improve
the learner's educational experience. NAEP is a major ongoing effort to obtain
comprehensive and dependable achievement data on a national basis. National
Assessment results and related assessment materials have been used by the education
community for general information, training and instruction, curriculum and program
development, assessment and testing, evaluation, policy implications, and research.

The history of National Assessment and its methodology, findings, and
implications for "educational progress" are discussed by NAEP and non-NAEP authors in
literally hundreds of publications. These reports and journal articles can be accessed
fairly easily by interested readers and can be obtained from National Assessment, the
Superintendent of Documents or the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC).

During the 14-year period from 1969 to 1983, NAEP assessed nearly 1.1 million
young Americans. All regular assessments included national samples of students at age
9, 13, and 17. Most assessments also included samples cf 17-year-olds no longer
enrolled in school. Some of the earlier assessments included a young adult household
sample (26-35 years of age). A few of the assessments were "special interest"
assessments, sometimes referred to as probes, and these special assessments typically
included only one or two age groups.

The original assessment plan called for 10 major learning areas to be assessed
periodically: ARt, Career and Occupational Development, Citizenship, Literature,
Mathematics, Music, Reading, Science, Social Studies, and Writing. However, on the
recommendation of consultants and subject-matter specialists, Citizenship and Social
Studies were combined beginning with the 1975-1976 assessment, and Reading and
Literature were integrated during the 1979-1980 assessment.

Special probe assessments have been conducted in Fundamental or Basic
Mathematics (Age 13 and 17), Basic Life Skills (Age 17), Health-Energy-Reading-
Science (Adults), Consumer Skills (Age 17) and Science (Ages 9, 13, and 17).

In 1983, NAEP began sampling students by grade as well as by age. The subject
areas recently assessed have included reading, writing, mathematics, science, computer
understanding and literacy.

Separately funded special assessments since 1983 have included a literature and
U.S. history knowledge survey and a higher order thinking skills assessment. In the
1987-1988 school year, NAEP will assess reading, writing, civics, U.S. history and
geography.

Public Use Data Tapes, layouts and codebooks area available to researchers.
These tapes represent a significant advance in public-use data tape technology. Data
Lles are rectangular with one record per respondent, while data fields are all numeric
with consistent missing data and nonresponse codes. All original item response and
background variable data fields are included. Derived (transformed) item variables and

71 7 2



subregional identifiers (school, district, county, state, etc ) that violate Privacy Act
provisions and/or confidentiality agreements are not included.

Documentation has been rewritten and reformated for maximum usability and
included on the tapes. In addition, program-readable documentation is included for
SAS, SPSS and OSIRIS IV.

For the National Assessment of Educational Progress to measure change over tie,
it is necessary to maintain the security of certain assessment items. Yet, to allow for
states and school districts to conduct assessments and to make certain comparisons to
National Assessment data, they need to administer some of the items used by NAFP to
measure change. NAEP is working with an increasing number of states in the design
and analysis of state assessments.

c:release

777



ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
North Carolina DPI

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact Name William J, Brown

Title Assistant Superintendent for Research& Testing
Organization N.C. State Dept. Public Instruction

Street Salisbury Street
Raleigh State N.C.

Phone: Area code 919 Number 733-3809

Zip 27611

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

test karts
ia classification of items by content
0 general objectives or topic statements

item specificationi, detailed content descriptions.
etc.

suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information

C reliability estimates
AD p-values

IRT (latent trait) calibratiors
0 other item analysis data
T3 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

® developed by teachers
r2 developed by state or local central office staff
GI developed by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
Ocollected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

rn review to verify appropriate content
E) content review to match Items to objectives
FJ content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
E) editing for Clarity
in editing based on reviews by technical personnel
in editing based on technical data
'preview for sex bias
in review for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

]formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and enlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

i

YES
CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

0 El all or most of the bank
is available for sale

0 all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives In
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

printing of test materials
test scoring Strvit...i.s
development of individunl

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistant:. n interpreting
test data

other Item data in

magnetic form

7.1
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6 Please dace Xs In the appropriate spaces to Intricate the abject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to -dices the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an X in any range where at lust one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the cats!** to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C. We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills* items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE NUMBER

OF
OILIECTIVES REIMS

pre

School
(0-4)

GRADE

8-3
(10)

34
(g.10)

LEVEL

8-8
(11-13N04.17)Conego

(AGE)

9-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary
0 Comprehensiona

RReading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts
4A
u Problem Solving (Application)
sta Geometry

laj Calculator Math
w
z Higher Order Thinking Skills

Algebra I & II X

Granvnar

Usage

EMechanicsIr
Foreign Language (specify:

Comosition
R Higher Order Thinking Skills

BiologyW
4.0Zlit
H Higher Order Thinking Skills

U.S. History

Lt
W

i'
0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

4



7 Which of the followil an be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

(B objective to be tested

item difficulty

item typo (e g , multiple choice)

cognitive level (e g , roue, inference)

key words

other

none

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taienemy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please list

modified en existing taxonomy,
"' please list

developed our own cognitive
Mummy

other

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Rom toils

item graphics

Rom statistics

HARD
COPY

MICRO
DISK

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

item management

test development

scoring

reporting

student recordketpne

crossreference to materials

on line list administration

eth

b From where did you obtain this
software?

f adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1-1 databases, etc.

checkedyou check the above box, please
list the programs you are using

*socially designed for our system by

in Purchased from test es research

L-1 nrpniution

75

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

maw items

MIscreen editing

FDcan add /delete /change
items

can adif/deletetchange
item dassificabens

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

eninn generation of
tests

can use swims criteria
1..1 for whams Items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

automatically Metes
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
features

will pint multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

0 by objective mastered

total scores over time

grideboob or wines of
scores

0 other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?
NCDPI Test Screen

If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

man mom reader

rgi autest and total
IWO KWH

0 objective mastery

ra item statistics

test statistics

*thy

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

k Is

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

O
icanill produce the entire

your software 7

rtailabis en exchange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
g3 from you

net available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

®subtest
profiles --

student

mildest profiles- -class

summary reports

cress reference to
materials /methods

Mho

t. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

McIntosh/Item Devel.

XT, AT for scoring

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

/3 available from us

available through
vender

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate shri of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerizeo systems
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Northwest Eval. Assoc.

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This ouestionnare will be photocopied.

Item Sank Title (if any) NWEA BACIC SKT1.T s_ stn

For information about the
bank contact

crTrmr_F' TEST ITEA SAW-%

NameBay Mi tier
Title Executive Secretary/Director Dpvplripment-
Organization Northwest Evaluation Association

Street 30633 11th Ave So.
Federal WayCity State WA

206 839-3932
Phone: Area code Number

98003Zip

P

1.

ease indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

test items
Di classification of items by content
M general objectives or topic statements
M item specifications: detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
13 content review or other validity information
M reliability estimates

p-values
Is] IR (latent trait) calibrations
ri) other item analysis data
@ technical reports

2. What
items?

s the source of the bank's objectives and
(check all that apply)

developed by teachers
g)developed by state or local central office staff
E]developed by test development personnel w.thin

your organization
I:developed by an outside organization
0 collcted from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

El review to
ei content rev

Content rev
or age leve

lat editing for c
09 editing bas
13 editing bas
in review for se
U review for cu

informal pilot
smell number
results)

verify appropriate content
new to match items to objectives
iota to establish appropriate grade levels

Is
lardy

ad on reviews by technical personnel
on technical data

a bias
tural and ethnic bias
testing (informal selection of subjects.
S of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of

@formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

77

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES
CAN BE

ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

r5D items are used to con-
struct tests Wised on
0....I.-;ectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided, !Cieck all that apPlY;

CAN SE
YES ARRA.NG,T.:0 NO

0

7

fl

printing of test materials
test scoring Services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives end
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please piece 'Xs° in the appropriate spaces to Mdicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, pleas* write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an X in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place Xs in both the K-2 and 3S columns
13 We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills Ram banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AMEA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

WNW
(04)

GRADE

114

iiii44
34

O5.101

LEVEL

1$
0113

(AGE)

'42
14470:011e01 Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis
X X

Vocabulary
0 Comprehension 22 2000 X X3
i Reeding Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts
X X

Problem Solving (Application)
3800

X X 3.....

Geometry 289

ICalculator Math

2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar
X X

Usage
x

IMechanics
Foreign Language (specify. 354 3600

Campos it loll

R Higher Order Thinking Skills<
..1

Concepts/Processes
W
Vz 5 Subject Hatter Content Areas 400 8000 X X X

111 i e, a r ysica ----.
y, Higher Order Thinking Skills

*See Below

CCW
P-
O Mistier Order Thinking Skills

78
*c6nAex thinkinc; skills are part of respond some of the content area items indicate



7. Which of the following can be used toe retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

ea objective to 1. tested

In item alficulty

stem type (e g , multiplechoice)

CO cognitive level (e g . recall. inference)

key words

other

1:0 none

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived. (If you would Ike to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Tummy

O other wonknown allinitlYPriCounty Course Goal
taxonomy, please 1st inquiry - Problem Sivina

Processes -Taxonomy
modified en existing taxonomy,
please list

dueloped our own cognitive
taxonomy

sow

9. In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

item torts E a 0
Mom graphics E a 0
Item statistics E a 7

NOT
AVAILABLE

o
o
o

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this b From where did you obtain this
software perform' software"

In item management

0 test developmeni
Under development

* MIkw scorns

ED reporting

student rector/keeping

crossreference to matenals

III online test administration

ether

et

adapted from uisting spreadsheets,
O databases. etc

If you checked the above hex, please
list the programs you are Lung

*Scale P Bas (IBM, TRS-80

Apple versions)

al specially designed for as system by

Dr. Ronald Houser

rn purchased from test or research
t1 organisation

79

So

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

a) stores items

ag fullwean eating

ra can adtl/dolete/chanp
Id. Items

cacan
o/d/doletetchange

item dassificabons

ra will handle our history

C3will
handle test

analysis

0 other

1



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below

D ononins generation of
s

0 can use venous tritons
for saluting items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

Gautomatically
stores

answer keys

a) prints tests

Ass *pedal print
features Plotter

sell print multiple
forms

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

total scores eve time

gradetook or series of
scores

other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package"
Micro-C.A.T. (modified)

Test Director

Super-C.A.T. .

INFORMIX - §OL

MEB Software

If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

mark sense reader

in NUM and total
1.J scores

E3 objective mastery

item statistics

:,st statistics

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below- .

r% can generate most
L:1 graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate grapt:cs
and mew them in
with item tat

can produce the entire
test

Is your software ?

available on exchange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available tor purchase
1,2) from you

net available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

,, ablest profiles
student

silken profiles --dais

O summary reports

aoss reference to
materials/methods

other

i What type of computer do
you use" (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 2$6, etc )

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'
Price components by

Inquiry

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

available through
eJ vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in i.omputerizedsystuns

Language Usage Item Bank covers 354 goals with over 3600 items; Mathematics Item Bank
covers 289 Goals with over 3800 items; Reading Item Bank covers 22 major subject
matter headings with over 2000 items. Test items are filed by goal and difficulty
level in a hard copy card file. The Science Item Bank has over 8000 items covering
a wide range of grade levels and objectives up through high school. Excellent
manuals are provided and locator index cards make retrieval and refiling of items
convenient. 80



I
ITEM BANK DATA SHEET

Northwest Eval. Assoc.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

NWEA Sz..ience 1.T.-Ft. Item CollectionItem Bank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact Name Susan Smoyer

Title Project Manager
dB

Organization
Street 700 Pringle Parkway SE

SalemCity State OR

Phone. Area code 903 Number 17R-4157

, I,1

Zip
97310

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

a test items
r3 classification of items by content
(2 general objectives or topic statements
O item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities

O cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

gg content review or other validity information
O reliability estimates
O p-values
IZ) IRT (latent trait) calibrations
6E) other item analysis data
10 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

0 developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff

]developed by test development personnel within
your organization

0 developed by an outside organization
Ccollected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
gg content review to match items to obreeerves topics

[3 content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or age levels

C1) editing for clarity
0 editing based on reviews by technical personnel
&I editing based on technical data

review for sea bias
ED review for cultural and .1.^.:-. bias
0 informed pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

@formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration) partial -- additional

development underway.

Under development

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

E 0 all or most of the bank
is available for sale

0 El all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

O 0 e-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

Ea tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

ID items are used to con-
struct tests based 0.1
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

o
a;
0
0
co

0

81. 82

o
o
o

GB printing of test materials
O test scoring services
ED development of individual

student profiles
ID development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
ID training on writing or

selecting objectives and
stern specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



i Please place Xs b the Npriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this it m
bank Also, please use the inns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an X in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'A's" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B. We do not want to lire, , the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other contrit areas, please be sure to include them
C We realize that Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT APIA
APPROXIMATE NUMBER

OF
OBJECTIVES ITEMS

Pro
GRADE LEVEL (AGE)

School K-2 34 114 1-12
(M) 15-71 (8-10) (11.13K14-17)Collog Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary
01 Comprehension

RReading Readiness

Reference (Study) Sk:

Higher Ord.; Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts
40,

u Problem Solving (Application)
ca
s

.'
Geometry

16.1

X Calculator Math

a Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar

Us-e

I; 4*c:ion ics

&h, Foreign Language (specify:0

R
commotion

4t Higher Order Thinking Skills

1

82



7 Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

ag obscure to be listed

ES item difficulty
All are

item type le g , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, Inference)

key words

sum grace level

none

I. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wan known cognitive
taxonomy, please kit

n moshRed an existing taxonomy,
pleas. kit

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

other

9 In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Rom torts

Item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

E
0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

o
o
o

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In eac;, case,
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this b From where did you obtain this
software perform? software?

0 item management

g-.1 test development

CD scoring

In reporting

13.1 student recordkeeping (CAT)

cross reference to materials

0 OD online test administration

other

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
I-1 databases, etc

n If you checked the above box, please
' kit the programs you are using

Q specially designed for ow system by

Portland Puhljr Qcia004144

03
purchased from test or research
organization

Assessment Systems Corp
0 (Minnesota)

83
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c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

O stores items

fullscreen editing

O can add/delete/change
items

LBcan
add /delete /change

Item classifications

will handle user history

0 will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

O

online generation of
tests

con use various vitro
for selecting items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

outornaticaNy stores
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
features

will print multiple
forms

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

mark sense reader

(plotter)

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

by objective mastered

total scores over time

gradebook or sines of
scores

other

j What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

1) ILlicrcSA'I' Testing System

2) Item Bank data bases
(Informx - SQL)

3) Test Director
4) SuperCAT

subtest and total
KAM

Mite"

12em statistics

test statistics

3 other CAT

h If your software has
graphics capaSilities, please
indicate these below

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item test

can generate graphics
al and merge them in

with item text

Fa can produce the entire
test

k Is your software

available on exchange

wailail
from vendIorcw purchase

available for purchase
from you

not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

subtest profiles--
student

subtest profiles delis

1,3) summary reports

cross reference to
materials/methods

other

i. What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

112111CXlar111_

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

available through
Ej vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or or. a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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NWEA SCIENCE TEST ITEM COLLECTION
GOAL INVENTORY

(1986-87)

GOAL CATEGORY Number of Items
K-3 4-6 1 -9 10-12

LIFE SCIENCES
The Cell - 15 50 98
Zoology 46 138 209 166

Botany 51 58 117 97

Simple Life Forms 1 6 28 42

Ec logy 2 52 102 63

EARTH/SPACE SCIENCES
Geology 13 108 275 20

Oceanography - 21 188 12

Meteorology 20 66 104 3

Space and Astronomy 15 65 135 14

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Meas ement - 6 36 52

Matter: Properties t 16 41 25

Matter: States o! 15 17 17 28

Matter: Changes 7 29 71 14

Matter: Structure - 22 105 218

Periodic Law/Table - - 21 20

Acids, Bases, and Salts - - 17 25

Chemical Kinetics - - 4 42

Chemical Equilibrium - - - 14

Oxidation - - 1 12

Electrochemistry - - 2 21

Organic Chemistry - - - 20

Nuclear Chemistry - - 23 65

Photochemistry - - - 1

Spectroscopy - - - 1

Chemistry and Society - - 1 -

Biochemistry - - 3 15

Motion 7 20 62 353

Gravity 1 5 14 13

Electricity and Magnetism 4 29 113 164

Energy 31 61 135 113

Energy Resources 2 37 44 1

Light 5 11 63 111

Modern Physics - - - 1

HISTORY OF SCiENCE - 1 4 3

LABORATORY 1 2 11 1 I
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GOAL CATEGORY Number of Items
K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12

VOCABULARY 2 8 2

CONCEPTS
Cause-Effect 4 7 11

Change 3 11 3

Cycle 4 13 5

Energy-Matter 3 23 15 11

Entropy
Equilibrium 1 13
Evolution 2 4 7 7

Field 1 1 9 4

Force 10 7 4
Fundamental Entities 8 8 12 6

Gradient 19 3 25 6

Interaction 6 9 3

Invariance
Model 2 13 14

Order 8 15 17 3

Organism 1

Perception 1 1 1

Probability 1 3 20 17

Population 3 13 19 12

Quantification
Replication
Resonance
Scale 1 8 21 14
Significance
Symmetry
System 2 13 20 11

Theory 1 6

Time-Space 1

Validation

PROCESSES
Classifying 12 7 1

Communicating 1 3

Controlling Variables 6 22 2
Defining Operationally 1 6

Design:no Experlments 7 14 7
Formulating Models 2 2 5

Hypothesizing 11 4

Inferring 9 30 11

Interpreting Data 1 45 58 89

Measuring 2 29 15 1

Observing 1 23 4 3

Predicting 6 11 2

Questioning 1

Using Numbers 7 9 7

Relating Time-Space 4 3

8 86



e

GOAL CATEGORY Number of Items
K-3 4-6 7-9 10-12

SKILLS 1 3 1

INTERESTS - - 1 -

VALUES - 1 4 1

INTERACTIONS - -

CHARACTERISTICS - 1 1 3

4491P:,a

2/27'87
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- SUMMARY -

INVENTORY OF ITEMS BY GRADE LEVEL AND GOAL

K-3

(1986-87)

4-6 7-9 10-12

Life Science 100 269 506 466 = 1,341

Earth Science 54 260 702 109 = 1,125

Physical Science 78 265 773 1,395 = 2,511

Concepts 48 124 238 139 . 549

Processes 9 156 195 132 . 492

Miscellaneous 1 8 32 17 = 58

Miscellaneous (not on list) 5 6 1 = 12

290 1,087 2,452 2,25S = 6,088

5122Psa
3/4/87

89
88



0

0

0

S

0

0

0

NA EA SCIENCE TEST ITEM COLLECTION INDEX

GOAL CATEGORY

GOAL

CODE

LIFE SCIENCES A

The Cell A A

Types of Cells A.A.A

Cell Structure A.A.B

Cell Metabolism/Function A.A.0

Reproduction Mitosis - Meiosis A.A.D

Genetics/Cells A.A.E

Evolution/Cells A.A.F

Zoology A B

Classification/Animals A.B.A

Manuals A.B.A.A

Birds A.B.A.B

Reptiles/Dinosaurs A.B.A.0

Amphibians A.B.A.D

Fish A.B.A1

Insects/Spiders/Shell Fish A.B.A.F

Other Invertebrates A.B.A.G

Structure/Animals A.B.B

cunctions/Animals A.B.0

Metabolic Processes/Animals A.B.D

Reproduction /Animals A.B.E

Adaptation,. Behavior, Habitat A.B.F

Human Structure A.B.G

Human Function/Development A.B.H

Evolution/Animals A.B.I

Genetics/Animals A.B.J

Botany A C

Classification/Plants A.C.

Seed Plants/Flowers/Cones A.C.A.A

Lower Plants A.C.A.B

Structures/Plants A.C.B

Functions/Plants A.C.0

Metabolic Processes/Plants A.C.C.A

Photosynthesis/Respiration A.C.C.B

Reproduction/life Cycles A.C.C.0

Adaptations/Responses/Habitat A.C.D

Evolution/Plants A.C.E

Genetic / Plants A.C.F
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GOAL

GOAL CATEGORY COOS

Simple Life Forms/Diseases/Functions A D

Viruses A.D.A

Bacteria A.D.B

Monerans A.D.0

Fungi A.D.D

Protists A.D.E

Ecology A E

Populations/Communities A.E.A

EcosystemFood Chains/Webs A.E.B

Biomes/Biosphere A.E.0

Aquatic A.E.C.A

Land A.E.C.B

Urban Environments A.E.D

Succession/Natural Changes A.E.E

Pollution/Man-Made Changes A.E.F

Conservation/Natural Resources A.E.G

Limiting Factors A.E.H

EARTH/SPACE SCIENCES

Geology B A

Earth Structures B.A.A

Surface Features B.A.A.A

Soil Composition B.A.A.B

Subsurface Features B.A.A.0

Mapping B.A.A.0

Rocks and Minerals B.A.B

Types of Rocks/Composition B.A.B.A

Formation of Rocks/Processes B.A.B.B

Relationship of Rocks to Minerals B.A.B.0

Types, Properties of Minerals B.A.B.D

Geologic Processes B.A.0

Vulcanise B.A.C.A

Crustal Movement/Earthquake B.A.C.B

Weathering--Erosion--Deposition B.A.C.0

Glaciation B.A.C.0

Natural Changes B A.D

Evolution and Variation B.A.D.A

Formation of Organic Fuels B.A.D.B

Fossils as Vvidence of Change B.A.D.0

Geologic Time Scale B.A.D.D

Forces Changing Surfaces B.A.D.E

Forces Changing Subsurfaces 3.A.D.F

People Interactions G.A.E

Surface Effects on People B.A.E.A

Climate Effects on People B.A.E.B
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GOAL CATEGORY

GOAL

CODE

Earth Environments B.A.F

Soil B.A.F.A

Water B.A.F.B

Air/Layers B.A.F.0

Historical Geology B.A.G

Methods of Dating B.A.H

Geologic Instruments

Application of Geclogic Science B.A.J

Related Sciences B.A.J.A

Economic Uses B.A.J.B

OreancvlraphY B B

Ocean Topography B.B.A

Ocean Waters B.B.B

Composition /Properties of Sea Water 2.9.8.A

Ocean Layers and Zones B.B.B.B

Ocean Movements B.B.0

Ocean Circulation/Currents B.B.C.A

Tides B.B.C.B

Ocean Waves B.B.C.0

Shorelines BALD

Shoreline Types B.B.D.A

Shoreline Processes 8.8.0.8

Estuaries and Bays B.B.D.0

Life in the Oceans B.B.E

Distribution of Ocean Life B.B.E.A

Marine Organisms B.B.E.B

Marine Ecosystems and Processes B.B.E.0

Ocean/Human Interactions B.B.E.D

Tools of Oceanography B.B.F

Applications of Oceanography B.B.G

Oceanography Related Sciences B.B.G.A

Economic Uses of Oceanography B.B.G.B

History of Oceanography B.B.H

Meteorology B C

Origin/Structure of Abnosphere B.C.A

Weather Conditions aad Causes B.C.B

Causes of Temperature Differences B.C.B.A

Role of Sun in Weather B.C.B.B

Effect of Temperature on Climate B.C.B.0

Humidity and Clouds B.C.0

Cloud Formatioc Factors B.C.C.A

Types of Clouds B.C.C.B

Humidity Factors B.C.C.0

Fog B.C.C.D
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GOAL CATEGORY

GOAL

CODE

Wind and Storms B.C.D

Temperature and Air Currents B.C.D.A

Atmospheric Pressure B.C.D.B

Earth's Rotation/Storms B.C.D.0

Causes of Storms B.C.D.D

Wind as an Energy Source B.C.D.E

Weather Forecasting B.C.E

Factors Used in Forecasting B.C.E.A

Weather Measuring Instruments B.C.E.B

Weather Control B.C.F

Weather Cycle B.C.G

Components of Water Cycle B.C.G.A

Relationship to Moving Air Masses B.C.G.B

Effects of Water Cycle on Plants B.C.G.0

Forms of Precipitation B.C.G.D

Air Masses and Fronts B.C.H

Types/Properties/Layers of Air B.C.H.A

Classification of Air Masses B.C.H.B

Relationship of Air Masses B.C.H.0

Relationship of Air Pressure B.C.H.0

Climate B.C.I

Factors Determining Climate B.C.I.A

Effect of Climate on Water/Soil B.C.I.B

Effect of Human Activity on Climate B.C.I.0

Effect of Climate on Organisms B.C.I.D

History of Meteorology R.C.J

Space and Astronomy 8 D

Earth and Moon B.D.A

Theories of Origin R.D.A.A

Effects of Earth's Rotation B.D.A.B

Relationship of Earth's Rotation/Seasons B.D.A.0

Forces Causing Earth's Movement B.D.A.D

Characteristics of Moon B.D.A.E

Earth, Moon and Sun B.P.A.F

Sun and Stars B.D.B

Theories of Origin B D.B.A

Solar System B.D.B.B

Planets B.D.B.0

Conditions/Life on Planets 8.0.8.0

Effects of Gravity B.D.B.E

Constellations B.O.B.F

Place of Sun/Solar System B.D.B.G

Features of the Sun B.D.B.H

Nebulae B.D.B.I

Other Space Phenomena B.D.0

Dynamics (Space/Astronomy) B.D.C.A

Types of Space Phenomena B.D.C.B

Comets 8.0 C.0

Meteoroids anJ Asteroids B.D.C.0

Characteristics of Galaxy B.D.C.E
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GOAL CATEGORY

Astronomical Studies

Astronomical Instruments

Astronomical Measurements

Space Travel

Artificial Satellites

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

GOAL

CODE

B.0.0

B.D.O.A

B.0.0.8

B.D.E

B.D.F

C

Measurement C A

Metric System/SI C.A.A

Factor labeling C.A.B

Scientific Notation C.A.0

Significant Figures C.A.D

Uncertainty in Measurement C.A.E

Graphing C.A.F

Constructing Graphs C.A.F.A

Reading Graphs C.A.F.B

Analyzing Graphs C.A.F.0

Matter: Properties C.8

Mass C.B.A

Length C.8.8

Area C.B.B.A

Volume C.B.B.B

Density/Pressure C.B.0

Matter: States of C C

Gases C.C.A

Liquids C.C.B

Solids C.C.0

Plasmas C.C.D

Matter: Changes C

Physical C.D.A

Chemical C.0.8

Chemical Equations C.D.0

Quantitative Relationships C.0.0

Rates of Change C.D.E

Atomic and Nuclear C.D.F

Nuclear Equations C.D G

Matter: Structure C E

Elements and Symbols C.E.A

Compounds and Formulas C.E.B

Mixtures C.E.0
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GOAL CATEGORY

GOAL

CODE

Atoms C.E.D

Molecules C.E.E

Subatomic Particles C.E.F

Ions C.E.G

Bonding C.E.H

Solutions C.E.I

Polar Molecules C.E.J

Models C.E.K

Nuclear Models C.E.K.A

Atomic Models C.E.K.B

Molecular Models C.E.K.0

Kinetic Molecular Theory C.E.K.D

Gas Laws C.E.L

Periodic Law/Table C F

Metals C.F.A

Nonmetals C.F.B

Transition Elements C.F.0

Acids, Bases and Salts C G

Properties of Acids pH C.G.A

Properties of Bases--p0H C.C.S

Properties of Salts C.G.0

Titration C.G.D

Hydrolysis C.G.E

Normality C.G.F

Chemical Kinetics C H

Nature of Reactants C.H.A

Catalysts C.H.B

Rates of Reaction C.H.0

Enthalpy C.H.D

Entropy C.H.E

Chemical Equilibrium C I

Characteristics of Equilibrium C.I.A

Factors Affecting Equilibrium C.I.B

Oxidation - Reduction C J

Oxidation Numbers C.J.A

Rules of Oxidation Numbers C.J.B

Electrochemistry C K

Electrolysis C.K.A

Galvanic Cells C.K.B
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GOAL

GOAL CATEGORY CODE

Organic Chemistry C L

Nomenclature of Organic Compounds C.I.A

Properties of Organic Compounds C.L.B

Bonding of Organic Compounds C.L.0

Hydrocarbons C.L.D

Organic Reactions C.L.E

Nuclear Chemistry C

Radioactivity C.M.A

Induced Radioactivity C.M.B

Fission C.M.c

Fusion C.M.D

Photochemistry C N

Spectroscopy C P

Chemistry and Society C Q

Hazardous Wastes C.Q.A

Environmental Chemistry C.Q.B

Industrial Chemistry C.Q.0

Biochemistry C R

Motion C S

Kinematics C.S.A

Distance/Displacement C.S.A.A

Vectors and Scalars C.S.A.B

Speed and Velocity C.S.A.0

Acceleration C.S.A.D

Forces/C)namics C.S.B

Types of Forces C.S.B.A

Measurement of Force C.S.B.B

Net Force C.S.B.0

Friction C.S.B.D

Laws of Motion C.S.0

Inertia C.S.C.A

Newton's Laws of Motion C.S.C.B

Impulse/Conservation of Momentum C.S.C.0

Frames of Reference C.S.C.D

Harmonic/Circular Motion C.S.C.E

Center of Mass C.S.C.F



GOAL CATEGORY

Gravity

Gravitational

Gravitational

Weight

Newton's Laws

Kepler's Laws

Force

Field Strength

of Universal Gravitation

of Planetary Motion

Electricity and Magnetism

Static Electricity /Induction

Electric Force

Electric Field

Electric Circuits

Magnetic Objects

Magnetic Force

Magnetic Field

Electromagnetism/Induced Current

Electronics

Energy/Transformations

Kinetic Energy

Potential Energy

Work /Simple Machin.,

Power

Heat/Thermodynamics

Conservation of Mass/Energy

Sound

Waves

Energy Resources

Sources

Uses

Distribution/Availability

Renewable

Conservation

Environment Impact

Energy Economics

New Technologies

Light

Reflection/Mirrors

Refraction/Lenses

Diffraction

Electromagnetic Spectrum

Particle/Wave Theory

Interference

Polarization

Optical Instruments

Lasers
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GOAL

COOS

C T

C.T.A

C.T.B

C.T.0

C.T.D

C.T.E

C U

C.U.A

C.U.B

C.U.0

C.U.D

C.U.E

C.U.F

C.U.G

C.U.H

C.U.I

C V

C.V.A

C.V.B

C.V.0

C.V.D

C.V.E

C.V.F

C.V.G

C.V.H

C W

C.W.A

C.W.B

C.W.0

C.W.D

C.W.E

C.W.F

C.W.G

C.W.H

C X

C.X.A

C.X.B

C.X.0

C.X.D

C.X.E

C.X.F

C.X.G

C.X.H

C.X.I



GOAL

GOAL CATEGORY CODE

Modern Physics C

Quantum Theory C.Y.A

Relativity/E = mc2 C.Y.B

Uncertainty Principle C.Y.0

Space-Time Continuum C.Y.0

Subatomic Particles and Forces C.Y.E

HISTORY OF SCIENCE

CAREERS IN SCIENCE

LABORATORY

Safety F.A

Techniques F.8

VOCAL:U:40

Life Science Vocabulary G.A

Earth/Space Vocabulary G.8

Physical Science Vocabulary G.0

CONCEPTS

Cause-Effect H.A

Change H.B

Cycle H.0

Energy-Matter H.0

Entropy H.E

Equilibrium H.F

Evolution H.G

Field H.H

Force H.I

Fundamental Entities HJ
Gradient H.K

Interaction H.L

Invariance H.M

Mooel H.N

Order H.0

Organism H.P

Perception HQ
Probability H.R

Population H.S

Quantification H.T

Replication H.0

Resonance H.V

Scale HW
Significance H.X

SymrrAry H.Y

System H.Z

Theory H.M
Time-Spare H.BA

Validation H.CA
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GOAL CATEGORY

PROCESSES

GOAL

CODE

Classifying I.A

Communicating I.B

Controlling Variables I.0

Defining Operationally I.D

Designing Experiments I.E

Formulating Models I.F

Hypothesizing I.G

Inferring I.H

Interpreting Data

Measuring I.J

Observing I.K

Predicting I.L

Questioning I.M

Using Numbers I.N

Relating Time-Space I.0

SKILLS

Measuring J.A

Constructing J.B

Handling Materials J.0

Maintaining Materials J.D

Using Career Materials J.E

Equipping for Avocations J.F

INTERESTS

Getting Confidence K.A

Learning From Many Sources K.B

Wanting and Giving Scientific Explanations K.0

Finding Avocations K.D

Exploring Vocations K.E

Perceivi.g Heroines and Heroes K.F

VALUES

Knowing and Understanding L.A

Questioning All Things L.B

Searching for Data and Meaning L.0

Demanding Verification L.D

Respecting Logic L.E

Considering Consequences L.F

INTERACTIONS

Society's Influence M.A

Science's Influence M.B

Mutual Understanding M.0

Limitations of Science M.D
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GOAL CATEGORY

CHARACTERISTICS

Tentative

Public

Replicable

Probabilistic

Humanistic

Historic

Empirical

Holistic

dc 0142p
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GOAL

CODE

N

N.A

N.8

N.0

N.0

N.E

N.F

M.G

M.H



ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
NW Reg Educ. Lab

Northwest Regional Edunettional Laboratory

Pleas* type or twits legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

hem Sank Title (if any)
NWREL Item Bank

For information about the
bank contact Name Richard W. Nar carat n

Title Item Bank Manager
orsanizationNorthwest Reginal Educational Laboratory

101 S.W. Main St, Suite 500

City Portland State Oregon

Phone: Area code 503 Number 275 -9571
Zip 972C)4

Pleas* indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "V in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

0 test items
0 classification of items by content
Ej general objectives or topic statements
0 kern specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
0 content review or other validity information
0 reliability estimates

p-values
0 IRT patent trait) calibrations
0 other item analysis data

technical reports

YES

E3

CAN SE
ARRANGED NO

El

El

El

2. Whet is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)
1:developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff
0 developed by test development personnel within

your organization
°developed by an outside organization
°collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

o review so verify appropriate content
0 content review to match items to objectives
o cement toms" to establish appropriate grade levels

Or age levels
13 editing for clarity
0 editing loosed on reviews by technical personnel
0 editing based on technical data
0 review for sea bias
0 review for cultural and ethnic bias
0 informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

smell numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results) lb.

°formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
*dm inistrat ion)
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all or most of the bank
is available for sole

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the wet

items are used to con-
struct tests lased on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN SE

YES ARRANGED NO

[3
0
13B

0
ID

E9

training on writing test
items

In assistance in interpreting
test data

printing of test materials
test scoring Services
development of individual

student profiles
development el class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
**inane on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

101
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O. Please place sue in the appropriate spaces ft Indicate the sabject area and pads Suds mewed by OM Item
bank Al..,, please me the columns en the MR to indicate the approximate members of Name and objectives
available in each coolant area. If the *rapists content area is not listed, phase write it In the space
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an V In any range when at hut ens grade of the range is covered
For example, N yew items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' In both tire K-2 and 3-5 columns
I. We de net went to Omit the content of the catalog to bask ddis Item banks. N yew item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We make that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills' lams may overlap ether content area within sea subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF

OBJECTIVES

MAIER

BUIS

pre
scum
041

GRADE

13
01-71

34
(11-101111.131114-17

LEVEL

64
(AGE)

II-12
Mutt

Phonetic Analysis 25 1923

Structural Analysis
14 576

Vocabulary
11 895

i Comprehension
38 1559

I 4

Reading Readiness
9 135

4..,9

Ilaforonco (Study) Skills
19 400

Higher Order Thinking Skills
Oral Reading 4 14

A

Total 120 5,502

Computational skills ; ,

Concepts 16 325 ,

D Problem Solving (Application) 9 234 ,

s-
Geometry 5 212

Celcu filar Math 6 42

I Higher Order Thinking Skills , .

Measurement 29

,

598

Total 77 177n .

Grammar

U$890 30 _ 1290

Moduenics 53 1148 4 , ,1
8/ FegaiIPLIAMMINsisPetifv: Listning

Composition

) 9 7n7

10 305

.

,

N i g h e r O r d e r : M i l k i n -Skills 1 1 1 "g 1g ,cpc. ..42__

Total 160 3,203 , 1

iu

1
X Higher Order Thinking Skills. ,

, , ,

I I

1
o Higher Order Thinking Skills 102

102 ,



T. Vbich of the following can be used Se
le retrieve Items? (Chock all that apply)

o olocsive to S. WWI

Ram dllicsky

0 'tins type te g , mehiple-cheicei

cognitive Irrel (sag , recall, bdarmsce)

0 key words

pwk. nrario Txmcs1
(in some casPs)

moo

II. If yew Items are mittlevaMe W
cognitive level, please imitate kw
where pour cognitive categories were
derived. (If you would Ike to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate It.)

O Shows Tammy

O other wee -haven (spikes
tammemy, Mosso Set

O oim:dlribtan misting taionowy,

O Asweloped Ira awn cognitive
trameari

O War

9. In what form are the following available? (Check-all that apply)

Item tarts

Rom graphics

Rem statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

O o
o Ea

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
0
0

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions. (In each case,
check all responses that apply.)

a What function(s) does this b.
software perform'

item management

test development

scaring

rePeninll

0 student recerdliwping

0 cross-roue nce to materials

en-ine test administration

.im,

From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted Nom misting areadshoots,
6" databases, Ws.

Cy«, chocked the shoes S. a, please
`- let the programs yaw are oales

specially designed Ow an system by

oprugrd
from low w reserh

103

103

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

Wares keens

O bl-screin editing

O tardiddsuidisses

un
m da

oddidistetchange
Ressilkabons

oil handle user history

o siwe

handle test
analys



d. If your software handles
test devdspnent, indicate
its capabilities below:

solow somorodso of
Mots

0 sou f000 mime Oltais
lor Walk* toms

can addidoloto/dumge
U ben chat aro

tampons. Wetted

O aulisi"ftrraer tars

Owls toots

0 bowl"es Print

0 wnir "ftlik
O
* In development

If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

O by objective roostorod

Wig owes rue time

O
codobook or songs of
scores

whw

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e. If your *Aware handles
scoring, pleas* indicate its
capabilities below:

CI mot moo ruder

O sobeest sod WM

O oblocelwo sway

O boo otadolics

O log dodolice

O ether

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

O cam part.

um attach ettornol
110 graphics I. Moo tut

coo groorato ambits
O and ono them la

with lbws tat

Ocan produce the mire
I-1 lost

k. Is your software:?

evalloble so endow
0 browse

ovallobie fw porches*

nobble kr purcirom
0 Imo MP

sot ovalloblo for others

I. lf your software handles
Meeting, please indicate its
capabilities below-

O
mita* poen

orldoot poem duo

O ooasory meets

cross Worms to
U laseariabinwtheds

O sow

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT 266, etc.)

Mmng Mini

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

apor. S2.500 - S4_con

rn. Technical assistance in
running the softwars is

O ovolobl from us

O
available dwougb

est available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.
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Northwast AA
Regional
Educational
Laboratory

101 S W Main Street, Suite 500 Portland, Oregon 97204 (503) 275-9500
TELEX. 701716 CABLE NWREL SOURCE STL258

Waters D rect D a' Number

Thank you for your request regarding available test items.

We have approximately 7300 test items in reading and language arts available

either in hard copy or on tape. We have another 4000 items in math available

only in naro copy. Tne classification scheme for these items and samples are

attached. Our current pricing structure is:

Complete (7,300) hard copy on card stock

Complete (7,300) on tape
1,000 selected items on card stock
1,000 selectea items on tape

$6,000
4,500
2,700

2,300

We would, of course, be happy to negotiate other arrangements to meet your

individual needs. In addition to these items, we have others that have been

developed for individual school districts. These may be available to trade or

for fee. Here are some more sources of items, if you have not already tried

them:

Mr. Ray Miller
Northwest Evaluation Association
30633 llth Ave. South
Federal Way, WA
(206) 839-3932

Dr. John S. Martois
Los Angeles County Schools
9300 Imperial Highway
Downey, CA 90242

(213) 922-6304

(NWEA has reading,
math, language arts,
and science items)

(L.A. County has

reading, language
arts, math and
life skills items)

I have included a copy of the report "Item Banking for Local Test Development:

Practitioner's Handbook" by Arter and Estes (1985). Rich Naccarato is

currently assembling a list of item banks which classify test items according

to cognitive level (i.e. Bloom's taxonomy). You may reach him by calling

(503) 275-9511.

Sincerely,

Encl.
1 11 t-

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLZYER°
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ti/al .r. _

NWREL Item Bank Hard Copy Format

Each item is printed on a separate 8-1/2" x 11" card stock page. At the top

of the page is the filing guide (e.g. RE.A.1) which is made up of codes for
Area (Reading or Language Arts); Cluster (e.g. A = Comprehension); and
Descriptor (e.g. 1 = Main Idea). Items are then filed by Item Number. The

next lines list the actual descriptor in words, response format and answer as
well as a code for the source of the item.

Directions, passages, visuals and item text are printed for each item at the
bottom of the card. All information is included with each item to minimize

the need to merge instructions, etc. from other files. If all the information
is not needed (e.g. several items in a row use the same instructions or
reading passage), the test constructor may cover the unused portion of one
item with the text of the item which precedes it. The constructed page is

then photocopied. All that needs to be added are question numbers and group
directions, such as Use the following passage to answer questions 5 to 8."

Graphics are not included on the computer tape of the database but are
provided in hard copy. They must be manually inserted into spaces left for
them.
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ITEM BANK ASSIGNMENT CARD -- Computer Version

Description of Fields

Item Number All items are assigned a number as they are reviewed and
placed into the item bank. These numbers are sequential.
Thus, items testing the same skill may be located in many
different areas of the bank depending on when they were
processed into the system.

Function Is an indication of the request comm&nd used.

Area The major subject area of the item:

Cluster

R -- Reading M -- Mathematics
FT -- Functional Transfer

LA -- Language Arts

The skill pleasured by the item. These are lettered
corresponding to the attached classification scheme. For

example, in the area of reading the skill areas are:

A. Comprehension and Analysis
B. Oral Reading
C. Phonics
D. Readiness
E. Study and Research Skills
F. Vocabulary
G. Word Structure

Descriptor The subskill measured by the item. These are numbered as
on the attached classification scheme. For example,

the area of readiness the subskills are:

Identify PICTULES, WCRDS OR LETTERS BY VISUAL

shown
in

01
DISCRIMINATION

02 Identify the WORD THAT SOUNDS THE SAME OR DIFFERENT
a group of dictated words

in

03 Identify the LOWERCASE LETTERS
04 Identify the UPPERCASE LETTERS
05 CLASSIFY related/unrelated OBJECTS
06 Demonstrate ability in LEFT TO RIGHT PROGRESSION
07 DISTINGUISH SOUND varying in intensity, rhythm and

source
08 ORDER pictures or oral sentences IN PROPER SEQUENCE
09 ORALLY DESCRIBE AN ILLUSTRATION

2186e
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L.

Response Format Response formats include:

MC -- Multiple-choice
TF -- True/false
M Matching
OE -- Observation
FR -- Free response
B -- Essay
P -- Performance
O -- Other

Source This describes where the item came from.

Grade The grade level of the item.

Correct If multiple choice, this indicates the letter of the
Answer correct answer, etc. If the item is of the free response

type, this would indicate where to go for samples of
acceptable responses.

Passage No. If the item is associated with a reading passage, this
gives you its access code. Passages are not stored with
individual items since more than one item can be written on
a single passage.

Directions Itemo are often associated with special types of
No. instructions. This number is the access code for the

appropriate instructions.

Graphics No. If the item is associated with a visual display of some
sort (e.g., a graph, form, or picture), this number is the
access code. Graphics are stored separately from items in
hard-copy form.

Limiter A brief English description of the item to assist the test
developer in limiting the search for the items desired.

Item These are one or two word English descriptor of the major
Attritutes emphasis in the item.

IL
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Item 45437 Passage 04511

Descriptor: Main Idea Response format: Multiple Choice

Source: E Answer: C

Read the story below, then answer the question.

If you cook, you know how much herbs can add to the flavor of food.

Dill, parsley, rosemary, basil and thyme are just a few of the most popular

herbs used by cooks all over the world. Besides adding flavor, herbs add

color and nutrition to food. Parsley, for instance, is a rich source of

Vitamin A. Did you know you could grow your own herbs? If you have a

vegetable garden already, that's an ideal spot, but if not, a sunny kitchen

window will do. Herbs are fun and easy to grow and of course, fresh herbs

taste best. Whether growing or simmering atop the stove, they can fill the

house with a delightful aroma. So, next time you're cooking up your favorite

dish add some herbs!

What is the main idea in this passage?

A. It's cheaper to grow your own food.

B. Spicy cooking is the best.

C. Herbs add a lot to food.

D. Plants need sun to grow well.
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Psychological Corps

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This quostionnare will be photocopied.

Item Sank Title (if any) Academic

For information about the
bank contact:

Instructional Measurement System (AIMS)

Name
Title
Organization The Psychological Corporation

Street 555 academic Court
San Antonio State Texas

Zip
78204-2498

Phone: Area code _512-- Number 170-04c3

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

0 Q test items
) classification of items by content

E general objectives or topic statements
item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities

O cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

in content review or other validity information
reliability estimates

F.3 p-values
E) IRT (latent trait) calibrations
133 other item analysis data
ID technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

in developed by teachers
°developed by state or local central office staff

0 E3developed by test development personnel within
your organization

ID developed by an outside organization
Egeollected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

6

0

0

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply 1

an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

al ell or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free or
for cost of reproduction)

0 0 pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

© . tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
'tan be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

9
9
ED

o
o
o

o
o
o

9 review to verify appropriate content
9 content review to match stems to objectives
9 content review ti. establish vppropriate grade levels

or age levels
13 editing for clarity
a) editing based on reviews by technical personnel
9 editing based on technical data
ID review for sea bias

review for cultural and ethnic bias
informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
mall numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
results)

Informsl pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
adminsstrat kin)

0

111

la

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



S. Pluses place Me In the appropriate spoors to indicate the subject areas and grade levels wend by this Item
bank. Ales, please use the columns an the left to Indicate the approximate numbers of Items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content area Is not Sited, please write it in the space

WA. When specifying grade levels, place an 0X in any range where at last ens grade of the range is covered
For example, If your items cover grades 2 through 4, place Ms° In both the K-2 and 3-5 columns.
B . We do not want to Omit the content el the catalog to bask sins item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be ware to include them.
C. We realize that Higher Order Thinking items may overlap ether content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

MSS

pre

edam
1041

GRADE

K2
041

34
(11-10)

LEVEL

94
01-13

(AGE)

9.12
14-17,Colieee Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary

ICOMPI111110111i011 (See attached)

Reeding Readinesswe

II
Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills
*inmate (See Attached)

0 Problem Solving (Application)

Geornetry

Calculator Math

g Higher Order Thinking Skills

Gramme
usage (See Attached)

Medisnics
1

Foreign Language (specify:N

Campos Rice

Higher Order Thinking Skills

1
g Higher Order Thinking Skills

1
0 Higher Order Thinking Skills
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7. Which of the Mowing can be wed to
retrieve home (CPick all that apply)

IS) objective to be tested

El item dillkulty

0 Rent type (8 g , mAthipte-deema)

cognitive level le g recall, inference)

key words

(3 ether

0 none

S. If your Reuss are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
when your cognitive categories were
derived (if you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

13 Bloom's Tummy

other -lumen cognitive
tas000rny, please list

O phowriallor misting taaememy,

&MOW war own cognitive
bigwig

0 other

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

HARD
COPY

Ram texts

Rom graphics

Rom statistics

MICRO
DISK

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

item management

CD teat Ienslopmont

K.604

129 rePotiall

O student recegdkeeping

am-reform. le materials

O on -One test administration

Paw

b. From where did you obtain this
software?

o adapted hem misting spreadsheets,
databases. Mc.

ri It you checked the above boo, please
lit the programs you are sing

specially designed kg our system by

In house

Opurchased
Min test or research

1./ insanitation

113
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(In each case,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

O stem Items

bee -.peen editing

can sadd/Ildete/diange
kem

can add/Idols/changeO Item dassilkanons

will handle nor history

O will taisndle test



d. If your software bindles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below:

goIN
Ins goneratien of

tales

w OM 11111iINIS vitas
ter Wetting Items

ow add /delete /change
kJ gems that are

computer selected

O
motematically stores
answer keys

0 whits tests

has special print
leetwes

wit rint multiple

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

O by *ivies mastered

total 'cocoa we time

,, gradebook or genes of
Li scents

O ether

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

AIMS

e. If your software handles
scoring, please intricate its
capabilities below:

O mart sem ruder

ryi *blest sod total
r-ii mares

O objective mister/

a item statistics

ED test statistics

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
U graphics to item ter

can generate graphics
O and gawp them in

with item tut

can produce the entire
test

k. Is your software:?

F., ovellable vs eachange
egreemsat

availablewelter purchase

_ nallable ter purchase
Lill from pa

0 not nabob!' tor others

f If yew software handles
reporting, please Indicate its
capabilities below.

dishiest miles--

Ea emblem prlles--dass

ID summary reports

tress Warms to
Li aulterialsionothedc

our

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

XT, AT

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is.

al avallable from is

emallabk through

0 not available

11. Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.
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AIMS Scope and Sequence
The 989 AIMS objectives and over 7,000 items and sample items are divided into two
domains: Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics. Each domain is subdivided into
Content Categories, shown below, which are divided into Content Subcategories, or
objectives. Some Content Categories are tested at every grade level; others are tested only
at the grades where they are appropriate. The Scope and Sequence Chart below shows the
grade level where each Content Category is tested, the number of objectives tested at each
grade level, and the number of items used to test those objectives.

Reeding/Language Arts
040 1 limb 2 Mode 3 ends 4 lima 11 ends* &ado 7 ends 11 Grailes 12 UN

$4$ ems : at Now on Iwo 16%. Mow ess. nom 04. Moe 04 Iwo 104 lam I at Nos Nom

Phonic Analysis 7 51 110 72 3 21 1 i 144

Structural Analysis 2 14 I 3 21 9 71 9 67 M 7 51 7 51 3 21 " 3 21 1 3 21 336

Vocabulary 6 60 0 74 2 86 9 65 6 42 6 42 4 28 3 21
1

4 28 446

Life/Study and Reference 3 23 3 21 8 58 11 79 12 86 12 86 9 65 112 86 7 51 77 555

Literal Comprehension 6 42 5 35 4 28 3 21 3 21 3 21 3 21 3 21 1 2 14 224

Inferential Comprehension 5 35 6 42 5 42 9 63 10 70 8 56 9 63 8 56 113 91 4 518

COWS! Comprehension 1 9 1 7 3 25 5 51 4 32 4 32 6 44 6 44 4 28 - 272

Understanding Literature 4 28 3 21 5 35 5 35 4 58 8 58 7 49 s 264

Listening 4 30 1 5 37 6 44 6 44 4 2P 5 35 218

Spelling 1 9 2 18 4 28 9 65 5 35 4 28 4 28 2 14 5 35 260

Mechanics 2 16 3 23 3 23 4 28 3 21 3 21 2 14 2 14 4 28 188

Usage 2 18 l2 18 2 16 2 16 2 16 1 9 5 45 4 34 9 81 -- 255

Grammar/Syntax 1 9 4 32 2 18 2 14 2 14 2 14 4 28 5 37 21 144 310

Proofreading 1 7 1 7 ; 1 7 1 7 1 7 1 7 1 7 7 49

Composition t 3 21 3 21

Total Reading/LA by grade 42 316 58 426 166 488 75 557 064 460 69 425 63 457 56 404 175 549 4062

MMbernatics

Numeration 5 37 4 30 3 23 4 28 3 21 2 14 1 7, 1 7 A 167

Whole Numbers + 4 28 3 21 2 14 1 7 1 7 2 14 13 91

Whole Numbers 3 21 3 21 2 14 1 7 1 7 1 7 1 77

Whole Numbers x 1 7 2 14 3 21 4 28 3 21 2 14 2 14 17 119

Whole Numbers 2 14 3 21 2 14 2 14 A 3 21 2 $4

Decimals 3 21 7 49 5 35 5 35 5 35 16 106 1 283

Fractions 23 5 37 9 63 13 91 11 77 0 70 17 119 1 494

Ratio /Proportion /Percent j 5 35 6 42 7 49 5 35 -A 161

Measurement 3 21 3 21 6 42 5 35 6 42 5 35 5 35 5 35 11 77 343

Geometry 1 7 1 7 2 14 3 21 8 56 5 35 5 35 8 56 7 49 , NO

Problem Solving 4 26 3 21 6 46 4 32 7 53 7 53 4 28 5 35 21 149 1 445

Graphing/Statistics/Probability 1 7 2 14 2 14 5 35 5 36 6 42 6 42 7 49 238

Pro-Algebra 1 7 4 30 9 71 11 41 -- 189

Essential Life Skills 11 77 1 77

Total Mathematics by grade 21 149 20 142 218 34 244 T53 375 53 375 49 345 66 393 115 807 3048

Total Mathematics,
Reading/LA by grade 463 465 78 568

.30

'96 706

t
109 601 117 835 1112 NO 112 802 11 797 1191 1366 7130
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AIMS Scope and Sequence
The 989 AIMS objectives and over 7,000 items and sample items are divided into two
domains: Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics. Each domain is subdivided into
Content Categories, shown below, which are divided into Content Subcategories, or
objectives. Some Content Categories are tested at every grade level; others are tested only
at the grades where they are appropriate. The Scope and Sequence Chart below shows thegrade level where each Content Category is tested, the number of objectives tested at eachgrade level, and the number of items used to test those objectives.

Needing/Language Arts
lands 1 Ilimar ) eras bsls 4 Snip ends Grob 7 * 4 amiss fill oret woe ire iris awl sr ibis ati sem 411t lam miisain es sr IN' MEMPhonic Analysis 7 51 10 72 3 21

20 144
Structural Analysis 2 14 3 21 9 71 6 7 7 51 :7 51 3 21 3 21 21 41 336Vocabulary 8 160 10 74 12 86 11! 65 6 42 6 42 4 26 3 21 4 21 62 448
Life/Study and Reference 3

123
3 21 8 58 11 79 12 86 12 116 II 65 12 86 7 51 ;W 565Literal Comprehension 6 142 5 35 4 28 34 21 21 3 21 3 21 3 21 2 14 It 224

Inferential Comprehension 5 135 11 42 6 42 31 63 10 70 II 56 3 63 6 56 13 91 74 5111Critical Comprehension 1 1 2 1 7 3 25 51 51 4 32 4 32 6 44 4 44 4 21 24 272
Understanding Literature i 4 28 3 21 5' 35 6 35 8 58 2 58 7 49 264Listening 4 1 30 5 37 4 44 61 44 4 28 6 35 36 2111Spelling 1 9 2 18 4 28 31 65 5 36 4 26 4 28 2 14 5 36 36 260Mechanics 2 16 3 23 3 23 41 28 3 21 3 21 2 14 2 14 4 28 a NMUsage 2 1 18 2 16 2 16 2 18 2 18 1 9 6 45 4 34 11 81 XI 255Grammar/Syntax 1 i 9 4 32 2 18 2r 14 2 14 2 14 4 28 6 37 21 144 43 310
Proofreading I 7 1' 7 1 7 1 7 1 7 1 7 1 7 7 49Composition

1 3 21 3 21
Total Reading/LA by grade 42 1 316 50 426 NI 486 76 557 64 460 1111 425 113 457 56 404 76 549 4082

tialhemetles
Numeration 5 37 4 30 3 23 4 28 3 21 2 14 1 7 1 7 IS 187Whole Numbers + 4 1 25 3 21 2 14 1 7 1 7 2 14 13 91Whole Numbers 3 21 3 21 2 14 1 7 1 7 7 11 77Whole Numbers x

1

7 2 14 3 21 al 3 21 2 14 14 17 119
Whole Numbers 3 14 3 21 14 2 14 3 21 . 64
Decimals 2 21 7 49 6 36 6 36 6 36 16 105 41 263Fractions 1 7 1 7 4 23 6 37 t 83 13 91 11 77 le 70 17 119 is 404
Ratio/Proportion/Permit 6 35 6 42 7 49 36 161
M e a s u r e m e n t 3 21 3 21 6 4 2 5 36 6 4 2 5 3 6 6 $ 5 5 36 11 77 46343
Geometry 1 7 1 7 3 14 3 21 6 66 6 36 6 36 6 56 44 280
Problem Solving 4 28 3 21 6 46 4 32 7 53 7 53 4 26 6 36 21 149 IN 446
Graphing/Statistics/Probability 1 7 2 14 2 14 5 35 036 642 642 745 1.236PrAlgebra

1 7 4 30 II 71 11 41 189
Essential Life Skills

11 77 77
Total Mathematics by grade 21 149 20 142 SO 213 244 375 375 346 N 393 1 807
Total Mathematics.

Reading/LA by grade N 466 76 566 t 701 801 1 1136 11 SOO 1 11102 11 797 1334 7130
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Content Categories
fleadhogRangaeps Ads
A E. Phonic Analyses

E. Structural Analysis
C Vocabula

ral prehension 4..M.1111
F 'Marimba, Comprehension
O .1 Critical Comprehension
H Understanding Literature
J Listening
K spelling

E. Mechanics
N E. Usage
P. 0 E. Grammar and Syntax
R Proofreading
Nethensiales
A E. Numeration
13 E. Whole Numbers Addition
C Whole Numbers Subtraction

E. Whole Numbers Multiplication
E Whole Numbers Division
F Decimals
O E. Fractions
H Ratio/Proportion/Percent
K Measurement
L E. Geometry
M Problem Solving
N Graphing/Statistics/Probability
O E. Pre-Algebra
P E. Essential Life Skills

AIMS Objectives Strudera

Life/Study and Reference
GRADE

! 1

1

12
13
4

13
4
5
6
7

8
1

2
L3
4

CLASS. CODE

A close look at this chart reveals the organization behind
AIMS objectives and items. In the inset at kit, the
Content Category "Life/Study and Reference" falls be-
neath the domain of Reading/Language Ans. In the first
column at left, it is classified into Content Subcategories.
such as "Using an Index," which cover a specific range
of skills and abilities in the general Content Category. In
the second column, the subcategories, or objectives, are
organized by grade, and in the third column, each
objective is described in more detail. Notice that alpha-
betizing, for example, is tested at different levels over a
range of gradesstudents are expected to alphabetize to
the first letter in first grade, but to the third letter by
third grade. Finally, the fourth column provides a pair of
sample items for two of the objectives. Remember that
there are six to eight items for each objective.
AIMS objectives are also classified by three Cognitive
Levels in each domain, representing low, moderate, and
high cognitive demands. In Reading/Language Arts, the
Cognitive Levels are R ng, Reasoning, and Un-
derstanding; in Mathematics, they are Computation,
Concepts, and Problem Solving.

Alphabetize: letter sequence 8110A

Grade 1

1

,Alphabetize: to first letter 1311D8
Alphabetize: to second letter 8210B
Alphabetize: to third letter B31DB A
Alphabetize: to fourth letter E141DB ./..ultiple meanings
Using a table of contents 8360C Uleffiludy and Reference
Using a table of contents 13460C .. Alphabetize: letter sequence B11DA
Using a table of contents 6560C Alphabetize: to first letter 811DB
Using a table of contents 13660C Following written directions B1500
Using a table of contents 8760C Mend Comprehension, Non Passage-Dependent
Using a table of contents 886DC Recognize picture clues 1312EA
Following written directions 6150D I Comprehension
Following written directions 82500
Following written directions 836DD
Following written directions 1346D0

[3 Reeding tables or charts .11330E
5 Reading tables or charts B56DE
6 Reading tables or charts 1366DE \
7 Reading tables or charts 1376DE
8 Reading tables or charts
8 Reading schedules

1386DE

1386DF
[3 __Using combined dict skills BUM
4 Using combined dict skills 846DG
5 Using combined dict skills B56DG
6 Using combined dict skills 1366DG
7 Using combined dict skills 137613G

8 Using combined dict skills 88600
[3__ Using guide words 1131DH
4 Using guide words 841DH
5 Using guide words 1351011

S Using guide words 13610H
[3 Using a pronunciation key 8330J
4 Using a pronunciation key 13430J
5 Using a pronunciation key 13530J
6 Using a pronunciation key 8630J
4 Using an index 8460K
5 Using an index 8560K
6 Using an index 8660K
7 Using an index 8760K
8 Using an index BINDK
4 Encyclo: using volume nos 1342DM
5 Encyclo. using volume nos 13520M
8 Encyclo: using volume nos BINDM
6 Encyclo: using subheadings OWN
7 Encyclo: using subheadings 13760N

1 2 Reeding maps
(3 Reeding mops

922DP

Grade 2

ultiple meanings 824C
Word meaning from context 1324CR

and Reference
\Alphabetize: to mold letter 821DB

lowing written directions 82500
maps AL2Zr

AtComprehension, Non Passege-Dependent
pictur 822EA

Grade 3

4;1 tang: metaphor
Fig tang: Idioms 1334C

and Reference
.Nohebekze: to third letter 031013
Using a table of contents 'UDC

\ Following written directions 8300D
\ Reeding tables Of chute 8330E

Using combined did skills
Using guide words 1131011

\ Using a pronunciation key 8330J
Reeding maps 8320P

/: ,
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Life/Study and Reference

0 GRADE CLASS. CODE

/ !

,

I

1 Alphabetize: letter sequence Given three rows of the
same three capital letters arranged in different order, the
student will identify the row of letters arranged in alpha-
betical order
Recognizing Level B11DA

I Alphabetize: to first letter Given a word, the student will
identify the word that follows it in alphabetical order
Recognizing Level B11DB

1 Following written directions Given a written one-step
direction and an example of how one student followed the
direction, the student will indicate whether the direction
was followed.
Understanding Level B15DD

Alphabetize: to second letter Given three rows of the
same four words arranged in different order, the student
will identify the row of words arranged in alphabetical
order.
Recognizing Level _ B21D8

2 Following written directions Given written two-step direc-
tions and three pictures, the student will select the picture
that shows the directions have been followed
Understanding Level -- -_ B25DD

2 Reading maps Given a labeled picture map, the student
will identify information on the map.
Recognizing Level 8220P

i

Alphabetize: to third letter Given four rows of the same
four words arranged in different order, the student will
identify the row of words arranged in alphabetical order.

_Recognizing Level . B31DB

Using table of contents Given a table of contents, the
student will select stated and implied chapter and page
information
Understanding Level 836DC

Following written directions Given written directions de-
scribing a procedure with four major steps, the student will
use the directior,s to select the best answer to question.

__Understanding Level 8360D

Reading tables or charts Given a pictured calendar
month, the student will identify information about dates and
days of the week
Recognizing Level 833DE

Using combined diet skills Given a pronunciation key and
two dictionary entries of homographs, the student will.
1. Select the meaning of the word used in context
2. Select the pronunciation which shows the stressed

syllable of the word used in context.
3. Match a vowel sound in the word with a pronunciation

key word.
4. Identify appropriate guide words for the word.
Understanding Level B36DG

3 Using guide words Given a pair of guide words from a
dictionary page, the student will identify the word that
appears on the same page as the guide words.
Recognizing Level 831DH

3 Using a pronunciation key Given a pronunciation key, an
unfamiliar word with one sound printed in boldface type,
and the word's phonetic spelling, the student will identify
the pronunciation key entry that represents the sound
printed in boldface type
Recognizing Level 833DJ_ . .:.
Reading maps Given a picture map with an arrowed path
and a picture symbol key, the student will identify informs-
lion on the map.
Understanding Level

_:..

832DP

1.

119

[
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Sample Items

Find the row of words in alphabetical
(abc) order.

0 finger filling first fear

® fear finger filling first

C) fear filling finger first

® filling finger first fear

First
Week

Second

Week

Third
Week

Fourth
Week

Fifth
Week

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

1

On what date is the first Sunday of the
month?

C) May I
C) Mays ,

t

!C) May 6

e May 7

118 a
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AIMS
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The AIMS
Software Option
AIMS tests can be constructed by computer
with the AIMS Software System. Objectives,
items, item statistics, reading passages, and
student and teacher directions are included on
microcomputer diskettes, programmed to al-
low you to retrieve text from the item bank for
tests, administration manuals, and scoring
keys and to delete items and perform other

maintenance functions. You can also use the
software to integrate locally written items and
objectives into the bank.
Camera-ready copy of all graphics in the bank
is included with the diskettes; when your test is
ready, graphics can be inserted manually into
the spaces that the computer is programmed to
leave in the text.

The AIMS Software
Maintenance Contract
When you subscribe to the AIMS Software
Maintenance Contract, you receive special
benefits which make the implementation of
the AIMS Software System easy and
effective:

You receive unlimited phone
consultation to answer questions that
might arise as you begin to use
AIMS.

You receive a substantial discount on
all upgraded editions of AIMS,
including new objectives and items
and the latest technological
advancements in software.

119
120

A Demonstration Disk with
Tutorial Booklet is
available to show you how
AIMS Software can make
local test construction
efficient and easy.

13
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AIMS

Scoring
AIMS can be scored locally, using answer keys created as the test is developed. Machine-
scannable answer sheets may be used, and local scoring may be done with a microcomputer,
a scanner, a printer, and a test scoring program.
For more information about AIMS local scoring, please call The Psychological Corporation
collect, station-to-station, at (512) 270-0540:

The AIMS Components
The Academic Instructional Measurement System includes 989 objectives and over 7,000 test
items and sample items, organized by grade for Reading/Language Arts and Mathematics. All
test materials are camera-ready and printed on high quality paper. All test materials are
shipped in three-ring binders and are ready for quick test construction.

The AIMS Manual Syttem Includes:
1 Test Development and Production Guide, designed to lead you through the steps of

effective test development. It explains the structure of the bank and the coding
system, and it provides suggestions for constructing tests to meet specific needs.

8 Reading/Language Arts Item/Directions/Art Binders Grades 1-8 The binders contain
8 Mathematics Item/Directions/Art Binders Grades 1-8 high-quality,
1 Reading/Language Arts Item/Directions/Art Binder Grades 9-12 camera-read items and
1 Mathematics Item/Directions/Art Binder Grades 9-12 graphics.

An Objectives and Sample Item Catalog, which lists objectives and gives examples of
representative items and also serves as an examination kit for AIMS.

The AIMS Software Option Includes:
9 Diskettes containing Reading/Language Arts Items, Objectives, Directions

per grade for grades 1-8; 1 for grades 9-12)

9 Diskettes containing Mathematics Items, Objectives, Directions, Statistics
for grades 1-8; 1 for grades 9-12)

2 Word Processing Diskettes, software programs which enable you to pri
2 Bank Management Diskettes, software programs which let you add, de

sort items and objectives as you build your tests.
A Demo Disk with Tutorial, which may be purchased separately to sho

AIMS system works.
A Test Development and Production Guide
An Objectives and Sample Item Catalog
1 Binder of Art Prints
An AIMS Software User's Guide, which explains how to install the

items, how to print generated tests, how to change, add, and d
how to maintain files.
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or write legibly. This nuestionnare will be photocopied.

Richardson Indep S.D.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Item Bank Title (if any) Richard*cm AQSASQT/IPtlf of tsactizry

For information about the
bank contact.

(PAM)

Name
N. Blyth Riegel, PH.D.

Title Ili rector P -o r'- end Evluati-on
Organization Rieharricnn Intippr- School Di cr.-1-i,--

Street 400 South Greenville Ave.

City Richardson State TX

Phone: Area code 214 Number 2388111
Zip 75081

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statemAnts are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

0 test items
O classification of items by content

Egeneral objectives or topic statements
item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities Some

n cross references between objectives and Some
appropriate instructional materials

O content review or other validity information
reliability estimates Sane? merge all

Cil pvalues
151 IRT (latent trait) calibrations

other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that applyl

1.:9 l developed by teachers
developed by state or local central office staff

0 developed by test development personnel within
your organization

developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
(content review to munch items to objectives
[content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
Q editing for clarity
at editing based on reviews by technical personnel
a editing based on technical data

review for sex bias
preview for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

alformal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

YES

0

0

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO
VIaybe

0

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed

theby user
"Tests" ore (grouped by semister only

S. What additional services related -to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

123

YES

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

printing of test materials
* test scoring services

®* development of individual
student profiles

113 * development of class and
school profiles

E:1 training on test administra-
tion procedures

ID training on writing or
selecting objective* and
item specifications

In training on Writing test
items

0 assistance in interpreting
test data

other

* We have a database which
incorporates score
results from all "tests"
installs data. Reports
for individual students and
by class.

121



4 Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to Indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 `hrough 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to beet skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE NUMBER

OF
OBJECTIVES ITEMS

Pre

School
(041

GRADE

K2
16-71

34
W10101-13

LEVEL

64
(AGE)

12
14-17)Coliogo Adult

Phonetic Analysis
48 224

A
X X

Structural Analysis
64 448 X X X X

Vocabulary
69 504 X X X X

1 Comprehension
82 544 X

Q Reading Readiness
74 504 X

31 200 X X xIN
Reference Skills(Study)

Higher Order Thinking Skills
72 352 X X X

Computational skills
145 1016

172 1240 X X X X
Concepts

Problem Solving
228 1524 X X X X

(Application)
41

Geometry
84 628 X X

3
Calculator Math

2 16 X

4t
a Higher Order Thinking Skills

48 324 X X X

Measurement 32 248 X X X X

Grinner 27 192

Usage 142 1040 X X

I Mechanics 119 624

ot
Foreign Language (specify:

<
Compos Won

173 192

Higher Order Thinking Skills
48 336 X X

W
VZ
ILS

Iti Higher Order Thinking Skills

ec
W
XI-

Thinking Skills0 Higher Order )1)
,...i.,,

S



T. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

el *body.. to be tested

item difficulty

item type (e g , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (I g , recall, inference)

key words

other

none

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much apprk...iate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please list

modified an existing taxonomy,
please list

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

other

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Item texts

Rem graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

cs

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

0

10 computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

item management

test development

scoring

reporting

al student rocorilkeeping

crossreference to materials

en line test administration

other

database
system

b From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
databases, etc.

If you checked the above box, please
1-1 list the programs you are using

13 specially designed for our system by

Contracted programmers

(I purchased from test or research
6-1 organization

125

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

stores items

fullscreen editing

can add/delete/change
Items

can add/deletetchange
Item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

ether



d If your software handles a If your software dandles
test development, indicate scoring, please indicate its
its capabilities below: capabilities below:

sinline worst/ on of
tests

can use venous c.tena
for selecting items

can add/daises/change
items that are
computer selected

automatically
stores

answer keys

prints tests

has special print
features

will prin: multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkceping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

0 total scores over time

gradebook or genes of
scoresby student only

ether

f If your software handles
roporting, please indicate its
capabilities bolo*

ra mart sense reader*Score
by

al objective mastery

Item statistics

test statistics

tubtest and total objective and
scams total

ether

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below. .

What is the name of your item k.
banking/test scoring software
package?

Richardson Testing

System

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

tenant produce the entire

Is your software?

available en exchange
arrissment

wonder. fif Purcha"

available for purchase
from you

not available for ethers

test

InNoblest
wows-

student

a 'ablest profiles class

In summary reports

cross reference to
materials/methods

other

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)
for database and scoring

ONLY -- T1990/12 and

ER Don't know--we were
never asked before.

T1 PCs

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'
? never thought of

m.

selling it

Technical assistance in
running the software is.

available from us

available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

Our database is probably moe interesting than the item bank -- would prefer to tell
someone on phone -- too much to cover here.
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4TEM BANK DATA SHEET
Riverside Pub Co.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

a

Please type or write legibly. This questionnate will be photocopied.

Item Sank Title (if any)
MULTISCORE

For information about the

bank contact: Name MULTISCORE Editor

Title
Organization The Riverside Publishing Company

Street 8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue

City.
Chicago suns IL

phone: Arm code 312 Number 693-0040
Zhp

60631

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

I. Which of the following are available through this

bank? (check all that apply)

ag test items
izg classification of items by content
M general objectives or topic statements
C1) item Wiscifications..detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

ag content review or other validity information
M reliability estimates

p-values
IRT Patent trait) 'vibrations

0 other item analysis data
DD technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

12 developed by teachers
odeveloped by state or local central office staff
aadeveloped by test development personnel within

your organization
devslothed by an outside organization
°collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

Cg review to verify RePropriete content
M Content review to match items to objectives
BD content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
gg editing for clarity
M editing based on reviews by technical peregrine!
M editing based on technical data

) review for sea bias
rove ow for cultural and ethnic bias

0 informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
S mall numbers of subjects. non- rigorous analysis of
results)

M fennel pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. Iwoe numbers of subjects. standardized
administrat ion)

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available use or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

13 tests we constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank se;ected
by the user

items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

6. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN RE

YES ARRANGED NO

0 QD

CD

GO

CD

ESI

all

O

O CI

CO

125
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printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra

tion preeedures
training en writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test dots

Other



Please pion Xs In the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject area and grade levels covered by this ken
bank. Al.., please use the columns on the lea to Indicate the approximate ambers of kerns and *Sahel
wash,* in each content area. If the approrgiste content area is not listed, pleas* write it in the space
provided
A. When specifying grade levels, place an X' in any range where at host one grade of the range Is covered
For example, If yew Items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns.
B. We de sot want is limit the content of the catalog to bask skills Item banks. If your item bank deals
with other cement areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that Higher Order Thinking Skills' items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUkIBER

RDAS

pro
Seas&
yo)

GRADE

1-2

(S-7)

34
IS-10)

LEVEL

44
(1113Fts-173Conso

(AGE)

o-tt
adult

Phonetic Analysis 52 168 X X

Structural Analysis 65 190 X 11.....-----.--...
Vocabulary 27 97

r

X X X

IComprehension and Interpretation 114 601

I Reading Readiness 10 51 X

Reference (Study) Skills 50 140

Higher Order Thinking Skills Yes

Analysis and Classification of 49 135 X X X
Written Materials

Computational skills 122 366 X

opts Numbers and Number Theory 226 680
,--,

X X X X

0 Problem Solving (Application) 28 86 X X . X
s. wry 165 495 X X

egrantirmoth Measurement 143 430

1 Higher Order Thinking Skills Yes

Fractions, Decimals, Percent 163 489

Graphs, Probability, Exponents 59 177 X X X X

Grammar 83 239 X X X X

Usage 62 186 X X

isochenics Cap., Punc., Spelling 73 268 X X X X

ral Communication 22 66 X X X X

Writing Skills 25 82

Higher Order Thinking Skins Yes

Sentence Patterns, Types 88 265

Transformational Grammar 22 66 X X X

76 228
Ili

W
N
X Higher Order Thinking Skills Yes

Social Studies 86 258

1 Life Skills 21 63

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills Yes 1 '6
128



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply.)

Cg objective to be tested

M item difficulty

item type (e g , multiple choice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

thof

ROM

I. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived. (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Blown's Tasennty

other well known cognitive
tummy, please list

ri modified an *shah( tummy,
please bet

developed ow own cognitive
lazonmy

thw

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply.)

Item torts

item graphics

nom statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

(2;

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

10 if computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply.)

a What function(s) does this b.
software perform?

item management

M test development

scoring

M reporting

student recwdkwing

wogs reference to materials

online test administration

other

From where did you obtain this c.
software?

nE adapted from misting woadelwets,
databases, etc.

® If you decked the above beg, please
list the programs you are using

Symphony, Wordstar
SSPC, Dbase III

specially deigned for ow system by

purchased
from test et research

organization

129
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If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capalilities below:

stores items

M hiscreen editing

no can S/diddetelikangt
Items

ra can add/ /dote /change
Lal Item dassificabens

IR will handle user history

LiT, will handle test
MI analysis

other



d. If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

0 on line generation of
tests

can use mews creeds
for selecting items

_ can add/delete/change
12: items that are

computer selected

witomaticady stores
answer keys

ID prints tests

ha s special print
futures

imprintprint multiple
s

*the,

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

ao by objective mastered

total scores over time

r.., gradebook of series of
U KOlei

other

i What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

ai snort ease reader

im Imbue and total
scares

L0 objective mastery

el item statistics

1/0 lest statistics

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below:

can generate most
"specs

can attach extent&
al graphics to hem teat

can generate graphics
ED and merge them in

with item test

®
can produce the entire
test

k Is your software.?

..., available on exchange
U agreement

available for
from 'randy

available for purchase
from you

13/ not evadable for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

U
F., oaken profiles

student

mem prone doss

summary reports

cross reference to
materials /methods

other

i. What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

AT 286

Interleaf

McIntosh

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

El available from us

available through
vendor

let available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems.
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MULTISCORE provides the opportunity to assemble professionally-developed
tests that measure specific educational objectives of a local classroom,
school, school district, or state, with the advantages of automated record-
keeping. The MULTISCORE system consists of:

1. A list of over 1800 educational objectives in reading,
language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, and
life skills

2. A bank of over 5800 multiple-choice test questions corresponding
to the objectives

3. A method for quickly and efficiently producing customized
0/ tests and support materials based on unique project specifications

4. A reporting system which provides individual and summary data

From lists of objectives, a district can select the performance objectives
to be tested and specify the number of test questions to measure each
objective. Riverside then prepares customized test booklets from
its bank of multiple-choice test items to match the selected objectives.
After the tests have been administered, they will be scored and the
results reported in a variety of criterion-referenced formats.
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e

ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

hem Sank Title (if any) ESSENTIAL SKILLS TESTS

For informationabout the

bank contact:

Saginaw, MI S.D.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Nome BARRY E. QUIMPER

Title DIRECTOR, EVALUATION. TESTING A RESEARCH

Organization SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF SAGINAW

Street 550 MILLARD STREET

City SAGINAW sties MICHIGAN zip 48607

Phone: Area code 517 Nianber 776-0257

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which ce. the following are available through this

bank? (check all that apply)

cn test kerns
gj classification of sterns by content
in general object.ves or topic statements

item specifications. detailed content descriptions.
etc.

suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
0 p-values
E IRT petal trait) calibrations
0 other item analysis data

technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

Ca developed by teachers
EdvoloPed by state or local central office staff

co developed by test development personnel within
your organization

0 developed by an outside organization
co Homed from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

far the items in the bank? {check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
a) content review to match items to objectives

content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or age levels

ao editing for clarity
OD editing based on reviews by technical personnel

editing based on technical data
review for sea bias
review for cultural and ethnic bias

CM informal pilot testing (infonnal selection of subjects,
small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of

results)
0 formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of

results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

* Further studies are planned as the project

proceeds toward completion.

II

4. Which of these statements are correct for this

bank?

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

g.)

IZI

CI

13

EI

all or most of the bank
is available for eels

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests we
canary-tad from the
item bank

tests wa constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN IIE

YES ARRANGED NO

IE printing of test materials
12 test scoring services
ir development of individual

student profiles
EICI development of class and

school profiles
D13 training on test administra-

tion procedures
ag training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

110 training on writing test
items

IM assistance in interpreting
test data

133
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G. Please place 'Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank. Also, please we the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content arcs is not listed, please writs it in the space

provided
A. When specifying grade levels, place an °X' in any range where at hest one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-1 and 3-5 columns.
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals

with other content areas, phase be sure to include them.
C. We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills' items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE NUMBER pro GRADE LEVEL (AGE)

OF Scheel I 54 34 04 0.12

OBJECTIVES RBIS (04) 111-71 11-10) 11-131114-17 llepe Adult

Malefic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabu lily

Comprehension

loading Readinessa
Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts

12 Problem Solving (Application)

Geometry

drX Calculator Meth

g Higher Order Thinking Skills

Ai&

64 200

X X

X

X X

I

Grammar

Usage

Mechanics

8 Foreign Language (specify:

de Composition

Higher Order Thinking Skills

X

X X

Schec4 led for

Complsjion

X X

,Wr

Fall, 1988 =.41111...
X X

ru
Earth Science (7,10-12), Health life (8th'

at
Physical Science (9th), Biology (10-12),

Chemistry and Physics [10-12).

X Higher Order Thinking Skills.

SOCIAL STUDIES

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

SchedUled for

Completion

4-

X X

X X

Fall, 1988 X X

4
Scheduled for X

Completion

Fall, 1988

134



7. Which of the following can be used to

retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

Cg objective to be tested

is item ifikulty

item typo (1 g , multiplechoice)

cognitive Tavel (o g., wan, Wawa)

key words

Subject, skill, and

objective.

S. If your kerns are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived. (If you would like to attach
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Weem's Tazonmny

ether wailknown cognitive
taxonomy, plum hat

- aoloolIted an misting taxonomy,
pleas* list

developed ow own cognitive
taxonomy

ao other_ Subject, skill, and objective.

9. In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

HARD
COPY

item texts

Korn graphics

Korn statistics

MICRO
DISK

E

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
0
0

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

cg item management

CO test development

scoring

go mporting

ffi student mcwdkuping

eD cross reference to materials

selino test administration

b. From where did you obtain this
software"

adapted from misting spreadsheets,
databams, etc.

ni If you chocked the abirire boa, please

61-7 fiat the programs you are using

Micro Cast Computer

Managed Instruction

specially designed for our system by

pwchasod
from test or rossuch

organization

135 132

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

csi stores ages

a3 full screen editiag

nn can add /delete /flan!
II° hems

® can addidelsts/changs
Item classifications

will hands asor history

will hands Asst
alai analysis t r ad I tI on a 1 )

°that



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

enlIne genwation ad

tests

can SW Mises aliens
® far selecting items

can arld/delete/diange
MI items that are

cemputw selected

automatecally owes
O answer keys

O prints tests

Ass spew! pot
features

Brill pint multiple
forms

113 ewer Supports

Laser Printing

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

1:0 by objective mastered

total scores weer time

gradebook
or **mg of

scores

ED other By skill

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?
Micro Cast Computer,__

Managed Instruction

e. If your software handles
scoring, please Indicate its
capabilities below:

ES) mart ems* reader

Oambles*
and total

1...a NAM'

ao objective mastery

(20 him statistics

Ea lest statistics

It If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below:

can generate most
raphics

can attach external
graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
O and merge them in

with item text

O
can produce the entire
test

It Is your software'

available an exchange
agreement

evailailk for purchase
from vender

available for purchase
from yew

ow available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please' indicate its
capabilities below

seediatsublost mass--

12) sublime profiles dass

11111mmary reports

cress reference to
ej materials/methods

i. What type of computer dr
you user (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 216, etc.)

UNISYS B-25

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'
$3,600.00 stand alone

$5,400.00 network
environment

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

evadable through
gu vendor

not evadable

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate s!taet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) ACE

Santa Clara Cnty, CA

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

For information about the
bank contact Name

Title
Organization Santa Clara County Office of Education
Street 100 Skyport Drive, #236

City flan Jose
Phone: Area code 408

State ra
Number 947-6889

Zip 95115

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

czt test items
12) classification of items by content
E3 general objectives or topic statements
a item specifications; detailed content descriptions,

etc.
13 suggested instructional activities
CS cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
f29 content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
ES p-values

(3) IRT (latent trait) calibrations
(2) other item analysis data

technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

13 developed by teachers
developed by state or local central office staff
0 developed by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

ad review to verify appropriate content
(2 content review to match items to objectives
@content review to establish appropriate grade levels

Or age levels
13 editing for clarity
Da editing based on reviews by technical personnel
so editing based on technical data

review for see bias
review for cultural and ethnic bias

In informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

ao formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis el
results, large numbers of sub.onts, standardized
administration)
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YES

C31

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

(2 pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
Item bank

Q tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

CO items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

n printing of test materials
0
01

Q

133

011

0
Eg

131

test scoring services
development of individual

Student profiles
development of class and

school Profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives rnd
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please place Ms in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-3 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank (teals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

School
O.

GRADE

k -2
(6-7)

34
(11-10)

LEVEL

e-a
(11.13A14-17)Collg

(AGE)

0-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis
at each 12vel

Structural Analysis 7 70 x x x 4

Vocabulary 5 60 x x x

iComprehension 7 80 x x x
,

$ Reading Readiness

..

lk
Reference (Study) Skills

12 150 x x x

Higher Order Thinking Skills 3 30 x x x

at each Level

Computational skills
20 100 x x x

Concepts
5 25

Problem Solving (Application)
15 75

,r<
Geometrya

3 20
.

W
Calculator Math

a Higher Order Thinking Skills

. ,

Grammar
8 50 x x x

Usage
6 40 x x x i

1 Mechanics
6 35 x x x

Foreign Language (specify: )

< Compos it i an
8 40 x x

.

Higher Order Thinking Skills
., Writing sample 4 25 x X X

f -v.

, .W
Vz o...
W

b ), Higher Order Thinking Skills

___-,
.

cc

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills 1 r3 a
- ,



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

O objective to be tested

al item difficulty

item type (e g , multiple choice)

cognitive level (4 g , recall, inference)

key words

O other

none

9 In what form are the following

HARD
COPY

MICRO
DISK

I If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, phase indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please lost

n modified an existing taxonomy,
please lost

develop m! our own coviiiive
taxonomy

alit

available? (Check all that apply)

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

horn texts 2 0 0 0
item graphics E 0 0 0
item statistics E 0 0 0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,
check all responses that apply.)

a What function(s) does this b.
software perform'

item management

lip

test development

scowl

Portml

student recordkeeping

crossreference to matenals

online test administration

ether

From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from uisting spreadsheets,
databases, etc

If you checked the above box, please
" list the provarns you are using

specially desired for our system by

ri purchased from test r research
6.1 organization

139
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c. If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

stores items

fullscreen editing

can add/delete/change
items

c as add/delete/change
item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below

0 ee-iine generation of
tests

can use various critwie
fro selecting Items

... can add/delete/change
Items that are
computer selected

automatically
stores

answer keys

prints tests

has 'pedal print
features

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

O by objective mastered

O total scores over time

,, gradebook or series of
U scores

other

j What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

sped sense reader

Oeubtest
and total

Kett $

objective mastery

item statistics

test statistics

0 other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below. .

can generate most
graphics

can attach atm&
U graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
0 and merge them in

with item text

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software.'

,.... available on exchange
U agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available
for purchase

U from you

0 not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

ONoblest
profiles

u student

0 subtest profiles class

summary reports

Ocross
reference to

U materials/methods

0 other

i. What type of computer do
you use (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is:

0 available from us

available through
vendor

(3 not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Science Res Assoc.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

I
Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

hem Sank Title (if any) SRA Objective /Item Bank

for information about the
bank contact Name Margaret Hill

Title Manager, Editorial Test Development
Science Research Associates

Street
155 N. Wacker

Chicago IL
City State

Phone: Area code 313 Number 984-7182
Zip

60606

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this 4. Which of these statements are correct for this

bank? (check all that apply) bank?

test items
classification of items by content

ED general objectives or topic statements
O item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional savant,.

IE) cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

Ej content review or other validity information
reliebility estimates
pvalues
IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analys,s data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? ( check all that apply)

°developed by teachers
developed by state or local central office staff

developed by test development personnel within
your organization

developed by an outside organization
Go I I ect ed from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

0 for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

a review to verify appropriate content
al content review to match items to objectives

Content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or ape levels

im editing for clarity
editing based on reviews by technical personnel

a) editing based on technical data
review for sea bias
review for cultural and ethnic bias
informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
small numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
results)

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of so* :s. standardized
administration)

141

YES
CAN RE

ARRANGED NO

ell or most of the bank
is available for sale

123 all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pro - developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

E items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN RE

YES ARRANGED NO

0
0

E)

138

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



S. Plum ono Xs M dhe appmptiate spews to Mesta die subisct Will awl pule beds covered by this kern
bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to Imitate the approzheate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is r et listed, please write it in the space
provided.
A. When specifying grade levels, place an ° in any range whir, at least one grade of the range is covered
For slam*, N your items cover grades 2 through 1, place Xs' M both the K-2 and 3S columns
S. We do not want to Ilmk the content of the catalog to basic skills ken banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills items may overlap other content areas within such 1-eject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES'

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre
School
10-41

114
cl71

GRADE

34
0-10)

LEVEL

64
(11-1311417

IA00
512

.1111 Adult

Phonetic Analysis Information

Structural Analysis
not x x x x

Vocabulary
available x x x x

iComprehension
x x x

Reading Readiness
IN

Reference (Study) Skills
x x x

Higher Order Thinking Skills x x x

Computational skills

Concepts

PProblem Solving (Application)

Geometry
X X X X

ii.

Calculator Math

1 Higher Order Thinking Skills
x

Magi

1 Mechanics
Foe* Language IsPecIfY'

Cowes Man

Higher Order Thinking Skills

1
bt Higher Order Thinking Skills

1
0 Higher Order Thinking Skills 13

:..42



7. Which of the following an be mod to
retrieve Items? (Chock all that apply)

O abletthe to be tested

item difficulty

Item opt le g , mufti* -thou)

cognitive level (6 g , recall, inference)

o bey wads

ether

0 none

S. If yaw Items are toblovable by
cognitive Wel. please inexate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived. (If you would She to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you vse, we
would very muclo appreciate it.)

Illoosn's Tammany

ether well-Mew cognitive
taseeremy, plisse 1st

ri medilled an misting taxonomy,
' Oval. Fut

dangildad as ma cognitive
tammeary

ether

9. In what form are the following available? (Check. all that apply)

item texts

Item graphics

Rem statistics

HARD
COPY

0
0
0

MICRO
DISK

0
o
o

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
121

12!)

NOT
AVAILABLE

o
o
o

10 If computer software is used to sJpport item banking, please answer the following questions. (In each case,
check all responses that apply.)

a. What 3(s) does this
software , lorm 7

O Rem management

O test development

0 Killing

O reporbng

student midtowns

EI ussrefatence to matenals

en-Ine test administrabse

char

b From where did you obtain this c.
software?

ri adapted Main misting spreadsheets,
1-0 databases, etc.

w you checked the Move hi, please
1-1 1st the recants you are miss

(3 specially designed ter our opium by

SRA Personnel

y-i purchased from test sr research
ta organisation

143:
l'IU

If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

lal stems Items

0 BA-screen editing

m cm+ add/delete/chanp
`"° Items

Can add/deletetcharge0
Item dassifkabaes

ED .5 handle user history

O will handle test
analysis

0 other.



d. If your software handles
test devdoprnent, indicate
its capabilities below:

0
teston

lbw gemerstien of
s

tat ow vwieus altwia
tw winding items

can addidekteichangt
CU Items the an

computw selected

O
iwtomatically stores
answer keys

Ea prints tests

rjhis specie! pint
leatwes

0 evil print multiple
terms

0 akar

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

total KOMI over time

,, padebee:i w series of
SCAMS

.thou

j. What is the
banking/test
package?
It is an

11

e. If your software bandies
scoring, please Imitate its
capabilities below:

O NA sense reader

m Mewl and total
lip wares

Ea objective master,

(3 item statistics

fa test Catletics

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

name of your item k.
scoring software

internal system

m can generate nest
to graphics

can attach external
is graphics to item teat

con generate graphics
al and merge them in

with hem tat

Fa can
t

produce the entire
tes

Is your software:?

U,
stra bble en primp
agreement

sneak her

nobble let purchase
km You

en set sealable ter ethers

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

sublet* peen--

0 Noblest pollies--doss

0 summary newts

, cress 'glamor. 15
pi/ matensishusetheds

i. What type of computer do
you us*? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 2116, etc.)
IBM Mainframe

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is:

O available hem is

available through

0 mot available

Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.

1 4 I
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET Tescor, Inc.
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Rank Title (if any) FIRST NATIONAL ITEM BANK 6 TEST DEVELOPKENT SYSTEM _LENT B)

For information about the
bank contact: Name Teresa Sisco

Title Vice President - FNIB Operations

Organization Tescor. Inc.

Street 461 Carlisle Drive

City Herndon, State VA Zip 22070

Phone: Area code 800 842 -0077

435-9501703

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this 4. Which of these statements are correct for this

bank? (check all that apply) bank?

rn test items
Ei classification of items by content
KJ general objectives or topic statements
113 item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
10 suggested instructional activities

cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

Content review or other validity information
reliability estimates

fp p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

aldeveloped by teachers
ag developed by state or local central office staff
0 developed by test development personnel within

your organization
0 developed by an outside organization
lEcollected from other sources

3. What reviews or stueies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

review to verify appropriate content
(21 content review to match items to objectives
Di content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or ego levels
121 editing for clarity
0 editing based on reviews by technical personnel
al editing based on technical data
110 review for see bias
(i) review for cultural and ethnic bias
11) informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects,

small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

(,]formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

145

YES

Ea

0

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

0 Ci

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

C pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

0 tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

til items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

S. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN OE

YES ARRANGED NO

8
o

o
o°

ID

ID

10

142

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an "X* in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to indude them
C We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

Pre

School
(04)

GRADE

5-2
(5.7)

3.6
15-10)

LEVEL

FS
(1113104-17)

(AGE)

9-12
Colima' Adult

Phonetic Analysis 90 1200 < *

Structural Analysis 60 600 f----_----_----p
,

Vocabularyry 60 1200

1 Comprehension
275 2000

i Reading Readiness
20 80

IV
Reference (Study) Skills

90 800

Higher Order Thinking Skills
200 1500 $

Literature 80 700

Computational skills 1000 6000

Concepts 9009 8000

vs
0 Problem Solving (Application) 150 800 i >

ot
Geomet rya 150 700

ICalculator Math
20 100

oz
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills 100 700

Algebra 250 1400
f---.),

Computer Science 90 300 < )

Grammar Inn 300 f-----...
1

Usage ?nn 1200 41.---__.--------,
T

1 Mechanics 150 2000

Foreign Language (specify:

4 Como. it iOn 170 2400
R

I Higher Order Thinking Skills 150 2000
4
..;

Science 1200 9000

V2
ItJ

,,y, Higher Order Thinking Skills
500 1000

Health 10 50 (
social Studies 2100 13000 4.----...---_,---,

tx
IA/ Music 80 600 4.----....,

C
tivetrahrEditatirskns _ s. s al 01 00

1 . 4-7at
Easazegianate 236- 4 3 110o __-______A=1---



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

a) objective to be tested

item &Mushy

item type (e g , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

M key words

other

none

t. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Q Bleorn's Tummy

0 other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please list

ri modified an existing taxonomy,
`" please list

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

item torts

Kern graphics

item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE CD/ROM

0 X

X

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

El item management

E.) test development

10 scoring

CI reporting

O student recordlieeping

O cressreference to materials

online test administration

ether

I

b From where did you obtain this
software?

ri adapted from existing spreadsheets,
'' databases, etc.

lf you checked the above boa, please
1-1 list the programs you are using

0 specially designed per OM system by

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

irj stores items

hillscreen editing

ftri can add/delete/change
Ual hems

Reference Technology. Inc.
Network Technology, Inc.

la
purchased from test or research
organization

147

141

12)
can add /delete /change
Item classifications

PSI will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

ether,



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below-

coen
tine pnwation of

tests

aln can use various critena
fer selecting items

can add /delete/change
Li items that are

computer selected

automatically stores
C answer keys

L prints tests

ri has special print
re-i features

mi will print multiple
%Li forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

E by objective mastered

ga total scores over lime

gradebook or series of
scores

other

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

CD mart sense reader

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'
FIRST NATIONAL ITEM BANK &

TEST DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

nn sutest and total
Ir, scores

IE objective mastery

in item statistics

(El test statistics

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
al and merge them in

with item teat

13
can produce the entire
test

k Is your software'

ft, available in exchange
MJ agreement

153
available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
u trim you

net available for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

eubtest praise--
student

sutest petilles--class

ED summary reports

cross reference to
Li matins's/methods

other

i What type of computer do
you use" (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

XT, AT

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

evadable through
CJ vendor CDC

0 not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems

145
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'ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Univ of Kansas

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) Kansas Minimum rooppronry Tost Tterri Bank

For information about the
bank contact Name John Poggio

Title Project Director

Organization University of Kansas

Street School of F.Ancati nn
State iscrisasCity Lawrence

Phone: Area code 913 Noreer 86Q-3726

Zip gA0A5

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply;

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

12 1.5t items
Elj classification of items by content
EZ general objectives or topic statements

item specifications, detailed content descriptions,
etc.

suggested instrucionat activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
M content review or other validity information
M reliability estimates
Fp p-values

YES

(X)

0

t
ti

CAN BE
ARRANGED

fa

NO

gj 111RxilatintAmilkxil*mikffit Logist
other item analysis data

0 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply i

ID developed by teachers
edeveloped by state or local central office staff
Eideveloped by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

in review to verify appropriate content
G9 content review to match items to objectives
M content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
e!) editing for clarity
ED editing based on reviews by technical personnel
isn editing based on technical data
ID review for sex bias
in review for cultural and ethnic boas
0 informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysts of
results)

,formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
admin istrat ion)

1.49

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
Is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests ore constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

lE) items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

F53

ID

TO

printing of test materials
test sconng services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
El training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

t) training on writing test
items

DI) assistance in interpreting
test data

14G

other



Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to Indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre
School
(0.4)

K-2
(54)

GRADE

34
(1.10)

LEVEL

Fe
(11-13004-12)Coll000

(AGE)

9-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis
5 75

.
X

Structural Analysis
5 75 x x x

,

Vocabulary 4 60 .

1 Comprehension
5 75 _ x x x. x

g Reading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills
5 75

,

x x x x

Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

Computational skills S RS x x x

Concepts
7 95

,xxxxx -.-

C Problem Solving (Application)
8 110 X X X X

=4
Geometry

4 60 xxxx
Calculator Math

et
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Measurement/Estimation 4 60 x x x x
-..- ,

Grammar
5 75 xxxx

Usage

1 Mechanics
5 75 - x x x

Foreign Language (specify:

,

et Campos it ion .-

Higher Order Thinking Skills , -
or

, r
r r

to
V

I 1

0u) Higher Order Thinking Skills

, - r

Consumer Skills 10 95 m it .

CC
tu Basic Life Skills 10

,
95

.... ...

x

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

1 EA



T. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

10 objective to be tested

ID item difficulty

/3 item type (e g , multiplechoice)

ID cogit.ry level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

other

none

II. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please kit

n modified an existing taxonomy,
please list

developed our own cognitive
tazenanty

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Nom tolls

Nom graphics

Nom statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

E

E

o
0
0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0

NOT
AVAILABLE

o
0
o

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

Mitem management

test development

ID scoring

a reporting

I:0 student recordkeeping

crossreference to materials

enline test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software'

m adapted from existing spreadsheets,
"41 databases, etc

N you checked the above box, please
l'a list the programs you are using

Q specially designed for cur system by

US

rt purchased from test or research
1.-1 organisation

14
151

(In each case,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below.

10 stores items

fullscreen editing

b can add/delete/change
items

can eddiddeletchange
item classifications

0 will handle user history

towill
handle test

analysis

other



d. If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

enline (mention of
tests

g.

j.

e..% can use venous Miens
L.1 for selecting items

.... can add /delete /change
U items that are

computer selected

,-, automatically stores
answer keys

prints tests

Ohas
special print

I-1 futures

will print multiple
I-1 forms

other

If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

(3 by objective mastered

0 total scores over time

,...., gradebook or senes of
U scores

other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

--many

e.g., SPSS. Logiet. etc.

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below:

mark sense reader

ri subtest and total
Ima scares

objective mastery

item statistics

test statistics

ether

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

Ocan
generate most

graphics

can attach external
U graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
0 and merge them in

with item test

Ocan produce the entire
test

k Is your software ?

,, available o adonis
U agreement

IDavailable
for purchase

from vendor

available
for purchase

U from you

not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

tosubtest
profiles--

student

@Oleg profiles- -class

0 summary resins

cross
reference to

U Matorioloilnothodo

other

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

IBM (Mainframe & PC)

NCS

VAX

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

INQUIRIES INVITED -??-

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

a available from us

available
through

U vendor

0 not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

149
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

West Palm Beach, FL

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Item lank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact.

Name R.C. Johnson (Interim)

Title Director, Dept. of Research and Evaluation

Organization
Palm Beach County Schools

Street 3323 Belvedere Road

City West Palm Beach State Florida Zip 3340_2_

Phone: Area code 305 Number 684-5114

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

go test items
In classification of items by content
in general objectives or topic statements
g3 item specifications: detailed content descriptions

etc.
suggested instructional activities

g3 cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

IE content review or other validity information
ap reliability estimates

p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations

al other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

IM developed by teachers
0 developed by rate or local central office staff
developed by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

13 review to verify appropriate content
0 content review to match items to objectives

content review to establish appropriate grade levels
or age levels

iz editing for clarity
LE editing based on reviews by technical personnel
a] editing based on technical data

review for sex bias
preview for cultural end ethnic bias

informsl pilot testing (informal selection of subjects,
email numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

0 formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. lerge numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

153

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

ID

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

5D ? pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
:tom bank

? tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

ED ? items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

0
0 E3

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

seltrling objectives and
item specifications

Gil training on writing test
items

(E) assistance in interpreting
test date

other



6. Please place 'Xs' is the appropriate spaces to Indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an -Xs1 in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, If your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both Vie K-2 and 3 S columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Omer Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES'

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

School
104)

GRADE

K2
(S-7

34
(1110)

LEVEL

114
(11-131s14-17)Coll

(AGE)

9-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocebulary

1 Comprehension

RReeding Readiness -
Reference (Study) Skills

Asher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts

0 Problem Solving (Application)
7-C

Geometry 98 392 x

X Calculator Meth

a Higher Order Thinking Skill

Alegebra I 95 380 x

Alegebra II 100 400 x

Grammar

Usage

IMechanics
erc

Foreign Languag., :specify:

4 Compos it i cm

Higher Order Thinking Skills!
_

1

WVZIii
;A Higher Order Thinking Skills

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills 5_



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

ojectnie to be tested

(3 item difficulty

item type (e g , multiple-choice)

cognitive level (1 g , recall, inference)

key words

other

none

9. In what form are the following

HARD
COPY

item texts

Nom graphics

Nom statistics

MICRO
DISK

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

111410fP'S Taxonomy

other well-known cognitive
taxonomy, please list

In modified an existing taxonomy,
'-' please kit

O developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

O ether

available' (Check all that apply)

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer th#2 following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply.)

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

item management

O test development

ED scoring

(E) reporting

student recordkeeping

cross-reference to matenals

O en-line test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1-0 databases, etc

If you checked the above box, please
a-, list the programs you are using

0 specially designed for our system by

internally dPve1np

r-t purchased hem test or research
6-1 organization

155

152

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

Q stores items

0 full-screen editing

Qcan adtlidalete/chanis
items

O can add/delete/change
item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
anulysis

ether



d. If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

oonline pavilion V
tests

can use various miens
for saluting Items

can add /delete /change
u items that are

computer selected

autematiully sums
answer keys

prints test?

has spacial print
features

win print multiple
forms

ether

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

I

by *Neon mastered

total scores ever time

gradebook or series of
scores

other

e. If your software handles
scoring, pleas* indicate its
capabilities below:

mark sense ruder

rvi oubtest and total
%fir KM&

objective mastery

13 item statistics

tut statistics

*Ow

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below- .

What is the name of your item k.
banking/test scoring software
package'
Internally developed

programs

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

can produce the entire
test

Is your software.?

available en exchange
agreement

I, available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from you

not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

motest profiles--
student

subt est profiles class

0 summary mons

cross reference to
matengs/methods

other

What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

IBM 4381 Mainframe

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'
Would have to be

specifically discussed with

interested party

m Technical assistance in
running the software is-

Would have to be specifically
discussed with interested

11 Please provide any descriptive comments criXptlinatory information about your
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

153
156

0 available from us

available through
vendor Would have

r.not availablebe specifica
discussed with
interested part

item bank and/or testing system
items measuring higher order



*ITEM BANK DATA SHEET

S

Yakima, WA S . D .

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any)_Lan u

For information about the

bank contact

- - r and Math Grades 3-8

Name Dan Penhallegon

Title Director. Testing and Evaluation

Organization Yakima School District

Street 104 N. 4th Avenue

City Yakima State thut,

Phone: Area code 509 Number 575-3484
Zip -9.8.902_

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this 4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank? (check all that apply) bank?

(3 test items
classification of items by conte.-1,

12 general objectives or topic statements
item specifications-. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
12 suggested instructional activities
(2) cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information

Or reliability estimates
op pvalues

IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other stem analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

developed by teachers
@developed by state or local central office staff
developed tsy test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
@collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? ,check all that apply )

a review to verify wpropriate content
content review to match items to objectives
content review to establish appropriate grade levels

cs, age levels
Es editing for clarity
ig) editing based on ;mews by technical
atiediting based on technical data

review for sec bias
review for cultural and ethnic bias

Oviform) pilot testing (informal selection of Subjects.
email numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysts of
results)

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysts of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
adminestrat ion)

personnel

157

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

c-E1
pre-developed tests are

constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that app!y

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

O printing of test materials

0 test scoring services

0 development of individual
student profiles

ED development of class and
school profiles

E training on test administra-
tion procedures

In training on writing or
selecting objectives and
item specifications

Eil training on writing test
stems

21 assistance on interpreting
test data

151

other



Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please we the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an '1r in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your hems cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

Sehool
(04)

GRADE

II-2
(54)

34
(0.10)

LEVEL

IFS
(11.13104.17)ColtAgs

(AGE)

5-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis 35 200 x x x

Structural Analysis 30 ?nn x x w

Vocabulary 25 200 x X

_

X

1 Comprehension 85 500 it X Y
,

0
Reading Readiness 4....

0
Reference (Study) Skills 40 200

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills
200 2,500

Concepts A 5 1 noo x it it

in

Problem Solving (Application)U 50 1,000 x

Geometry 10 500 ,c 4 ,

z4(

X Calculator Math

a Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar x 800 . v v
,

Usage
x 800

i Mechanics L 200
ic

Foreign Language (specify:
ie carves it kin

2 Higher Order Thinking Skills
..1 .

ILI
V
Z
ILI

Higher Order Thinking SkillsV1U

Social Studies x 1,500
I

IAAii'
0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

15 J
158

0



7 Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items" (Check all that apply)

gE) objective to be tested

O item difficulty

O item type lei , multiplechoice)

O cognitive level to g , rocatl, inference)

O key words

O other

O ACM

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
tummy, please list

modified an misting taxonomy,
"" Moose bat

O developed MS Own cognitive
taamerny

0 other

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

Item torts

Item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

O
0

MAINFRAgE
DISK OR TAPE

O

NOT
AVAILABLE

O
O
O

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

123 stem management

O test deve/opment

Ga scoring

al reporting

e3 student nrcorikeeping

O crossreference to matenals

or -line test administration

O other

b From where did you obtain this
software'

Co
adapter from existing spraadsheets,
databases, etc

ff you checked the above box, please
fist the programs you are using

CAM PLUS

ag specially designed per our system by

District Staff

Opurchased
truth test or research

wianixation

159

156

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

la stores Items

Ea fullscreen editing

01 can odd/delete/change
4116° items

29
can add/delete/change
Item classifications

gla will handle user history

la handle test
analysis

O other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below

gen-line
generation of

tests

can use venous truant
L-1 for selecting Items

can add!delete 'change
IN/ items that are

computer selected

autimatically stores
answer keys

la prints tests

has special print
features

ca. print multiple
forms

nttet

g If your software handle,
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

I

by ibjective mastered

total scores over time

gradebook or series of
0 St OM

other

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

Locally developed

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

gg) mart sense reader

sutest and total
scores

1E1 *KW@ mastery

Eg item statistics

test statistics

ether

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below

tan generate most
1-1 graphics

can attach external
13 graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with stern test

WScan
produce the entire

test

k Is your software'

available or uchange
L.; 41111114430.

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
kern you

5a not available for ethers

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

subtest profiles--
student

subtest profiles - -bass

summary reports

. Gross reference to
rnatenals/methods

ether

i. What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )
Wang System 4000

Apple IIe

Apple Macintosh

MicroVax II

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

Not Available

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from as

available *reach
vendor

al not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems

157
160
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SECTION B

PRE-DEVELOPED TESTS ONLY AVAILABLE
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
American Guidance Services

Northwest Regional Educational laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Rank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact Name Judy Rinoaman_

Title Manager of Customized Tests

Organization AmPri t,a n an i CIA TWA

Street Publishers' Building
City Circle Pines State MN

carvica

Phone: Area code .1212_ Number 7R6-4343
Zip 55014

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (Check all that apply;

E3 test items
E3 classification of items by content
Es general objectives or topic statements

item specifications,-detailed content descriptions,
etc.

suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
M content review or other validity information
M reliability estimates
ag p-values

3 HIT (latent trait) ulibratione
OD other item analysis data

technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

0 developed by teachers
czi developed by state o- local central office staff

developed by test development personnel within
your organization

Ea developed by an oJtscle organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

(3 review to verify appropriate content
0 content review to mate, items to objectives
0 content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
cif editing for clarity
[ii editing based on reviews by technical personnel
(3 editing based on technical data

( review for sea bias
0 review for cultural and ethnic bias
Ga informal pilot testing linfonnal selection of subjects.

Small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

cia formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administrat ion)

163

4. Which of these
bank?

statements are correct for this

YES

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

6] all or most of the bank
is available for sale

0 0 all or most of the bank
Is available free lot
for cost of reproduction)

ID pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

t) tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided? (check all that apply'

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

In
E

10

E

159

00
o
o
o
o

0
0

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test adminostra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
shorn specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



4 Please place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the spate
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an *X* in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered

For exampk, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3S columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. if your item bank deals

with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C. We realize that `Higher Order Thinking Skills' items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

School
(0.4)

it-2
04)

34
(elm

LEVEL

4-11
111-13111141-17K011ego

(AGE)

0-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structure I Analysis 4

Vocabulary
750

4

X X

IComprehension
400 X X

Reeding Readiness
,

...$

IE
Reference (Study) Skills .

Higher Order Thinking Skills

4

Computational skills 300 y Y

Concepts
300 X SC

40)

u Problem Solving 300

h

X X
(Application)

4 Geometry i . t-

2
a
1 CSICUIStOr Maths
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar

Usage - 4

161....IMechanics

Foreign Language (specify: )
'

CComposition
, .

R Higher Order Thinking Skills .
s

Medical/Clerical 800
r

-
X

tarVZ
UJ

;61 Higher Order Thinking Skills i

at
W

X
Higher Order Thinking Skills 1 6)0

lfa

,



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type (e g , multiplechoice)

Cg cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

I

o other

11111.

content area, blueprint
location

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were

derived (If you would like to attach a

listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

0 Bloom's Tiuieneny

other wen known cognitive
tesenomy, please list

n modified art existing tasonwity,
- *ass list

developed our own cognitive
tesenority

0.th«

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

item tens

item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

.0

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

0
0
0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a. What function(s) does this
software perform?

item management

test development

scoring

reporting

student recordkeeping

crossreference to materials

online test administration

.thiw

b. From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
databases, etc

If you checked the above box, please'' list the programs you we ailing

specially designed fed our system by

en purchased from test or research
I-1 organization

165

161

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

0 stores items

full screen editing

n can addiddete/change
Items

can odd/delete/chimp'
Bern dassifications

will handle um history

will handle test
analysis

.they



d. If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below:

O anline generation of
lasts

Ocan
um various criteria

1..1 fir solacing items

,,.., can add/delete/change
O items that are

compute selected

O
automatically stores
answw tern

O prints tests

O
has special print
features

will print multiple
forms

*their

,g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

total scores over time

r., gradeboot or series of
scores

0 other

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

mart sense ruder

album Imo tam
61 scores

*active mastery

item statistics

test statistics

other

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below- .

in can generate most
LI graphics

can attach utemal
U graphics to item tut

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

can produce the entire

k Is your software 7

,.., available on wichange
agreement

available fer purchase
kw vendor

available
for purchase

U kern you

not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

subtest profiles--
student

woken wiefiles--dass

summary reports

cross reference to
materials/methods

*the,

i. What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

Prime

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software,

m Technical assistance in
running the software is.

available from as

available througli
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

Just getting off the ground. Responses included here not necessarily true of entire
item bank, but will be true of all items eventually.

162
166
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Detroit Pub Schools

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) DET High SchC221...VXQaCja;CKarn.
DET. Assessment of Basic Skills

For information about the
bank contact Name

Title

Sharon Johnson-t.pwiq
Director Evaluation & Testing

OrganizationDetroit Public Schools

Street 5035 Woodward

Cit Detroit
State

MI
y

Phone: Area code 313 Number 494-2022
Zip

48202

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

O test items
0 classification of items by content
Ei general objectives or topic statements
El item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
E3 suggested instructional activities
ri cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information

D reliability estimates
O p-values
DIRT (latent trait) calibrations

lb 0 other item analysis data
1:3 technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

ij developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff

411 Eldeveloped by test development personnel within
your organization

developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies la any) were performed
for the items on the bank? ,check all that apply)

ID review to verify appropriate content
Econtent review to match Items to objectives
Content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
IR) editing for clarity

editing based on reviews by technical personnel
editing based on technical data

in review for sea bias
0 review for Cultural and ethnic bias
go informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

S mall numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
O results. large numbers of subjects. standardized

administration)

167

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES
CAN BE

ARRANGED NO

ag all or most of the bank
is available for sale

El all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

in pre - developed tests are
Constructed from the
item bank

10 tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

fri items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

O printing of test materials

O test scoring Services
O development of individual

student profiles
0
cr.)

@

development of Class and
school profiles

training on test administra-
tion procedures

training on writing or
se.eCtilg objectives end
item specifications

f2i training on writing test
items

53 assistance in interpreting
test data

163

other



6 Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to Indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an *X* in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3S columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that *Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pre

School
(1)-4)

GRADE

54 34
(6-7) (II-10)

LEVEL

44
(11-13

(AGE)

9-12
14-17) Collett* Adult

Phonetic Analysis X

Structural Analysis

vocabulary x x x x

iComprehension

Y.
Reading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills
x x

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts X X X X X

V(03

Problem Solving (Application) x x x x

aet
Geometry

1 Calculator Math
et
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Granvnar

Usage

1 Mechanics4
Foreign Language (specify:

Comes it i on

R Higher Order Thinking Skills4
..o

IiiVZ
Iii
:je) Higher Order Thinking Skills

or

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills
1 6 4

i AA



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items? (Check all that apply)

03 objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type (e g , mutual/ choice)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

other

J none

II If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of ;,:ve taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

O other wellknown cognitive
tazoaorny, please list

modified an existing taxonomy,
please list

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

:71 other

9 In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

item torts

item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

C

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

0
o
0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) doe this b From where did you obtain this
software perform' software'

item management adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1-1 databases, etc

test development

suonr.g

reporting

student recordkeeping

crossreference to materials

online test administration

other

if you checked the above box, please
1-1 list the programs you are using

specially designed ',ir our system by

rn purchased from test or research
1.J organization

169
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c If your software handles
item mannement, indicate
its capabilities below

stores items

full scrag editing

can add /delete /change
1-1 items

car. add/delete/change
I-1 Item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below

ee-lino generation of
tests

can use various criteria
for saluting Items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

,, automatically stores
answer keys

pints tests

has special print
futures

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by 'objective mastered

total scores over time

gradebook or series of
scores

other

j What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

mark emu reader

in Noblest and total
1r scores

Objective mastery

item statistics

last xtetietics

other

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below. .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
t..th item text

can produce the entire
test

k 1. your software

available on exchange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

'unable for purchase
from you

not available for *lbws

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

Molest profiles-
student

stablest profiles- -class

summary reports

cross reference to
materials /methods

other

i. What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

11,6
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Dist of Columbia Schools

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Pleat* type or write legibly. This questionnert will be photocopied.

hem Rank Title (if any) END -OF- COURSE _EXAMINATIONS

For information about the
bank contact.

..=1.111M,e

C.Spr rsidary Lev P 1. AaPS 7-121

Name Dr. Valeria A. Ford

Title Director, Student Assessment Office

Organization District of Columbia Public Schools

Street dlc Twelfth Street_ snit,. 1001

City Washington State 12 Zip 20014--
Phone: Area code 202 Number 724-4164

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply) Planned for implementation bank,

over the next 3 years

4. Which of *no statements are correct for this

al test items
ra classification of items by content
1.2 general objectives or topic statements
al item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
02 content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent emit) calibrations

al other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)
lEdeveloped by teachers

411 developed by state or local central office staff
IEDdeveloped by test development personnel within

your organization
Eg developed by an outside organization
Incollected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

ri review, to verify appropriate content
Lintent review to rnr ^h items to objectives

ra content review to o bah appropriate grade levels
or age levels

editing for Clarity
13 editing based on reviews by technical personnel
E3 editing based On technical data
al review for sea bias
GB review for cultural and ethnic bias
0 informsl pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

Vormal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

YES
CAN SE

ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-devel.ped tests ere
constructed from the
item bank

rE] tests we constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

ED items are used to oon-
litniCi tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

Planned over the
next 3 years

CAN SE

YES ARRANGED

Planned for imlementation
NO over the next 3 years

printing of test materials
test scoring Server:es
development of i divide l

student profit.s
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

tEl

0
ID

O

El

train.% on yoking test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

Planned over the next 3 years

171
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G. Please *a 'Xs' in the appropriate mats Ss Indicate the subject areas sad grade levels covered by this hem
bank. Al.., please use the columns an the left to Indicate the approximate numbers of Items and sojectives
available in oath content area. If the appropriate content area is mot listed, please write it in the spice
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an 'X' in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K 2 and 3 S columns
S. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to bask skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills' Items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
AFFSCWEIAATEIOUNSER

OF
OBJECTIVES ITEMS

pn,
School
(04)

GIRAINELEVEL(AGE)

II-2
11.7)

34
0.10)

14
(1113114-17Kollg

II-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

vocabulary Development

1 Comprehension

$ Reeding Readiness.
IN

Noterence (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills
Remedial/corrective Reading

Development Reading I x

Computational skills

Concepts

13 Problem Solving (Application)g
iGeometry

X Calculator Math

1 Higher Order Thinking Skills
Elementary Algebra

Essential Mathematics I x

Gramm

Usage

Mechanics1
Foreign Language (opocify )8

s Conpositiona
Order Thinking SkillsgHigher

English I X

En.lish II

Biolocw x
muV
7 Science for Decision Making ( ,

14

i Higher Order Thinking Skills
Laboratory Skills

History & overnment of D.C. x

W Civics cs x

O Higher Order Thinking Skills 1 fi R
World Cultures

v-,l



7. Which of the Mewl% can be used to
retrieve items' (Chick all that apply)
System to be implemented over the next

og objective to be tested 3 years.

(#s 7,9, & 10)
item difficulty

o km had g , multiple-choice)

G cognitive level (41 g , rscal, inteince)

e key words

O other.

O ft".

S. If your lams are nakwable by
cognitive level, please lidicate front

where your cognitive categories were
derived CH you would like to attach a

listing of the taxonomy you use, we

would wry much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taimomy

law r+ -known cognitive
tummy, pierle list

n modiliod on existing taxonomy,
plane list

G dovoloped err own cognitive
taxsionvy

0 am

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

Item texts

Item graphics
Item statir.ms

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply.)

will
a. What function(4.4114 this

software perform"

El item management

0 test dovelopment

a scoring

Ci reporting

ca student rocordkeeping

0 aess-refevence I. matins!,

a on-fine test administrotiou

vow

b From where did you obtain this
software'

Oadapted Orem existing spreadsheets,
databases, atc.

n If you docked the ohm Mx, please
list the programs you ore elm

specially &lipoid gar sv system by

In-house personnel

rn purchased from test or reword'
mpnizatien

173
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c. If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

Our choice will `candle:
10 Mores Rams

lei -scroon 'Bent

O can gadilhiside/change
Rap

can addl/dolotetchonge
Ron dassilicstions

handle use history

will handle test
analysis

*thee



d. If your software bandies
test development, indicate
Its capabilitiei; below:

onlbe® e rersties ei

0 tam woe swims dowse
ler selecting Items

can oildifelete/dtenge
:123 keens diet we

consulter selected

estoniatically stens
answer keys

wilds tests

ken sped& pint
hatures

0 will Tint multiple

ether

t. If your software bandies
scoring, plum indicate its
capabilities below.

El wad sou ruder

pa feeblest ad total
scams

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below. Decision not made yet.

by objective mastered

El Mal scores aver time

j.

pa /shoot or series of
Li owes

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?
Item Banking: Test Builder

(Data Guide)

Test Scoring: In-House

developed system

El objective wester,

In kw SlatiSbcs

test statestics

saw

If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

O can generate most
graphics

us stuck Marnet
O graphics to kern teat

tan generate graphics
O and merge them in

with item tut

E3can
produce the entire

test

k. Is your software

,. andeble
llr

se uchange
eemat

E3
available ler purchase
from vender

evelleWe let pubes.
boon you

sot mailable tot ethers

f If your software bandies
repotting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

'ablest polies--

inblose MMus- -doss

sommary reports

cress nierence I.
matwialsintetheds

id"'

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 2$6, etc.)

Microcomputer

Sperry

IBM

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

Tfom Ranking ea5n0 00

Test Scoring/Reporting
approx. $10,000.00

m. Technical assistance le
running the software is

available from as

Evadable Waugh

not evadable

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

1 7 (1
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'ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Korida State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Wank Title (if any) nicrrirt
For information about the

bank contact

'rpm Rank Gra/1'aq

Name

Title
Organization
Street

City
Phone- Area code 904 Number 488-819S

11 5, 11, and In

Dr. Thomas H. Fisher
Administrator, Assessment, Testing, and Evaluation

Department of Eduratinn

506 Knott Building

Tallahassee State Florida Zip 3,199

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply) bank?

4. Which of these statements are correct for this

test items
classification of items by content
general objectives or topic statements
stern specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
Suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
Content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
pvalues
tai (latent trait) calibrations

13 other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank';, objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

developv, by teachers
[]developed by state or local cer tral office staff

0 developed by test development personnel within
your organization

developed by an outside organization
col lercted from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

is review to verify appropriate content
3 content review to match items to objectives

GI content review to establish appropriate grade levels
Or age levels

lig editing for clarity
editing based on reviews by technical personnel

13 editing based on technical data
12 review for sea bias
ER review for cultural and ethnic bias
IE informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects

small numbers of Subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
results)

E3 formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysts of
results. large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration) (grades 3 and IC only)

175

YES

0

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free for
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

. tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

flO items we used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided? (check all that apply'

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

6E3

0

ID

CV

171

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of indiv:dual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedires
training on writing or

Selecting objectives and
item spec if 'cations

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place aXSII in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an °V In any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place Xs" in both the K-2 and 3 -S columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

Sehool
(041

GRADE

5-2
15-71

3-6
111-101

LEVEL

Fs
(11-1311114-17K011pd

(AGE)

9-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary
5 124

IComprehension
10 228

e .....R ding Readines-
1

Reference (Study) Skills 74

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills 37 373 X X X

Concapts
23 231 X X X

en
f., Problem Solving (Application)

17 117 X X

Geometry
32 X X

as7-'

Calculator Math
C
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Graninar
10 60 X

Usage

g Mechanic:
15 198 X X X

Foreign Language (specify:

C
CompositionI Higher Order Thinking Skills

-I Organizing 6 48 .

f -mlying Information 7 56 X

iv
t..)Z
Li,
rj
0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

tx
WI.-
0 Nigher Order Thinking Skills

., 11C ,
.



1

7 Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items" (Check all that apply)

CD objectnre to be tested

in item difficulty

item type (e 6 , MIAMI' ChOICO)

cognitive level (6 g , recall, inference)

key words

M other

Nene

Unique item number

II If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

ploom's Taxonomy

other wellkneyrn cognitive
Saaonomy, please list

n nuodifisI an Lusting taxonomy,
""' please list

developed our OM cognitive
taxonomy

D aher

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

Nom texts

lbw graphics
Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY Dip(

EM
r-,

E
Dr E

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

o
0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

item management

test development

scoring

reporting

student reser/keeping

cress reference to matensii

online test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1' databases, etc

N you checked the above box, pleas:
list the storms you are using

specialty designed for our system by

purchased from test or research
-ii organisation

177

173

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below-

owes items

fullscreen editing

can add /delete /change

' Items

can oddideleteicange
item classifications

will handle user Massy

fi wilt handle test
LI analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
Its capabilities below

generation of
tests

O
can use venous Wens
for selecting items

can add:delete /change
items that are
computer selected

automatically stores
1-1 answer keys

prints tests

O
has special pint
features

in swill pent multiple
II forms

O other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

I

by objective masterec

total scores ow Lorne

gradeboot or see of
scores

*the

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
pa;:kagt

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

mart sense reader

Noblest
11041 total

adi Karla

obrocbve mastery

item statistics

O test statistics

0 other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below

tan generate MOH
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item teat

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item test

can produce the entire0 test

K Is your software'

,, o^ est:hone
agroernimt

available for purchase
from vendor

imitable for purchase
from you

net available for ethers

f If your software handles
reporting, please, indicate its
capabilities below

subtest profiles
LI 'Modem

O subtest profiles dais

summary reports

cross reference to
matenals/methods

other

i What type of computer do
you use (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

aisitable from us

available through
veers

sot available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems

17j
178

S



S.

BANK DATA SHEET
Maryland State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or Witte legibly.

Item Bank Title (if any)

For informstion about the

bank contact-

This questionnare will be photocopied.

Maryland Functional Testin Pro ram

Name Dr. Robert Gabrys

Title Chief P ; "II .
OrgalliZatiOnMaryrariri State Oppart-ment. of
Street 200 W. Baltimore Street
City Baltimore State MD

Phone: Area code 301 Number 333-2382

FAnnAt Inn

Zip 21201

h

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

EJ

a

test items
classification of items by content
general objectives or topic statements
item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
O suggested instructional activities
13 cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
13 content review or other validity information
g reliability estimates

P-velues
(DIRT (latent trait) calibrations
1:3 other item analysis data

technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

[( developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff
13developed by test development personnel within

your organization
ra developed by an outside organization
13 col lected from Other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

Ei ...ie., to verify appropriate content
0 content review to match Items to objectives
E3 Content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
E3 editing for clarity
E3 editing based on reviews by technical personnel
g] editing based on technical data

review for sex bias
()review for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot testing 'informal selection of subjects_
small numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
results,

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysss of
results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

179

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

till or most of the bank

.

5.

E.

What additional

IS available for sok.
all or most of the bank

Is available free for
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests UMW on
objectives developed
by the user

services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

0

E3

175

0 printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
Items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this Item
bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A. When specifying grade levels, place an °V in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE NUMBER 111

GRADE LEVEL (AGE)

OF School k -2 34 11-11 3-12
OBJECTIVES ITEMS (0-41 (1S.71 (8.101 (11- 131114.171 College Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary

Comprehension
0
5 Reading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skiffs

Understanding Forms

Following Directions

2 15

30 240

8 115 Ad
X X

Computational skills

Concepts

13 240 X X

4 90 IN

V Problem Solving (Application)

2 Geometry

Calculator Math

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Using Data

Measurement

Qn

NONE

65

Grarnrnar-

usage Grade 9 only* 5 70

-4

X

InTc Mechanics Cap. punc ; Gr. 9 only*

4
ma Foreign Language (specify:
c.9

44 Cornpos hien Grade 9: 2 essays

t,
Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grade 7: Multiple choice

*Beginning in 1989

16 14

"VW

23 2 X

39 45 X

'Ls

2

vb Higher Order Thinking Skills

Citizenship

AV

23 255 X

C Higher Order Thinking Skills

an



.

e

.
7. Which of the following can be used to

retrieve items" (Check all that apply)

E9 objective to be tested

GD item difficulty

nem type (a ( , multiplechoice)

cognitive level (e ( , recall, entrance)

key words

other

none

I If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

ether wen known cognitive
tazonerny, please list

madifiad an alining taxonomy,
pluse kit

developed our own corihve
Lasenomy

*Off

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

horn tests

horn graphics

horn statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

0
0
0

NOT
AVAILABLE

0
Q
0

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

ED item management

test development

41 0 sconng

O ?wrung

student recordeeping

crossreference to materials

online test ailmtnistraticc

G ithei. We also use

Micro Cat for

e
micro-computer

adaptive testing

b From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1J datab-As, etc

Ott you checked the above boa, please
list the programs you are using

Q specially desired for tour system by

Staff

purchased
from test (et research

organization

181 177

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

sums items

fullscreen Wing

ffenmsadd/delete/changt

can odd/delete/change
item dassoficationt

win handle user history

Cwill handle test
analysis

0 other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below-

g.

online generation of
tests

can use venous Mena
for selecting st ms

can add/delete/change
items that we
computer selected

1.1 automatically stores
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
features

will print multiple
forms

other

If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

by objective mastered

total scores ever time

guidebook or sines of
SCOW

other

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

Link

e. If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

Ea mart sense reader

h.

UNsubtest
and total

UN "Wes

f.

objective mastery

(i) Item statistics

10 test statistics

other Rasch calibratingEa

and linking; item info.

banking; other item

and score analyses

If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below. .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with stem teat

can product the entire
I-1 test

k Is your software ?

available on exchange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from you

not available for others

If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

roaskew
ponies

student

subtest profiles - -class

03 summary reports

cross reference to
matenalspnethods

Ca Wier
subtest and

test projects for

school and LEA

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

HP3000

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

$200.000

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

0 available from us

available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems
We use MicroCat for adaptive testing; currently undergoing field testing. We are
just beginning to develop frameworks for thinking skills assessment.

17s
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l ITEM 13/.141K DATA SHEET
IPlease type or write legibly. This questionnare will to photocopied.

Item Bank Title if any)

For information about the

bank contact

Missouri Sta ..e DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Name

Title
Organization Dept. of Elem. & Sec.

Street
PO Box 480

City
Jefferson City State

MO
Zip

65102

Phone: Area code 314

_James L. Friedebach
Director, Testing & Assessment

Education

Number 751-1395

Please ins' cate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? ;check all that appl-

0 test items
13 classic tio:i of items Jy ,:o..tent
M general objectives or tcpic statements
13D item specifications, detailed content do<criptions.

etc.
Suggested i- ictional activities
cross Were' 0, be:ween objectives and

appropriats nstructiJnai materials
El content review or cther validity information
E reliability estimates
Ill p- values
0 IRT (latent trait) calibrations
El other item analysis data
0 technical reports

2. What is tilt source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

CD developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff

O 0 developed by test developiner personnel within
your organization

DD developed by an outside organization
esllected frum other sources

3. Whet reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

41111 al review to verify appropriate content
M content review to match -ms to objectives
Ga Content review to establisr appropriate grade levels

or ace levels
CD editing for clarity
MI editing based on reviews by technical persc tel

OD editing based on technical data
Go review for sex bias
@review for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot tasting (:nforrnal selection of subjects.
Mall numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

formal s..lo test '9 (rigorous sampling and anlysis of

0 results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
admonistratiOn)

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES

0

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

0 C}y all or most of the bank
is available for sale

co all or most of the bank
is available free for
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional ,ervices related to the bank

can be provided? (check all that apply)

YES

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

printing of test materials
3 test scoring services

development of individual
Student profiles

29 development of class and
School profiles

0 training on test adrniniotra-
tion procedures

EJ training on writing or
selecting objectives and
item specifications

fl training on wri:-na test
items

IC assistance in interpret.ng
test data

183 1 79

other



6 Pleas* place 'Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and ;rade levels covered by this item
l'ank Also, pkilse KU the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an °V in any range where at lust one grade of th, range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If sour item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

CF
OBJECTIVES'

NUMBER Pro

School
ITEMS (0-41

GRADE

K2
(5-7)

34
IS101

LEVEL

11-11

(11.130114-17)Collogo

(AGE)

9-12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis Core comElpencies h- e been

e. II

scienoe,

detveloned

-

gbcial

. ea

fow

. --

Studies/Civics

graripq

A - f -
are

Structural Analysis 2 throuOJ inclus

Math,Vocabulary Arts /English,

0 Comprehension
included il the Cor. compeotencaes/v skills.a

i Reading Readiness
Approximately 25 co . comprtenciesAey

per grad -. For/. more tecnnical

s kills

information

have been

W
Reference (Study) Skills

identified

Higher Order Thinkin1, Skills 1.A. ,,-, - ctt Dr. -teve pstewland, Dir?.ctor

Cen-r for Educational Azsessment

403 uth 6th Street

Computational skills
Col ia, ..10 55211

Concepts
N
U Problem Solving (Application)
et

Geometry2
u.1

X CKICulittOr Math4
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar

Usage

IMechanicsit
ii.1 Foreign Language (specify:

-< Compos it ionR

ff Higher Order Thinking Skills ...-
et
-1

s

W
Vz -
W

N Higher Order Thinking Skills r

cc
W
S'
I-

Higher Order Thinking Skills 1 J 00
10A



T. Which of the following can be used toe retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

abject:vs to be tested

1:1 item difficulty

item type ie g , akdtiple-choice)

cogyhtve level (e g , recall, inference)

1:1 key words

other

none

II If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

Cher well-known cognitive
taxonomy, please lest

modified an misting taxonomy,
"'" please lest

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

item texts

darn graphics

Item statistics

m
0

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

C
E

o

other

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

ID a What function(s) does this
software perform'

7 item management

test development

p swing

reporting

0 student recordkiregng

cross-reference to matenals

O on -lens test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software'

n adapted from existing spreadsheets,
'-' databases, etc

n K you erected the above box, please
'' list the programs you are using

0 specially designed for our sysern by

University of Mn_

r-i auchasod from test re research
1,-J organization

185

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below.

1Z1 stores items

full-screen editing

can add/delete/change
kerns

1-1 can add /delete /change

1-1 Item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below

online generation of
tuts

can use various cramsr,
for selecting items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

v., automatically stores
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
futures

will print multiple
forms

ether

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below:

by objective mastered

total scores over time

guidebook or sines of
morxs

other

j What is the name of rur item
banking/test scoring software
package?

If your software handles
scoring, p:rse indicate its
capabilities below

O mart sons: ruder

m subtest ant _ate
lair' scores

Ea objective mastery

O Item statistics

lost statistics

ether

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below- .

can gaunt( most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
O and merge them in

frith item text

an produce the entire
test

k !' your software.?

atonable on exchange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from you

not available for ethers

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

aubtest
profiles

student

subt.,t prof les- -ccaes

CD summary reports

Cross reference to
matonals/mothods

other

i What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

0 available from NB

available through
vendor

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

1S?
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Pennsylvania DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly.

Item Bank Title (if any)

For information about the

bank contact

This is a test
package not an
item bank

This questionnare will be photocopied.

Pennsylvania Educational Ouality Assessment

Name
Dr. Richard L. Kohr

Title Testing and Evalnatinn Supervisor
Organization Pennsylvania Department of Educatt nn

Street 333 Market Street
Harrisburg rg State PA

Phone: Area code
717 Number 787-4234

Zip 17126-0333

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this test
berriv? (check all that apply)

test items
[3D classification of items by content
(Rj general objectives or topic statements

item specifications; detailed content descriptions.
MC.

suggested instructional activities
Cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information
reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations

) other item analysis data
In technical reports .s s

2. What is the source of the
testballit-S objectives and

items? (check all that apply}

developed by teacheis
developed by state or local central office staff

]developed by test development personnel within
your organization

0 developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check aft that apply I
test

Ea review to verify appropriate content
content review to match items to objectives
Content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
editing for thorny

Ea editing based on reviews by technical personnel
(RI editing based on technical data

review for sex boas
review for cultural and ethnic bias

0 Informs, pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
Smell numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of

results)
formel pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of

results. large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

187

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?
test

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

U all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank

one copy of a test is available free for
for cost of reproduction)

EZI pre-deve/aped tests are
constructed from the
Item bank

El tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided? (check all that apply

CANIE
YES ARRANGED NO

O

0

II
2)

153

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

Student profiles
development of class and

School profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

Other



6 Please place Xs° in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an °V in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place Xs° in both the K-2 and 3-S columns
B. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

'SABER

ITEMS

pre

School
(04)

k -2
16-21

GRACE

34
(5-10)

LEVEL

Fe
f11-13011

(AGE)

F12
4-17 Coltepo Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary
C

Comprehension
48a

R Reeding Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills 8-20
1

Concapts

I

20

C Problem Solving (Application) 20-32 X X _:.<

87-
41 Geonwtry3
X Calculator Meth
az
2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammer
(48-64)

Usage

gMechanics
oft

Foreign Language (! 'toffy.t
iit CompositionR

Higher ofe.- Thinking Skills.,ff

LiZe, Physical, Eart `-1 & Space 30-44

VZ
ii1
Uvi Higher Oran Thinking Skills

SPA AttaclImpnt

a
Wz
S-
O Higher Order Thinking Skills .

188



7 Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items" (Check all that apply)

objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type (1 g , multiplechoice)

cognitive level g , recall, inference)

key words

ether Innnic li t u.1.t.b all

items ir. the content area
none

II If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

et in INN imam cognitive
tazonwny, please list

modified an existing taxonomy,
please list

developed our own cogniuve
taxonomy

Mho'

9. In what form are the following available' (Check. all that apply)

horn torts

item graphics

item Statist ICS

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

E
E

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

0
-Item text is simply a test booklet which also shows
-Item statistics are shown on a printout

the graphic

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this b From where did you obtain this
software perform" software"

item management

test developrner,

scoring

reporting

student recordkeeping

crossreference to inatenats

enhne test administration

other

S

in adapted from existing spreadsheets,
1-1 databases, etc

A-1
ff you checked the above box, please
list the programs you are using

specally designed Mr ow system by

purchased
from test or retouch

*imitation

1 S5
189

(In each case,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below.

stores items

fullscreen editing

n can add /delete /change
" hems

can add/delete/change
item classifications

will handle user history

will handle test
analysis



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

sw-lies generation of
O tuts

ten see venue viten.
for selecting kerns

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

autematically stores
answer keys

wants tests

has special print
features

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recortikeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
belov,.

by objective mastered

total scores over time

padebook or series of
U SWIM

other

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below-

mark swiss reader

ri ablest and total
6.'1 KM.

objective mastery

item statistics

test statistics

other

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
U graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software.'

,, wadable en exchange
speement

wadable for
from vender

available
for purchase

U from you

set wadable for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

askew profiles--
student

O sukest profiles--dass

O summary repents

cress
reference to

U materialtimethods

0 other

i What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 2116, etc.)

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

evadable from us

available
through

U vender

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

156
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET reE

Scholastic Testing

31
Northy.est Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly

Item Bank Title (if any)

This ouestionnare will be photocopied.

For information about the

bank contact: Name Dr. John Kauffman

Title Vice President, Marketing
Organization Scholastic lest hig_Seivice. Inc_

Street , 480 Meyer Road
City Bensenyille State

Phone: Area code _31.2__ Number _a6-7150

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

l Which of the following are available through, this 4. Which of these
bank? (check all t. at apply) bank?

statemrnts

ai test items
al classification of itr content
Op general objectives a statements

item specifications, detailed content descriptions,
etc.

0 suggested instructionai activities
Cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
0 Content review or other validity information
53 reliability estimates
03 ohms
El Misch calibrations

other item analysis data
technical reports

YES

0

riD

(S)

CAN RE
ARRANGED NO

12

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (Check all that apply)

0 developed by medlars
Odeveloped by state or local central office staff
DD d000lopoo by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization
collected from other. sources

3. that reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the nerns in the bank? (check all that apply)

OD review to verify appropriate content
op content review to metdt items to objectives
131 content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
III editing for clarity

SOD editing based on reviews by technical personnel
editing based on technical data

airevors. for sea bras
atireview for cultural and ethnic bras
ea informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
resul tsl

fillornsal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers .1 wbjects. standardized
admensaaation)

are correct for this

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free for
for rest of reproduction?

pre- developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives on
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to 000.
strut-2 tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN IIE
YES ARRANGED NO

ai
Ili
LIZI

CO

191 1S'7

az

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or
seleCting objectives and
item specs( cations

training on writing test
items

asssstancr in interpreting
test data

other



6 Picini- place "Xs in thr apprnpriale spaces to indicate the subjr-co aim and glade levels covelett by this lie
bank. Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
availrible on each contem area. If the appropriate Content area is not listed. please write it in the space provided.
A. When specifying grade levels. place an "X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered.
For example. if your items cover grades 2 through 4. place "Xs" in both the 11 -2 and 3-5 columns.
8. We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills nem banks. If your item bank deals with
any of the following content areas. please be sure to include it.

ART
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
HEALTH
BUSINESS EDUCATION

MUSIC
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CONSUMER SKILLS
BASIC LIFE SKILLS
LITERATURE
AFFECTIVE MEASURES

DRIVER'S EDUCATION
LISTENING SKILLS
SPEAKING SKILLS
CHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
PHYSICAL SCIENCE

GOVERNMENT
CITIZENSHIP
U.S. HISTORY
WORLD HISTORY
GEOGRAPHY

CONTENT AREA
I APPROXIMATE

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER
OF

ITEMS

pr.
School
10-4)

K-2
'5.7)

GRADE

34
15.10)

LEVEL

1 64
(11.13

(AGE)

S-12
:14.17)CoMtge Adult

Phonetic Analysis 1 26 X X

Structural Analysis 3 23 X X

Vocabulary 2 390 X X

Comprehensionz omprehension 415 ___.-3 X

0
4 Reading Readiness
E

Reference (Study) Skills 4 550 X

1 X

X X

Auditory Discrimination 1 28

Visual Discrimination 1 18

Computational skills 9 450 X X X X

Concepts 14 100 X X X X
vs
iii Problem Solving (Applications 16 330 X X X X

a rya
Geometry 1 36

.

Ai
E Calculator Math
s<2

Grammar 2 150 X X X X

Usage 1 279 X X X X

7.: Mechanics 3 350 X X X X
I
J Foreign Language (specify: --
c
2 Composition I 90

? La- tenina 4 ri ..

1SS
192



O

7 Which of the following car be use': tc retrieve items/ 8 In what form are the following ava.:Lole/ :-e.:
'C e= a. 're- acc . -..,- 200'.

3 oblipo,. to be testae NO'
1 awn prflic um AVAILABLE

item texts
'torn type (0 ;
rhi(11;04-ChOCe, item graphics

:X- cognitive level item statistics
fit g torah inference,
key words

other

none

9. If computer software is used to support item
banking, please answer the following questions. In
each case. check all responses that apply

a. What function(s)
does this software
perform'
O item management
E test development

13Z sconng
X reporting

student
recordkeeping

LIr"-- cross-reference to
matenals

E on-line test
administration

....._ r7 other

b. What is the ongin of
the software?
X sinciaily designed

for this system. by
whom _STS_Rcuatch Staff
application
Programs adapted
from generic
software (it g .
spreadsheets, data
base management)

other

c. If your software
handles item
management,
indicate its
capabilities below:
C stores items
C full-screen editing
C can ildd/deletei

change
terns

C can eduJoelete/
Change item
ciassifications

0 will ll hrandle user

L-i--1 will handle test
analysis

0 other

d. If your software
handles test
development.
indicate its
capabilities below:
r on-line generation of,.

tests

can use various
crrtena for selecting
items

can add/delete,
change items that
are computer
selected

automatic/01y stores
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
features

will print multiole
forms

Other
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HARD COMPuTE a
COPY TAPE

X
X

__ -
X

-_ _

OTHER

6. If your software
handles scoring.
please indicate its
capabilities below:
51

E

E
DI

x

mark sense reader

subtest and total
scores

objective mastery

Mm statistics
test statistics

Other

f. If your software
handles reporting,
please indicate its
capabilities below:
% subtest profiles

student

y subtitle! profiles
class

X summary reports
cross reference to...
matenalv methods

other

g. tf your software
handles student
recordkeeping,
please indicate its
capabilities below.
X by objective

mastered

total scores over
time

gradeoecui or series
of scores

other



h. What type of
computer do you use

Honeywell

i. What general data
base or other
standard prop rams
do you use in your
system?

-j. Is your software
available for others
to use or adapt?
0 YES 2 NO

k. What is the
approximate cost of
your software/

I. Is technical
assistance available
to help others get
your software
running?
0 YES 0 NO

10. Please provide any descriptive comments or
explanatory information you wish to make abort
your item bank and testing systems on a separate
sheet of paper.

1 9 0
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e

STS Testing Program Development Process

1. Curricular outlines reviewed with District staff

2. Testing objectives selected

3. Items written to match objectives

4. Administrator's manual and other ancillary materials prepared

5. Data processing programs developed

6. Items in Steps 3, 4, and 5 reviewed, revised, and approved

7. Field testing

8. Items (with analyses) and ancillary materials reviewed, revised, and approved

9. Final test materials constructed

10. All materials printed and delivered

11. Tests administered and scored

12. Results analyzed and reported

For further information please contact:

John D. Kauffman, Ph.D.
Vice President, Marketing
Scholastic Testing Service, Inc.
480 Meyer Road
P. 0. Box 1056

Bensenville, Illinois 60106

(312) 766-7:50
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
South Carolina DOE

Northwest Regional Educational LaboratorN

Please type or write legibly. This auestionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title Of any). Basic $kills Assessment Pi ram. Grades 1 2 3, 6, 8 and Exit
Examinat ion

For information about the

bank contact
Name Vana Meredith Dabney

Title Chief Supervisor, Educational Assessment

Organization 8. C. pe_partment of Education

Street
1429 Senate Street, Atom 607

City Columbia State S. C.

Phone. Area code 803 Number 734-8266

Zip 29201

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank1. Which of the following are available

bank, taieck all that apply!
through this

al: test items
DE classification of items by content
23 general objectives topic statements

IE item specifications, detailed content descriptions.
etc.

E suggested instructional activities
E cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional matelals
E content review or other validity information

ir reliability estimates
E "awes
E IRT (latent trait) calibrations

other item analysis data
ID technical reports

2. Whet is the source of the bank's objectives and
items, (check all that aPPlYi

E developed by teachers
10 developed by state or local central office staff

developed by test development personnel within
your organization

13 developed by an outside organization RN( initally plus
collected from other sources committees later

3. WW1 reviews o studies (it any) were performed

for the items in the bank:, icrieck al! that applyi

review to verily appropriate content

E content review to match items to objectives

ID Content review to estaJlis. appropriate grade levels

or age levels
/0 editing for Clarity
ID editing based on reviews by technical personnel

ID editing based on technical data
review for sex bias

alreview for cultural and ethnic bias.
3 informal pilot testing (informal saie;tion of subiects

Small numberc, of subjects, nonrigorous ar...-lysis of

results)
3 tem*. pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of

results, large numbers of subjects. standardized

administration)

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

0 C all or most of the bank
is available for sale

an or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
Constructed from the
item bank

E . G tests are constructed
t sad on objectives in

r item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
Struct tests based On
objectives developed
by the user

S. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided) (check all that apply;

YES

CAN BE

ARRANGED NO

2 I" M
72
.--,

U
,-....

i.k-

f-^0
...... Or

0 0 X

0 :3 ria

M

M

197 192

printing of ter meterisis
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school prof rtes
training on test odmintotro

iron procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item SpfliCiliCationo

training on writing test
dent

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place Xs' in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject srea). and grade levels covered oy this nem

bank Also, please sae the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, phase write it in the space

provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an "X" in any flings where at least one grade of the range is covered

For easmple, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3 -S columns

B We dc not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals

with other content areas, please be sure to include them

C We realize that Highe Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

ocabu la
ontextuai worn Meaning

ft,C) Main Idea

Reading Readiness

Reference (Study) SkillS

Higher Order Thinking Skills (Analysis o

Literature and Inference

Details

APPROXIMATE NUMBER I pm GRADE LEVEL (AGE)

OF school 34 01 9.12

OBJECTIVES I ITEMS 10-41 (1r7) (1-10)111-13 '14-17iColiepe Adult

1 5-26

7-22

7-20

Computations! skills (Operations)

Concepts

I.) Problem Solving (Application)

a Geometry

E Calculator Math
et

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Measurement

25-100

1 29-100

1 28-100

23-100

25-100

Illogripper Sentence

Usage

formation

Mechan ics

Foreign Language (specify:

Composition

et
Higher Order Thinking Skills

Handwriting

N Higher Order Thinking Skills

1

cr

O Higher Order Thinking Skills

V I

25-100

One pr

with 7

mpt per assessment;

to 35 prompts th

pool

93
198



T Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

0/) ebonies to be tested

CE stem difficulty

© item type f i g , multilifrNat)

Ca cognitive lever (e g , not", Inference)

CZ) key words

O other

Q none

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very mach appreciate it )

M Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
tazonemy, passe bit

fl modified an issuing taxonomy,
"'"' please lest

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

other

9 In what form are the following available' (Check all that apply)

Nom tarts

Nom graphics

hem Statistics

HARD
COPY

xI

MICRO
DISK

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

UI

NOT
AVAILABLE

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this b From where did you obtain this
software perform' software'

astem management

test development

SCORIA(

0 reporting

0 student rem/keeping

0 crossreference to matins's

en kne test adnistnition

other

ri adapted from existing spreadsheets,
'' databases, etc

Q K you checked the above box, plisse
fat the programs you ere using

OD specially designed !or ow system by

Huynh Huynh

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

University of South Carolina

purchased
from test or research

,snartiun

199 191

3

a

SUNOS Items

fullscreen odium

can odd/delete/change
items

can odd/delete /change
item clessificstions

will handle user histery

wilt handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

en life generatsan of
Nate

tiro use venous craws
her selecting stens*

can add /1*Itte /change
stems the: are
computer selected

eaautomatically
stores

answer k el s

0 pnnts tests

has special print
feature

will pent multiple
toms

0 Other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

tote scores over time

..., gradeboot or senes of
U scores

*the

What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'
South D

BSAP Test

Genator

e If your software handles
sconng, please indicate its
capabilities below

mart sense reader

elibtest and total
Korea

O abjettree master,

item statistics

test Kati MO

0 oche.

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

in can generate most
f1 graphics

can attach Warnea graphics to stem telt

can generate graphics
and merge them in
With item twit

O can produce the entire
test

k Is your software'

,.., available on eichange
agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from yeti

13 not available for ott.:1

f If your software handles
reporting, piers( indicate its
capabilities below

O
wiliest profiles--
Nueva

O Su blest profile' rills I

O summery report i

cress reference to
U mama's , methods

other

i What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

Mainframe

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'
Difficult to assess since

consultant costs contains

numerous other activities. 0
m Technical ass:stance in

running the software is

available from us

available throve
undo,

h Huynh
0 mt amiable Consultant

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher orde:

thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) Wisconsin DPI Item Bank

For information about the
bank contact

p

Wisconsin DPI

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Name Dr. John H.

Title Item Bank Coordinator

Organization
Wisconsin Dept. of Public Instruction

Street 125 S. Webster

City Madison State WI

Phone: Area code 608 Number 266-3089
bp537°7

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

test items
classification of items by content
general objectives or topic statements
item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
content review or other validity information
reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

developed by teachers
Wdeveloped by state or local central office staff
@ developed by test development personnel within

your organization
developed by an outside organization

col lected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) wer performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

n review to verify appropriate content
19 content review to match items to objectives
C content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levelsn editing for clarity
ID editing based on reviews by technical personnel
0 editing based on technical data
al review for sex bias

review for cultural and ethnic boas
informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

0 formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects, standardized
administration)

YES

0

5.

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

fl

23

CAN BE
ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

201 196

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives ono
item specifications

training on wilting test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place Xs is the appropriate spaces I* Indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an X in any range where at Nast one grade of the range is covered
For example, If your Items cover grades 2 through 4, place Xs in both the IC-2 and 3-5 columns
11 We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to bask idols item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

flan
pro

Wool
104)

GRADE

54
(3-7)

34
0-101

LEVEL

04
11.13w14-

(AGE)

0..12
17pCottp. Adult

Phonot ic Analysis
250 250 0 0

Structural Analysis ) nn cc is 1

Vocabulary 600 700 ,sn ?nn

IComprehension i lAn ccn 27n

Reading Readiness

,,nn

-o-
n

Reference (Study) Skills 1.000 300 ,500 200

Higher Order Thinking Skills _

Number & Numberation &
ConpetIntiontstIllt Tar:faicatirwar.--

Concepts vocabulary & symbolism

690 179 1 n lqi

811 717 199 175

Measurement skills & app1iratirtrks;: Gtry skills & applications

587

112

---.-..113 275

50

..aa9_

53

E Calculator Math -0-
4a Problem solving 99 38 33 28

Organizaing Info.skills & appl. 178 26 103 49

Variables & relations skills & 103 2 16 85

appl.
Gramm 750 250 250 250

Usage 400 100 150 150

Mechanics
600 200 200 200

Foreign Language (spicily: )
-O-s

3 composition skills (machine) scored BOO _zap inn inn
onl

I Higher Order Thinking Skills y

IQ
VZ
IQ
L)0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

at

g
0 Higher Order Thinking Slab 197

202



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

(2) objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type (e g , multiple choice)

cognitive level (e g , reca0, inference)

key words

*Ow

9. In what form are

S. If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, phase indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would Nke to attach s
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taxonomy

ether wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please bet

modified on existing is enemy,
please bat

developed our own cognitive

the following available? (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

taxonomy

item texts 0.1

Rom graphics This may change in future

!him statistics 0

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions

check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

O item management

Co test development

&ming

O Wog"(

O student recordliming

CI crassreference to matenals

online test administration

Mbar

(In each case,

b. From where did you obtain this c If your software handles
software' item management, indicate

its capabilities below:
adapted from existing spreadsheets,

E3 databases, etc.

63 If you checked the above box, please
fist the programs you ars using

Current programs use Xerox

Propriatory system. Use

of MacIntosh Programs is under
_actimo_coar.idexatipon--

specially designed for am system by

ri purchased from test or research
II organisation

203 198

ao stores items

httl.cram eifitmg

on can add/delete/change
Items

can add /delete /change
Nam classifications

O will handle fur history

0 will handle test
analysis

O oast Test

Construction



d. If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

0 es-en. generation of
tests

1.

onr sided' Gni Wil
Items

can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

, , artimatically stores
D U answer keys

gn prints tests

toWs
special print

features

will print multiple
forms

other

If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

Possible

not
done

by objective asstwed

WO KOMI aver time

r., gradebook sr sines of
Korn

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e If your software handles
scoring, phase indicate its
capabilities below:

mart swim reader

ri submit and meal
6.1 moms

objective mastery

kw statistics

test statistics

ether

h. If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

acan
generate most

l graphics

f If your software handle_
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

student
est peonies--

stud

wiriest profiles class

1111111111Sfy lipids

.... cross reference to
nuiterials/ineshmois

0 ether

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 246, etc.)
Xerox star 8010 consideratio:

can attach external New
graphics to item text system

will
can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item test

0 can produce the woe
test

k Is yoi.r software:7

,_, available en whinge
1.-.1 kiniimmit

,,, available for pachase
C.1 from vendor

available for rwr. chase
Ovum you

net available for others

of moving to Apple

MacIntosh

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m. Technic! assistance in
running the software is:

available from us

available Shrew.

not evadable

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems

19;)
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Wyoming State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item lank Title (if any)
Wyoming Clearinghouse for Basic Skills

For information about the
bank contact-

Alan G. Wheeler
Name

Title Administrative Assistant, Curriculum & Inst.

Organization
State Department of Education

Hathaway Bldg
Street

Cheyenne
City State

Wy

Phone: Area code 307 Number 777-6808
Zip

82002

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

0

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

El developed by teachers
()developed uy state or local central office staff

El Odeveloped by test development personnel within
your organization

0 dovoloPod by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

0 review to verify appropriate content
Es content review to match items to objectives
0 content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or sea levels
1.33 editing for clarity
O editing based on reviews by technical personnel
0 editing based on technical data
0 review for sex bias
0 review for cultural and ethnic bias
0 informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small meters of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
results)

[]formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results. large numbers of subjects. sterviardted
administration)

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

g test items
igi classification of items by content
g general objectives or topic statements
0 item specifications.. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
0 content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

YES

0
0

CAN BE
ARRANGED

0
0

Li

NO

al

CS

(11

El

205

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre- developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
I the user

5. What additional services related to the bank

can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

G
0
EU

El

Ca

2 o 0

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tecn procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



6 Please place Xs in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content aroa. If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space

Aovided.
A When specifying grade levels, place an X in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place Xs in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks. If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that Higher Order Thinking SIdlls items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

In
School
10.4)

GRADE

K-2
(5-7)

34
(.10)

LEVEL

11-11

11-13

(AGE)

9-12
14-17),Coliege Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Samurai Analysis

Vocabulary

1 Comprehension

e Reading Readiness

fleforonce (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Reading (General) 200 800 x x x
.

,

Computational skills 200 800

Concepts

8 Problem Solving (Application)

Geometry3
X Calculator Math4
a Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

Grammar

Usage

Mechanics
1

Foreign Language (specify:

.

1 .

Composition

R Higher Order Thinking Skillsix
...

300 1200 x x x
-...

W
V
M
sir

g Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

.
Democratic :77overnance 300 650 x x x x

Free enterprise 250 500 x x x x

OHigher Order Thinking Skills .
2 )1
206
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a



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

objective to be tested

item difficulty

item type I. g , inulbpin choice)

cognitive bred (e g , recall, inference)

key words

ether

none

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taxonomy

ether wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please lest

n modified an existing taxonomy,
please list

developed our men cognitive
taxenwity

other

9 In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

Item texts

Item graphics

Item statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

10. If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software performs

item management

O test development

sconng

reporting

student recordkeeping

O uoss reference to materials

enline test administration

*Ow

b. From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from existing spreadsheets,
`-' databases, etc.

If you checked Use above box, please
`-' list the programs you are using

speciafiy designed for our system by

ri purchased from test or research
La organization

2072 02

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

c) stores Items

full screen *Mimi

can add /delete /change
Items

can odd/delete/change
Item classifications

will kindle user history

will handle test
analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below:

en line 'mention ef
tests

can vs. Primo criteria
for selecting items

._. can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

automaticalty
stores

answer keys

0 prints tests

has special pint
features

on print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below.

by objective mastered

total scores ever time

,..., gradebook or sines of
1.I scores

ether

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package?

e l your software handles
scoring, *ass indicate its
capabilities below:

mart sense reader

ri =blest and total
1.-1 pores

objective mastery

itwn statistics

cast statistics

O 0"

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below: .

can generate most
graphics

can attack utemal
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

O can produce the entire
test

K. Is your software.?

,..., available an exchange
I,j agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from you

not available for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

'West profiles--
student

wildest profiles class

summary reports

cross reference to
materials/methods

o
o
0 other

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is.

available from is

available through

not availabso

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems

2 r%3
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SECTION C

PROPRIETARY ITEM/TEST COLLECTIONS
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e-ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Alabama State DOE

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact Name Dr. Anne Hess

Title Coordinator of Student Assessment

Organization State Department of Education

Street 1020 MonLicello Court

City Montgomery State AL

11. el 100 .4 . II I If -

(AHSGE)

Phone: Area code 205 Number 261-5241

Zip 36117

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

11) test items
IQ, classification of items by content
on general objectives or topic statements
DD item specificationi, detailed content descriptions,

etc.
ir suggested rnseuctional activities

cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
Content review or other validity information

reliability estimates
p-values
IRT (latent trait) calibrations

gj other item analysis data
in technical reports AHSGE

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)

developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local mitrel office staff

e developed by test development personnel within
your organization

0 developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed

4
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

at, review to verify appropriate content
M content rowew to match items to objectives
csi content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
a) editing for clarity
Cifi editing based on reviews by technical personnel

IIII
al editing based on technical data

review for sex bias
review for cultural and ethnic bias
informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

Mall numbers of subjects, non-rigorous analysis of
Mutts)

5 formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administrat ion)

211

4. Which of these statements are =erect for this
bank?

CAN SE
YES ARRANGED NO

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or

cost of reproduction)
pre- developed tests are

constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on object; yes in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply;

CAN SE

YES ARRANGED NO

1:11 printing of test materials
al test scoring services
OD development of individual

student profiles
El) development of class and

school profiles
i.sa
ry training on test administro-

tier procedures

111 training on writing or
selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

lx
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Please place 'Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item

bank Also, please use the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives

available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space

provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an "X" in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered

For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs" in both the K-2 and 3S columns

B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals

with other content areas, please be sure to include them.

C We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA

APPROXIMATE
OF

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pro

=chop(
104)

II-2
(5 .7)

GRADE

34
(1.10)

LEVEL

4
itt-131414-17)Coli

(AGE)

S-12
e Adult

Phonetic Analysis
X X

Structural Analysis
X X X

V ocabu Iary
X X X X

IComprehension
Y Y Y X .

i Reading Readiness
A

IV
Reference (Study) Skills

1

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts
X X X X

V3
4) Problem Solving (Application)

X X X

et
Goometrya

ICalculator Math

2 Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar

Usage
X

IMechanics
4

Foreign Language (specify:t
Comrpos Wan

R Higher Order Thinking Skills4
..i

W
VZ
ia

iil Higher Order Thinking Skills

ac

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills
It 1



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below

0 online generation of
tests

can use venous mans
for solecting items

can add;delete 'change
LAI items that are

computer selected

IDautomaticatly
stoves

answer keys

13] prints tests

fahas
special pent

features

will print multiple
forms

other

g tf your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

0 by objective mastered

total scores over time

,..., grade boot or series o'
Li scores

0 other

j What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below.

mart sense reader

*ablest and total
I) scores

'shiftily, mastery

stern statistics

test statistics

other

It If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item teat

O
can produce the entire
test

k is your software'

,..., kr/allable on exchange
arsemont

wadable for purchase
from wonder

available
for purchase

U from you

ea not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

msubtsst
profiles

student

I3 114ibteit profiles class

al summary reports

, cross reference to
U maims's/methods

other

i What type of computer do
you use' (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

available from us

... available through
vendor

60 not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems
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7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

op objective to be tested

cs item difficulty

item type (e g multiple choice)

cognitive level (e i , rscall, inference)

key words

other,

norm

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please hst

ri ',WIG./ an uistang taxonomy,
`' please 1st

devdsped our own cognitive
taxonomy

other

9. In what form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

HARD
COPY

Rom torts

Rom graphics

Nom statistics

MICRO
DISK

n
0n1

MAINFRAME NOT
AVAILABLEDISK OR TMIE

a
5D

5D

Currently being placed
on computer.

These are under our test security
and are not available to outside
sources.

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions (In each case,

check all responses that apply)

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

a) item management

al test development

scoring

0 reporlimi

student recordkeeping

uossreference to materials

online test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software?

ri adapted from existing spreadsheets,
I-1 databases, etc

ri If you ditched the above box, please
l'-, list the /warns you are using

ao specially designed for our system by

ri purchased from test or research
-1 arganiutron

2 9 s
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c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

al steles items

full screen editing

rgl can add/delete/change
Lou Items

can odd/delete/change
item daseificatiens

ea will handle user history

will handle test
analysis

other

a



ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Clark County, NV S.D.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any)
Curriculum Master File

For information about the

bank contact Name Alison Cawley

Title Curriculum Development Consultant

Organization Clark County School District

Street 600 North Ninth Street
City Las Vegas State Nevada

Phone: Area code 702 Number 799-8454
Zip 89101

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apt'-'I'

developed by teachers

e
developed by state or locsl central office staff

developed by test development personnel within
your organization

Ell developed by an outside organization
12i collected from other sources

3. What reviews Or SIi.:fieS (:: :my) .,:cre performed

for the items in the bank? (check all that apply

&review to verify appropriate content

4. Which of these statements are cociect for this
bank?

test items *
& classification of items by content
Ci0 general objectives or topic statements
0 item specifications, detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities *

0 cross ref fences between objectives and
appropi,ste instructional materials

content review or other validity information
0 reliability estimates

p-values
IRT Patent trait) calibrations
other item analysts data
technical reports

YES

0
0

0 ,

CAN SE
ARRANGED NO

*

At
.j

ntent review to match items to objectives
Content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
El editing for clarity

editing based on reviews by technical personnel
editing based on technical data

review for 1111111, bias
review for cultural and ethnic bias
informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

small numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results) some

formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and enlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

5. What additional services
can be provided? (check

CAN at
YES ARRANGED NO

8
R ri ri
tig

25

M

8
riS

eventually will be installed on district mainframe (IBM)

215
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*

all or most of the bank
is available for sale

all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-devaloped tests are
constructed from the
item bank

tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

related to the bank
all that apply)

printing of test materiels
test scoring services
develooment of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
sterns

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels covered by this item
bank Also, please Pik the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area If the appropriate content area is not listed, please write I, in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an °X° in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C. We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA
APPROXIMATE

OF
OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ETES

pro

School
10-41

5.2
15-71

GRADE

34
(11-10)

LEVEL

44
111-131014-17Kollso

(AGE)

5-12
Adult,

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary

IComprehension

RReading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Computational skills

Concepts

n Problem Solving (Application)ssa Geometry

1 Calculator Math5
M Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grwnmar

Usage

1 Mechanics
Foreign Language (specify:

R composition

Higher Order Thinking Skillset-I

VW

W

U Higher Order Thinking Skills

ac

OHigher Order Thinking Skills 2 1 (1

sex



7 Which e the following can be used to

retrieve items' (Check all that apply)

objective to be tested

item difficulty

121 dem type le g , inulaplecherce) *

CI cognitive level (e g , stall, inference) *

ej key words *

O sow subject, grade level *

*

(:) none

$ If your kerns are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

',minority

ether well known upitive Norris Sanders
usenorny, please bit

1-6
modified an existing tazenorny,
Ouse bit

developed our own cognitive

9. in what form are the following available' (Check all that

HARD
COPY
*

Item huts

nom graphics *
Item statistics

MICRO
DISK

0

MAINFRAME
DISK OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

0

apply)

tazonomy

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions

check an responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

tiitem management *

tnt
AA scoring *

al rowans *

O student recorelkeeping

a cross reference Is materials

el an line test administration *

O Whet Curriculum
revision

*

*

b From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted hem slating smudgiest.,
databases, etc

*

f you mused use above ..a, puss
I'd list the programs you we using

D-Base 3 Plus Clipper

specially designed for ow system by

In purchased from lost w research
organssation

* eventually will be installed on district mainframe (IBM)

(In each case,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities beiow.

6.1
stores items

ai nisi screw, editing *

64 can odd/stage/change
Rams

ajcan
add /delete/change

Rom classifications

win handle sew history*

Ki win bindle test *
iJ analysis

other



d If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below

It esline gene/awn of
ma tests

P.% con vas various whine
J for salocting Items

can addidefete/change
up Items that are

computer selected

Esautomatically
stores

answer lays

pints tests

0 has special print
features

0 will pint multiple
forms

0 other

*

$ If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below-

8 by objective mastered

total NOM over time

Aft padebook or series of
io scores

*

*

*

0 other

; *.V::.; is the :taunt your
banking/test scoring software
package'

Curriculum Master File

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

19 mark sense ruder

en Noblest and total
KIWIS

CJ obiecdv mastery

item statistics

tut statistics

*

*

O0"

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

can generate most
graphics

can attach enema!
Q graphics to item teat

can gamma graphics
and merge them in
with item teat

can produce the entire
test

ym. sof:dare 7

available on exchange
elmmult

6,, mikado for purchase
U from vendor

available for purchase
Mom you eventually

not available for others

f If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

sutest pelves --
r student

'latest prelims class

rts summary reports

O

*

cress reference to
materials/methods

ether

i. What type of computer do
you use (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc )

AT - now
eventually mainframe

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

Currently not determined

m Technical assistance in
running the software is

CS available from vs

avarlabis through

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system

in this space or on a separate sheet of paper We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems

* eventually will be installed on district mainframe (IBM)

212
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CURRICULUM MASTER FILE

Curriculum Master File (CMF) is a computerized data base
retrieval system for all of the Clark County School District
learning objectives, instructional activities, and related
test items (K-12). The first phase of CMF involved inputting
Clark County School District's learning objectives in a host
computer. This phase is completed. CMF contains elementary
learning objectives (K-6) in 14 subject areas and secondary
learning objectives (7-12) in over 350 courses. CMF's second
phase requires the linkage of existing objectives and test
items. This phase will be ongoing. Currently test items are
being correlated in elementary math and reading and secondary
math, reading, and English. The third phase of CMF will tie
existing instructional activities and resources to
established learning objectives (K-12). Teachers at school
sites will also be able to input instructional activities on
the mainframe for teachers at other sites.

Currently Clark County School District is converting to a new
mainframe. Once the conversion is completed, Curriculum
Master File will be installed on the new mainframe. Each
individual school (140 schools districtwide) will be able to
utilize the CMF program at their sites through modems.

At that point, CMF will include K-12 learning objectives,
test items, instructional activities, and resources. The
system will also have the capability to perform test scoring
and record keeping functions.

Clark County School District (CCSD) is currently working with
a variety of test items. We have purchased the Northwest
Evaluation Association items; the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory items; the Merrill math, reading, and
language art item banks; the National Assessment of
Educational Progress items; and we have developed district
items in math, science, and social studies, and English.
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ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Mississippi State U.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Please type or write legibly. This quest ionnare will be photocopied.

Item Bank Title (if any) PREPS, Inc. T.I.B.

For information about the
bank contact Name Hugh I.. _Perk

Title PREPS Executive Director
Organization PREPS, Inc.

Street Box 5365

City Mississippi State State MS

Phone: Area code 601 Number 325 -3717
zip 39762

Please indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing an "x" in the appropriate boxes.

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

rg test items
(11 classification of items by content

general objectives or topic statements
M item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities
cross references between objectives and

appropriate instructional materials
Content review or other validity information
reliability estimates

p pvalues
IRT (latent trait) calibrations

ID other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and

items? (check all that apply)

(3 developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local central office staff
al developed by test development personnel within

your organization
0 developed by an outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

13 review to verify appropriate content
M content review to match items to objectives
GI content review to establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
(3 editing for clarity
13 editing based on reviews by technical per...onnel
al editing based on technical data
Ea review for sea bias
Ga review for cultural and ethnic bias

informal pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.
emelt numbers of subjects. nonrigorous analysis of
results)

Es formal pilot testing (rigorous sampling and anlysis of
III results. large numbers of subjects. standardized

administration)

221

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

YES
CAN BE

ARRANGED NO

El all or most of the bank
is available for sale

El all or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

IR pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

El tests are constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

El items are used to con-
struct tests based On
objectives developed
by the user

5. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

214

CAN BE

YES ARRANGED NO

lil
El
Eil

2
El

E

E
E

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
development of class and

school profiles
training on test administra-

tion procedures
training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

other



Please place "Xs" in the appropriate spaces to indicate the subject areas and grade levels coveted by this item
bank Also, please vse the columns on the left to indicate the approximate numbers of items and objectives
available in each content area. if the appropriate content area is not listed, please write it in the space
provided
A When specifying grade levels, place an °V in any range where at least one grade of the range is covered
For example, if your items cover grades 2 through 4, place "Xs" in both the K-2 and 3S columns
B We do not want to limit the content of the catalog to basic skills item banks If your item bank deals
with other content areas, please be sure to include them.
C We realize that "Higher Order Thinking Skills" items may overlap other content areas within each subject

CONTENT AREA

.11=,
APPROXIMATE NUMBER

OF
OBJECTIVES ITEMS

he
School
(0-4)

G

K-2
(5-7)

RADE LEVEL

34 11-8
(s-10)111.131

(AGE)

5-12
14-17) College Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Structural Analysis

Vocabulary

Canprehension

gReading Readiness

Reference (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

4

Computational skills

Concepts

D. Problem Solving (Application)s
et3 Geometry

Calculator Math

a Higher Order Thinking Skills

Grammar

Usage

Mechanics

Foreign Language (specify.

Compositiai

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

of

0 Higher Order Thinking Skills

-



I.

7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items" (Check all that apply)

E) objective to be tested

item difficulty

ED item type (e g , multiplechesce)

cognitive level (e g , recall, inference)

key words

other

none

9 In what form are the following

Horn tarts

Worn graphics

Worn statistics

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

E
E 0

$ If your items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it.)

Bloom's Taxonomy

other wellknown cognitive
taxonomy, please bat

n modified an existing taxonomy,
' please list

developed our own cognitive
taxonomy

other

available' (Check all that apply)

MAINFRAME NOT
DISK OR TAPE AVAILABLE

0
0

0

10 If computer software is used to support item banking, please answer the following questions.
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform'

(3 item management

test development

40 scoring

reporting

student recordkeeping

crossreference to matins!.

enline test administration

1:31 other

Item selection

b From where did you obtain this
software'

adapted from uisting spreadsheets,
6-0 databases, etc.

W you checked the above box, please
6-0 list the programs you are using

0 specially designed for our system by

rn purchased from test or research
tI organisation

216
223

(In each case,

c If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below

O stores items

E) fullsaw editing

can add/delete/change
1-0 items

Ez.
can add/delete/change
Item classifications

will handle user history

Owill handle test
,lalysis

other



d. If your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

caonline
generation of

tests

r-t can use venous aliens
L.I for selecting items

_ can add/delete/change
items that are
computer selected

automatically stores
answer keys

O prints tests

has spacial print
features

will print multiple
forms

other

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

by objective mastered

total scores over time

,, gradebook et series of
scores

*ow

j. What is the name of your item
banking/test scoring software
package'

e If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below.

mad sense reader

1-1 =blest and total
11I scores

objective mastery

item statistics

test statistics

*that

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below .

can generate most
graphics

can attach external
graphics to item text

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item text

can produce the entire
test

k Is your software:?

available
on exchange

U agreement

available for purchase
from vendor

available for purchase
from you

Li not available for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below.

waken profiles--
student

adieu profiles- class

summary reports

, cross reference to
U magnate/methods

other

i. What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 286, etc.)

MSDOS -

IBM PC or

Clone

I. What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software?

not for sale

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is:

121 available from us

.... available through
wonder

not available

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order

thinking skills, and in computerized systems.

III



*ITEM BANK DATA SHEET
Wash Township, IN

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Pleas* type or write legibly. This questionnare will be photocopied.

Item lank Title (if any)

For information about the
bank contact

(not available)

Isabel E. Blomberg

Title Dirprtor of rtirri nm

Organization tISD Washington Towlis.h.iP

Street 3801 E. 79th Street
Indianapolis

State

Phone: Area code 11 7 Number 845-9238

IN Zip 46240

Pleas* indicate the characteristics of this item bank by placing

1. Which of the following are available through this
bank? (check all that apply)

E3

test items
classification of items by content
general objectives or topic statements
item specifications. detailed content descriptions.

etc.
suggested instructional activities

4, cross references between objectives and
appropriate instructional materials

content review or other validity information
reliability estimates
frvalues
IRT patent trait) calibrations
other item analysis data
technical reports

2. What is the source of the bank's objectives and
items? (check all that apply)
0 developed by teachers
0 developed by state or local centrel office staff
developod by test development personnel within

your organization
Odeveloped by en outside organization
collected from other sources

3. What reviews or studies (if any) were performed
for the items in the bank? (check all that apply)

ca review to verify spproptiste content
content review to match items to objectives
Content review ts- establish appropriate grade levels

or age levels
al editing for clarity
ca editing based on reviews by technical personnel
GB editing based on technical data
preview for sex bias
preview for cultural and ethnic bias
eg informed pilot testing (informal selection of subjects.

Snell numbers of subjects. non-rigorous analysis of
results)

fennel pilot testing (rigorous sampling and snlysis of
results, large numbers of subjects. standardized
administration)

an "X" in the appropriate boxes.

4. Which of these statements are correct for this
bank?

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

0 all or most of the bank
is available for sale

so or most of the bank
is available free (or
for cost of reproduction)

pre-developed tests are
constructed from the
item bank

El tests s 7s constructed
based on objectives in
the item bank selected
by the user

items are used to con-
struct tests based on
objectives developed
by the user

6. What additional services related to the bank
can be provided? (check all that apply)

CAN BE
YES ARRANGED NO

E3

0

printing of test materials
test scoring services
development of individual

student profiles
Er.) development of class and

school profiles
El training on test administra-

tion procedures
Ea training on writing or

selecting objectives and
item specifications

Ill training on writing test
items

assistance in interpreting
test data

2
225 218

other



Please pbco 'Xs' is the appropriate spews to Indicate the abject areas and grade levels covered by this Item
bank. Also, please se the columns on the left to Moots the approximate numbers of kerns and objectives
available in each content cores. If the appropriate content was is not listed, please writs it M the space

AA. When speckyhtg grade levels, place an 'X' in any range where at lent one grade of the range is covered
For =ample, If yew Items cow grades 2 through 4, place 'Xs' in both the K-2 and 3-5 columns
S. We de not want to Gunk the content of the catalog to bask skills ken banks. If your item bank deals
with *their =dent areas, plum be sure to include them.
C. We realize that 'Higher Order Thinking Skills' Items may overlap other content areas within each subject.

Seeattached Obil_erformanceW
indicators CORM

APPROXIMATE
OF

OBJECTIVES

NUMBER

ITEMS

pm
School

1041

GRADE

II2till 24
Iola

LEVEL

44
itt13gteTgeolleve

(AGE)

S12
Adult

Phonetic Analysis

Stan :torsi Analysis

Vocabulary

IComprehension
x x x

ilRead ng Readiness i
Geferonce (Study) Skills

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Totals

COMptAlltional skills

C011CdPtd

,

0 Problem Solving (Application)
x x x

sii,

et

,-

aGeometry

Calcu lator Math

1 Higher Order Thinking Skills ,_
Totals 47 168

,.--
Gramm

Usage

hleclianics
x x x

1
Foreign Language (specify: ) ,

Composition

,

,

Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

Totals 21 126
* 1,

x x x

1
g Higher Order Thinking Skills ,

,

Totals 34 204

Social Studies x x

Higher Order Thinking Sidle
(Iti

Lfit--___ Totals 44 .....r
264



7. Which of the following can be used to
retrieve items' (Check 4.'1 that apply)

al objective to he tested

item fifticulty

item type (e s , multiple dace)

ceritive Wei (e s , r.csQ, inference)

key words

0 thw
men.

9 In what

S. If your Items are retrievable by
cognitive level, please indicate from
where your cognitive categories were
derived (If you would like to attach a
listing of the taxonomy you use, we
would very much appreciate it )

O Bloom's Tummy

O other tall known cognitive
taaenomy, please Ist

O wedlisil an twisting tazostorny,
piessi ket

dadoped our own cognitive
Women

thsr

form are the following available? (Check all that apply)

HARD MICRO
COPY DISK

UNFRAME
OR TAPE

NOT
AVAILABLE

Nom texts

Rom graphics

Rom statistics

0
0
0

0
0
C8

E0

10 If computer software is used to rupport item banking, please answer the following questions
check all responses that apply )

a What function(s) does this
software perform?

item management

test development

scions

'limiting

O student recordteeping

O cross reference to materials

en lin' test administration

other

b From where did you obtain this
software?

adapted from quisling 'spreadsheets,
'' databases, etc.

If you checked the above be:, please
*-1 list the programs you an veins

specially designed for our system by

Opurchased
from test or research

organization

221? 2 0

(In each case,

c. If your software handles
item management, indicate
its capabilities below:

stores items

fullscre. editing

O can 816/delete/change
I-0 Items

can oddideletelchanse
item dassifications

will bonito user %story

will handle test
anaNsis

other,



II your software handles
test development, indicate
its capabilities below.

0 am -gib generation of
tests

con use varkon tutees.
tor selecting Items

_, can add/delete/change
items that ors
computer selected

mrternatically stores
answer keys

prints tests

has special print
futures

will print multiple
forms

0 other.

g If your software handles
student recordkeeping, please
indicate its capabilities
below

0 by objective mastered

0 tots, scores over time

,_, indebook or series of
L) KIM

O ether

%Aryl is tin name of your item
be lkinsiteact 'caring software
track.=7

...- ,ga.,...me.www.....

a If your software handles
scoring, please indicate its
capabilities below

meet sense reedy

ri ablest end total
1-0 scares

objective mastery

kw statistics

test statistics

ether

h If your software has
graphics capabilities, please
indicate these below. .

rn can generate most
La graphics

can attach *sternal
graphics to item tut

can generate graphics
and merge them in
with item teat

can produce the entire
lost

k Is your software ?

available in exchange
Li agreement

callable foe purchase
from vender

mailable for purchase
him fig

not ,vallable for others

f. If your software handles
reporting, please indicate its
capabilities below

noblest prefliss- -

&Mut prollies--class

summery reverts

cress reference to
matotels/metheds

i What type of computer do
you use? (If micro, please
indicate XT, AT, 2$6, etc )

I What is the approximate
cost of your testing
software'

m. Technical assistance in
running the software is

available !Now as

,... available through
vender

not available

III

11 Please provide any descriptive comments or explanatory information about your item bank and/or testing system
in this space or on a separate sheet of paper. We are especially interested in items measuring higher order
thinking skills, and in computerized systems.

221
228


